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Read what the U.S. Dept. of Labor' says about 
these growing Career fields: 

1. Electricians.(Construction and Maintenance) 
In selecting apprentice applicants or trainees, 

employers look for young people who have 

manual dexterity and are Interested in learning 
hose electrical equipment functions. Appli- 
cantsalso need goxxlcolor vision because electrical 
wires are frequently identified by color. Al- 
though physical strength is not essential, agility 
and good health are important. Employment of 
construction electricians is expected to increase 

rapidly through the mid -19ä1/'s. Employment of 
maintenance electricians is expected to increase 

moderately through the mid -19ä0s because of 
the growing amount of electrical and electronic 
equipment used in industry. 

2. Auto Mechanics. For entry jobs, employers 
look for young persons with mechanical aptitude, 
and a knowledge of automobiles. Generally, a 

driver's license Is required. Courses in automo- 

bile repair offered by many high schools, voca- 

tional sehouls. and private trade schools are 

helpful. Courses in science and mathematics help 

a person better understand how an automobile 
operates. Employment is expected to increase 

because expansion of the driving age population, 
consumer purchasing power. and multicar own- 
ership will increase the number ofautomobiles. 

3. Accountants. Greater use of accounting in- 

formation in business management, changing 
tax systems, and growth of large corporations 
all point to excellent opportunities for account- 

ants. People planning a career in accounting 

should have an aptitude for mathematics. Neat- .._.. _ 

ness and accuracy also are necessary. Employers 

seek applicants who handle responsibility and 

work ssith little supervision. Employment of ac- 

countants is expected to increase rapidly through 

the mid- 1980's as businesses and government 

agencies continue to expand in size and complexity. 

4. Engineering and Science Technicians. 
Industrial expansion and increasing complexity 
of modern technology underlie the anticipated 
increase in demand for technicians. Those inter - 
ested in a career as a technician should have an 

aptitude for mathematics and science, and enjoy 
technical work. An ability to do detailed work 
with a high degree of accuracy is necessary: for 
design work. creative talent also is desirable. 
Employment opportunities are expected to be 

favorable through the mid- 198(1's. 

5. Air- Conditioning, Refrigeration. and 
Heating Mechanics. Increases in household 

formations and rising personal incomes should 
result in a very rapid increase in the number of 
air conditioned hones. Air -conditioning in 
offices. stores. hospitals. schools, and other 
buildings also is expected to increase. Employers 
prefer high school graduates who have had 

courses in mathematics. physics. and blueprint 
reading. Mechanical aptitude and an interest in 
electricity are important qualifications. Good 
physical condition helps in lifting and moving 
heavy equipment. Employment is expected to 

increase veers rapidly through the mid- 1980's. 

6. Draftsmen. Those planning careers in draft- 
ing should: be able to do detailed work requiring 
a high degree of accuracy: have good eyesight 

and eye -hand coordination because most of their 
work is done at the drawing board: be able to 
function as part of a team since they work directly 
with engineers, architects, and skilled workers: 

and b be able to do free -hand drawings of three 

dimensional objects. Employment of draftsmen 

is expected to rise rapidly as a result of the in- 
creasingly complex design problems of modern 
products and processes. Prospects will be best 

for those having post -high school drafting 
training. 

'Bureau of Labor Stansucs, (An woomil Owloek llanJlad;, 
1974-75 edition. 

SIX GOOD JOBS FOR 
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THE 1O&8O 's 
If you're looking for a new career, you should keep in 

mind that some job fields will grow faster than others over the 
next ten years. (Some, such as barbers, railroad workers, meat - 
cutters, etc., will actually decline.) 

Why do we tell you this? We're ICS - International 
Correspondence Schools -and we offer career training in fields the 
government experts say are likely to increase over the next decade. 

INCREASE IN JOB OPPORTUNITIES, 1972 -85 

48.9% 

18.4% 

31% 

1 

4. 

Engincerinf Auto Air Con- Elec- Accoun- Drafts - 
& Sci.Tcch. Mechanics ditioning tricians tants men 

Source: Us. Dept. of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Ornspirinrral Slanpoor..rnd Moons! .Nerds, Revised 1974. 
"This category includes electronics and a variety of engineering fields available through ICS. as well as some 
technical fields which ICS does not offer. 

Of course, we can't guarantee you a job -no school can 
do that. But we can give you the first -rate training you need, espe- 
cially if you're interested in one of the growing career fields where 
ICS concentrates its training. 

You could even earn a college degree without going to 
college. The ICS Center for Degree Studies is authorized by the 
Pennsylvania Department of Education to grant the Associate in 
Specialized Business degree in Accounting and Business Manage- 
ment, and the Associate in Specialized Technology degree in Civil, 
Mechanical, Electrical, and Chemical Engineering Technologies. 

These degree programs are not mere stepping- stones to 
higher education nor are they primarily intended for transfer 
toward more advanced degrees. They are practical, career -oriented 
programs designed to help you reach your objectives without 
further academic training. 

As an ICS student, you study at home, at your own pace. 
But you're never alone. If you ever want to talk to an instructor, 
you can call ICS from anywhere in the continental United States or 
Canada, using our toll -free Dial -a- Questions service. 

Since 1890, millions of men and women around the world 
have turned to ICS for career training. More than 70 of America's 
largest 100 corporations (including Bethlehem Steel, 3M, Union 
Carbide, Weyerhaeuser, International Paper) use ICS training for 
their own employees. 

No one can promise success, but if you want more - 
more money, more security, more day -to-day satisfaction and more 
future -our free Career Booklet and free Demonstration Lesson 
can help you get started in the right direction. Just check the box 
next to the field that interests you most and mail the card or coupon 
today. There's no obligation. 

ICSInternational Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa. 18515 

Please mail me the Free Career Booklet and Free Demonstration Lesson for 
the field I have checked below I understand I am under no obligation. 

Elecaicun 
O Engineering 
O Accounting 
O Drafting 
O Electronics Technician 
O TV Service & Repair 
O Surveying & Mapping 
O Construction Electrician 
O Diesel Mechanics 

O Air Conditioning & Refrig. 
O Automotive Mechanics 
O Business Management 
O Airline, Travel 
O Interior Decorating 
O Income Tax 
O MoreVRestaurant Management 
O Appliance Servicing& Repair 
O High School 

ICS Center for DegreeStudies 
Associate in SpeciAi. Business 

ee 

O Accounting O Business Mgt. 
Associate in Specialized Technology 
Degree in: 
O Civil Eng. O Electrical Eng. 
O Mechanical Eng. O Chemical Eng. 
O Electronics O Mechanical Design 

Print Name Age 

Address 

State 

City 

Zip Telephone 
XA10314 Veteraoe Taken for career purposes, ICS Programs qualify for VA Benefits. 

Canadian residents use Scranton. Pa. address for service from ICS Canadian, Ltd. 
In Hawaii: 931 University Ave.. Honolulu, Hawaii 96814. 
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THIS ANTENNA 
WILL NOT KILL!! 
HUSTLER'S NEW HOMING PIGEONTM 

THE FIRST ALL - INDOOR CB BASE 

.:?4 _ ANTENNA IS A 

TIMESAVER, 

WORKSAVER,.. AND 

LIFESAVER! 

Patent Pending for Homing Pigeon ". Other 
Hustler antennas are protected by one or 
more New -Tronics patents. 3287732, 
3513472. 3327311. 3419869, 3599214. 
3873985,3582951. 

We don't drive you up a wall, outside, to install an 
antenna where power lines, wind gusts, and slippery 
footing can make installation dangerous or fatal. 
Instead, the Hustler Homing Pigeon'' sets up and 
adjusts quickly, indoors, between floor and ceiling, 
just like a pole lamp. Takes only 1 -1/2 square inches 
of floor space. Also, it covers 23 or 40 channel CB, AM 
or SSB. No fuss. No muss. No risk. And it's perfect for 
apartments, condominiums, or anywhere an out- 
door antenna is prohibited. 

, - i C , 0 
the home of originals" 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL DISTRIBUTORS 
WHO RECOGNIZE THE BEST! 

-new- ANTENNA Engineers. Designers. Manufacturers troncs 15800 commerce Dark drive 
brookcark, ohio 44142 corporation (216) 267 -3150 

CIRCLE 21 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

..AND THIS ANTENNA 

WON'T KILL EITHER! 
llü EF HUSTLOFF'" 

It won't dart off like magnetic mounts can so it can't 
hit a passing car or pedestrian, leading to lawsuits - 
spin the knob to remove! 

TRUNK LIP MOUNT 
Stainless steel 48" or 55" heavy duty 
antenna, Hustloff " mount, 17' cable. 
installed connectors. 

RAIN GUTTER MOUNT 
Fiberglass 42" antenna, Hustloff " rain 
gutter mount, complete with 17' cable, 
installed connectors. 



The whole team 
wondered what Ron Brown 
was up to in his basement. 

Word has it he was up to something mighty special. 
And when he didn't show up for bowling practice one 
Wednesday night, the Lucky Strikers (that was the name of 
his neighborhood team) began to wonder, too. 

So it was that a bunch of the boys 
decided to pay their "star" a visit, and talk him 
out of his secret project and back into action. 
It didn't happen that way, though. 

Matter of fact, it was Ron Brown who 
talked the Lucky Strikers out of their bowling 
night and down into his workshop. What was it 
...what could be exciting enough to keep a 

bunch of ten-pin tigers from their favorite pas- 
time ?Oneof the most fascinating learn -at -home 
programs in the world, that's what! 

Actually build and experiment 
with a new big- screen color TV in ASI's 
fascinating learn -at -home program. It will 
help you develop new skills as an elec- 
tronics troubleshooter. 

You'll set up your own electronics lab- 
oratory to discover first -hand the technology 
behind the most exciting innovations in the world 
of home entertainment electronics. 

In fact, as part of the program, you'll 
actually build and experiment with a beautiful, 
integrated circuit 100% solid state color TV. 

But most important of all will be the 
new skills you'll develop all along the way...the 
kind of skills that could lead you in exciting new directions. 
For example, like many of ASI's 140,000 graduates, once you 
complete the program you could use your training: 
1. To provide part -time income 
2. To start a business of your own 
3. To seek out a job in the electronics industry 
4. To upgrade your current job 
5. As a foundation for advanced programs in electronics 

Go exploring at home, in your spare time. No 
traveling to class. No lectures. No one breathing 
down your neck. 

ASI wants to make it easy for you to get to know the 
exciting world of home entertainment electronics. You'll be 

able to develop new skills in your own home on whatever 
days and hours you choose. So you don't have to give up 
your present job or paycheck just because you want to 
prepare yourself for some future opportunities. 

What's more, we believe that when you're exploring 
a field as fascinating as home entertainment electronics, 
reading about it is just not enough. That's why you'll get lots 
of "hands on" training experience with some of the most 
impressive electronic training tools you've ever seen! 

No Electronics Background Necessary 

of frequencies for use in AM, FM, TV, LW and SW 
broadcast bands. 
Transistorized Radio Receiver -Build your radio in a spread 

out format directly on a large schematic diagram. 
You will learn how transistors, capacitors, resistors 
and other parts work together to receive radio 
signals and convert them into sound. 
VTVM (Vacuum Tube Voltmeter) -Build and 
troubleshoot measurements of DC +, DC -, AC 
rms and peak -to -peak voltages. 
Solid State Triggered Sweep Oscilloscope -See 
the heartbeats of tiny integrated circuits with one 
of the most universal of all testers. You'll experi- 
ment with displays of voltage waveforms found in 
audio devices, television receivers, transmitters 
and other electronic equipment. 
Vectorscope- Patterns for converging, adjusting 
and troubleshooting color television receivers. 
Solid state circuitry and integrated circuits are used 
for accuracy, stability and reliability since this will 
be a key instrument for troubleshooting and 
servicing color television receivers. 
Color Television Set -As you build, you explore 
automatic fine tuning, plug -in circuit boards, the 
cathode ray tube and all the components and 
circuitry used in the late model color receivers. 

Besides these, you will also receive a 

pre -wired and assembled multi- tester plus a 

professional quality set of electronic hand tools 
and tool box. 

And Only ASI Offers Audio /Visual Aids Too! 
You will receive a filmstrip projector, filmstrips and 

records that SHOW and TELL you the proper way to perform 
some of the fascinating tests and experiments you'll do in 
the program. Only ASI offers this exciting way to combine theo 
with practice... and our graduates tell us that these aids are 
some of the most helpful and interesting parts of the program. 

We try to give more personal attention than 
other learn -at -home programs. 

1. Toll -free phone -in assistance. Should you ever 
run into a rough spot, well be there to help. While many 
schools make you mail in your questions, we have a toll -free 
line for questions that can't wait. 

2. Every student is assigned a Personal Technical 
Advisor. He'll follow your progress and be available when- 
ever you want to "talk shop" or bounce around an idea or two. 

That's one of the advantages of this program. We 

start you off with the basics and help you work your way up, 
one step at a time. You'll start right off using your hands as 

well as your head. That's because ASI firmly believes that one 
of the best ways to develop skills is the exciting "hands on "way. 

Each time you receive new materials you will 
assemble and experiment with the kind of fascinating elec- 
tronic equipment that will guide you with tests and 
experiments and will help you become familiar with operations 
and applications. With ASI you BUILD, EXPERIMENT, and KEEP: 

Signal Generator -This important tool helps you explore 
AM alignment and signal injection. This is a source of 
modulated or unmodulated signals. It provides a wide range 

Send for free details today -for a more 
secure tomorrow. 

Whether your goal is higher -paid job skills...extra 
income from part -time work...being your own boss in your 
own business...or simply to become your own electronics 
expert and experience the comfortable confidence that 
comes with having another marketable skill to fall back on, 
in case of hard times...ASI can help you reach it. 

Mail postpaid card today for free 
course outline and sample lesson. 

No cost or obligation of any kind. 
APPROVED FOR VETERANS BENEFITS 

WHEN TAKEN FOR VOCATIONAL PURPOSES. 
If card has been removed -write to: 

as i advance schools, inc. 
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Hey, 

look me over 
Showcase of New Products 

F xcluslve 
Breaker Beam 

lights when you 
key your mike 
tor any good 
biddy to see 
When antenna is 

recessed, beam 
is not visible 

The Antenna 
You Can 
Bank On 

Breaker Beam the new fully auto- 
matic AM /FM /CB antenna has all 
the features you never knew existed, 
and always wanted. Breaker Beam 
offers more! Compare these out- 
standing features: 1. Turn your radio 
on and the antenna goes up, turn 
your ignition off and it goes down 
automatically. No antennas to un- 
screw, nothing to flip or flop. Nothing 
to "advertise" you have a CB. 2. CB 
will only operate when antenna is 
fully extended, eliminating transistor 
blow -out. 3. Pre -tuned signal splitter 
to separate frequencies. 4. Center 
loading coil for maximum perform- 
ance. 5. Plug -in wiring for easy instal- 
lation, hardware included. 6. Totally 
dependable in extreme weather con- 
ditions ...and more. 
Breaker Beam'' ... the last antenna 
your car will ever need. You Can 
Bank On It. Ask for further details; 
see your local dealer or contact: 

E1EVGAME 
a ç ukcn company 

190 Buffalo Avanus. Reaped, N.Y. 11520 
Dpi. EE (51ß1378-M40 

CIRCLE 38 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Negative Air Ionizer 
A negative Air Ionizer is being offered by 
Edmund Scientific, Barrington, NJ. Some 
believe that when the number of nega- 

CIRCLE 72 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

tive ions are increased in the atmos- 
phere, contaminated air is subjected to 
a disinfecting process. Although Edmund 
has gathered material on the subject, 
the company makes no claim as to the 
medical effectiveness of the negative air 
ionizer. However, they are interested in 
the findings of experimenters. Research- 
ers point out that ions are electrically 
charged particles that fill the air around 
us and, because of the effects of the 
solar rays, these atoms constantly gain 
and lose electrons. When they gain an 
electron, they become negative ions and 
have negative electrical charges. A lost 
electron forms a positive ion with a posi- 
tive charge. A Reader's Digest article in 
October 1960 (limited research at that 
time) pointed out that negative ions 
might relieve depression and pains from 
burns. In biorhythm analysis, some re- 
searchers think it works to offset "low" 
cycles. Edmund's Negative Air Ionizer is 
a table -top model that emits a faintly 
sweet odor charged with negative air 
ions (does not emit ozone). It measures 
63/4 x 31/2 x 61 /2-in. and uses 110 VAC. 
The Negative Air Ionizer is priced at 
$99.95 Ppd. (stock no. 72,280) and is 
available by mail from Edmund Scientific 
Co., 555 Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, NJ 
08007. 

Minicassettes 
The 3M Company has introduced its first 
Norelco /Philips compatible minicasette, 
featuring Scotch brand Master low noise, 
high output tape. The Scotch brand 

RD -30 minicassette is available in audio 
and office products outlets. The cas- 
settes have the exclusive tensilized poly- 
ester backing with "Posi -Trak" coating, 
a sonically sealed precision shell, sensing 
foil for end of tape audible alert, and 
Scotch brand Master low noise, high 
output tape. The minicassettes work in 
any machine using the rim /spindle drive 

CIRCLE 70 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Norelco /Philips format, and are built 
with tight specifications. Both sides of 
the minicassettes have permanent brown 
and tan labels with space for indexing. 
Each minicassette is in an album type 
clear plastic box with a reversible index 
card. Scotch RD -30 minicassettes are 
blister packed two to a card and have 
a suggested retail price of $7.99. The 
back side of the card indicates other 
minicassette recorder brands compatible 
with the Scotch RD -30 minicassette. Get 
details from 3M Company, Scotch Tape, 
P.O. Box 33600, St. Paul, MN 55133. 

New Low -Cost Programmable 
Calculator 

Sinclair Radionics has a personal, pro- 
grammable calculator with a suggested 
retail price of just $29.95. The Sinclair 

F0000 25 
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"Cambridge Programmable" offers the 
combined facilities of a powerful, 
straightforward arithmetic calculator, an 
advanced scientific calculator and a 36- 
step keyboard entry program. With a 

36 -step keyboard entry program memory, 
(Continued on page 16) 
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President CB. 
Because there are those who won't settle for anything less than the best. 

That's why every President 
model has 40 channels. 

That's why every President gets 
thoroughly tested to make sure it 
works perfectly before it leaves the 
factory. 

That's why every President 
comes with all the power the law will 
allow. And why every President comes 

with sophisticated electronic 
features like Phase Lock 
Loop circuitry for 
superior on- frequency 
performance. 

That's why 
you'll find that our 
engineers have done just about 
everything known to man to give you 

a better, stronger, clearer signal. 
And that's why -no matter who 

you are or how much money 
you have to spend -you 
might as well start by 
looking at the best. 

CIRCLE 25 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

PREsiDEnr 
Engineered to be the very best. 

President Electronics, Inc. 
16691 Hale Avenue Irvine, CA 927H (714) 556 -7355 

In Canada: Lemon Radio Sales Ltd, Ontario 



Leam digital computer 
NRI is the only 

school to train you 
at home on a real 
digital computer. 

Learn computer design, con- 
struction, maintenance and pro- 
gramming techniques on your 
own programmable digital com- 
puter. 

Qualified technicians are 
urgently needed for careers in 

the exciting new field of digital 
and computer electronics . . . 

and the best way to learn digi- 
tal logic and operations is now 
available to you in NRI's Com- 
plete Computer Electronics 
Course. 

This exclusive course trains you 
at home on your own digital 
computer! This is no begin- 

ner's "logic trainer ", but a 

complete programmable digital 
computer that contains a 
memory and is fully automatic. 
You build it yourself and use 
it to define and flow -chart a 
program, code your program, 
store your program and data 
in the memory bank. Press 
the start button and the com- 
puter solves your problem and 

.. _... ..... 

displays the result instantly. 

The NRI digital computer is one 
of 10 kits you receive in the 
NRI Complete Computer Elec- 
tronics Course. You build and 
use your own TVOM, and 
experiment with NRI's exclusive 
Electronics Lab. You perform 
hundreds of experiments, build- 
ing hundreds of circuits, learn- 
ing organization, operation, 
trouble- shooting and program- 
ming. 

New NRI Memory 
Expansion Kit 
The Model 832 NRI Digital Com- 
puter now cornes with a new Mem- 
ory Expansion Kit. Installed and 
checked out in 45 minutes, it dou- 
bles the size of the computer's 
memory, significantly increasing the 
scope and depth of your knowl- 
edge of digital computers and pro- 
gramming. With the large -scale IC's 
you get the only home training in 
machine language programming 
... experience essential to trouble- 
shooting digital computers. 

4, 
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electronics at home. 
NRI offers you five 
TV /Audio Servicing 
Courses 
NRI can train you at home to ser- 
vice Color TV equipment and 
audio systems. You can choose 
from 5 courses, starting with a 
48- lesson basic course, up to a 
Master Color TV /Audio Course, 
complete with 
designed- for -learning 
25" diagonal solid state 
color TV and a 4- 
speaker SQ'" Quadra- 
phonic Audio System. 
NRI gives you both TV 
and Audio servicing for hundreds 
of dollars less than the two 
courses as offered by another 
home study school. 

All courses are available with low 
down payment and convenient 
monthly payments. All courses 

provide profes- 
sional tools and 
"Power -On" 
equipment along 
with NRI kits 
engineered for 

training. 
With the 
Master 
Course. 
for 
instance, 
you build 

your own 5" wide -band 
triggered sweep solid 
state oscilloscope, digi- 
tal color TV pattern gen- 
erator, CMOS digital fre- 
quency counter, and 
NRI electronics Discov- 
ery Lab. 

Trademark or CBS Inc 

NRI's Complete Communications Course 
includes your own 400- channel 
VHF transceiver 
NRI's Complete Communications 
Course will train you at home for 

one of the 
thousands 
of service 
and mainte- 
nance jobs 
opening in 
CB; AM and 
FM trans- 

mission and reception; TV broad- 
casting; microwave, teletype, 
radar, mobile, aircraft, and marine 
electronics. The complete pro- 
gram includes 48 lessons, 9 spe- 
cial reference texts, and 10 train- 
ing kits. Included are: your own 
"designed- for -learning" 400 - 
channel VHF transceiver; elec- 
tronics Discovery Lab' "; CMOS 
digital frequency counter; and 
more. You also get your all 

important FCC Radio -telephone 
License, or you get your money 
back. 

ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS /January- February 1978 

CB Specialist Course 
also available 

NRI also 
offers a 37- lesson course in CB 
Servicing with your own CB Transceiver. AC 
power supply, and multimeter. Also included 
are 8 reference texts and 14 coaching units 
to make it easy to get your Commercial 
Radiotelephone FCC License 

You pay less for NRI training and you 
get more for your money. 
NRI employs no salesmen, pays no corn - 
missions. We pass the savings on to you 
in reduced tuitions and extras in the way 
of professional equipment, testing instru- 
ments, etc. You can pay more, but you 
can't get better training. 

More than one million students have 
enrolled with NRI in 62 years. 
Mail the insert card and discover for your- 
self why NRI is the recognized leader in 
home training. Do it today and get started 
on that new career. No salesman will call. 

if card s missing write: 

NRI 
NRI SCHOOLS 
McGraw -Hill Continuing 

WA ff 

I" 
Education Center 

is 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue I. Washington, D.C. 20016 
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HEY, LOOK ME OVER 
(Continued from page 10) 

the Cambridge Programmable is able to 
handle a broad spectrum of the most 
frequently used calculations in finance 
and statistics, mathematics, physics, en- 
gineering and electronics, which Sinclair 
has compiled in a four book, 294 pro- 
gram library, priced at $9.95 for the full 
set. The calculator features conditional 
and unconditional branch instructions, 
such as "go to" and "go if negative." 
A step facility allows the operator to as- 
sure that the program is correct during 

entry. A "learn" key enables corrections 
to be made without affecting the accu- 
racy of the program. Mathematical capa- 
bilities are: -, X, V X, 1 /X, 
X2, 2x, sign change and algebraic logic; 
8 -digit floating point notation up to 99,- 
999,999; scientific notation from 10-" 
to 9.9999999 X 10 "; 3- function mem- 
ory; brackets and constant. Scientific 
capability covers: sin, cos, tan, arcsin, 
arccos, arctan, (all operating on radians); 
radians /degrees conversion; natural logs, 
and antilogs, ex; scientific /floating point 
notation change. For more information, 
write to Sinclair Radionics, Inc., 115 E. 

57th St., New York, NY. 

" PERFECT BALANCE 
sound - clean, clear and 

brilliant 

MODEL 8971 

You can drive 30 watts RMS through our 6" x 9" coaxial speakers all 

day, and they'll just keep cookin'. 

Frequency response, power handling and efficiency are balance- 
blended to provide superb sound definition from the smallest stereo 
radios to 60 watt power amplifiers. 

Let your ears be the judge. If you listen to a KLASSIC'` 
speaker, you'll buy it. 

Bali Kirke Acoustic Fiber Sound Systems, Inc. 
vo e Indianapolis, Indiana 

All afse /KRIKETe products are manufactured In the U.S.A. 
Copyright 1977, Acoustic Fiber Sound Systems, Inc. 

12 VDC Digital Clock Module 
Now you can add an electronic digital 
clock to your car, truck, boat or other 
12 VDC vehicle with the new MA1003 
Digital Clock Module available from 
Radio Shack stores. The digital clock 
module features a four -digit, 0.3 -inch 
green vacuum fluorescent display with 
a blinking colon activity indicator. Accu- 
racy is about ±0.5 seconds per day. 

CIRCLE 32 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Automatic display control circuitry turns 
off the display with ignition off, reduces 
brightness to 33% with park or head- 
lights on and follows the dash lamp dim- 
mer control setting. A lens may. be used 
to filter the display color to blue, blue - 
green, green or yellow. The digital clock 
module is ready to use with the addition 
of three switches to control the "hours 
set," "minutes set" and " display on" 
functions. The "display on" switch is 
used to display the time when the igni- 
tion is off. The MA1003 Digital Clock 
Module for 12 VDC vehicle or portable 
applications is priced at $24.95 and can 
be found at Radio Shack stores and deal- 
ers in all 50 states and Canada. 

Accurate Turntable 
The Sansui SR -838 Quartz -Servo Direct 
Drive Turntable incorporates a highly 
sophisticated PPL servo -control system, 
utilizing a quartz crystal oscillator, spe- 
cially selected transistors and exclusively 
designed ICs, to control the 20 -pole, 30- 
slot DC brushless direct drive motor, for 

CIRCLE 63 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

the best wow and flutter specifications in 

Sansui's line: 0.025 %! The large, heavy 
die -cast platter and precision- finished 
spindle is controlled by this advanced 
drive system to a speed deviation of less 
than 0.002 %. The new "Mass Concen- 
trated Fulcrum" S- shaped manual tone - 

(Continued on page 18) 
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PRINTED CIRCUITRY 
1 

BUILD 20 RADIO 
and Electronics Circuits 

PROGRESSIVE HOME 
RADIO -T.V. COURSE 

Now Includes * 12 RECEIVERS * 3 TRANSMITTERS * SQ. WAVE GENERATOR * SIGNAL TRACER * AMPLIFIER * SIGNAL INJECTOR * CODE OSCILLATOR 

I 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary * No Additional Parts or Tools Needed * Solid State Circuits * Vacuum Tube Circuits 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND 
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE 

The "Edu -Kit" otters you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock- bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians. making 
use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construc- tion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL. 

You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder 
In a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of punched metal Chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. 

You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct. study and work with 
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators. detectors, rectifiers. test equipment. You will learn 
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice trouble- shooting. using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector. Pro- 
gressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompany- 
ing instructional material. 

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio 
Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator, Code 
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You will receive an excellent background for television. Hi -Fi and Electronics. 

Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" is 
the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Edu -Kit" will 
provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low 
price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the kit. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background 

In radio or science. Whether you are inter- 
ested in Radio & Electronics because you 
want an interesting hobby, a well paying 
business or a job with a future, you will find 
the 'EduKit" a worth -while investment. 

Many thousands of individuals of all 

ages and backgrounds have successfully 
used the 'Edu -Kit" in more than 79 coun- tries of the world. The "Edu -Nit" has been 
eareluliy designed, step by step. so that 
you cannot make a mistake. The Edu -Nit" 
allows you to teach yourself at your own 
rate. No instructor is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world. 

and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Edit- Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct. 
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble shooting -all in a closely Integrated pro- 
gram designed to provide an easiiy- iearned. thorough and interesting background in radio. 

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "Edu- Kit." You then learn the 
function. theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first 
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations. learn theory. practice testing 
and trouble- shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory 
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner. and at your own rate. you will 
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits. and doing work like a 
professional Radio Technician. 

Included in the "Edu -Kit" course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator. Signal 
Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not unprofessional 
"breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional 
wiring and soldering on metal chassis. plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Prin ircuitr These circuits operate on our regular AC or DC house current. 

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE 
You will receive all parts and instructior.s nee essary to build twenty different radio and electronics eir 

cuits. each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes. tube sockets. variable. electrolytic. mica. ceramic 
and paper dielectric condensers. resistors. tie strips. hardware. tubing. punched metal chassis. Instruction 
Manuals. hook -up wire. solder. selenium rectit . coils. volume controls. switches. solid state devices. etc. 

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, 
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a 
professional electric soldering iron, and a self- powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics 
Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator, 
in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for 
servicing with the Progressive Sign:.l Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio -TV Club, Free Consulta 
Lion Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, 
instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keen. 

At no increase in price. the "Edu -Ki "' 
now includes Printed Circuitry. You build 
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector. a unique 
servicing instrument that can detect many 
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary 
new technique of radio construction is now 
becoming popular in commercial radio and 
TV sets. 

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated 
chassis on which has been deposited a con- 
ducting material which takes the place of 
wiring. The various parts are merely plugged 
in and soldered to terminals. 

Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern 
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this 
subject is a necessity today for anyone in- 
terested in Electronics. 

Progressive "Edu- Kits" Inc., 1189 

Reg. U. S. 
Pat. Off, 

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS 

SOLDERING IRON 
ELECTRONICS TESTER 
PLIERS -CUTTERS 
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD 
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT 
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE QUIZZES 
TELEVISION BOOK RADIO 
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK 
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: 
CONSULTATION SERVICE FCC 
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING 
PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

I SERVICING LESSONS I 

You will learn trouble -shooting and 
Servicing in a progressive manner. You 
will practice repairs on the sets that 
you construct. You will learn symptoms 
and causes of trouble in home. portable 
and car radios. You will learn how to 
use the professional Signal Tracer. the 
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic 
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you 
are learning in this practical way. you 
will be able to do many a repair job for 
your friends and neighbors. and charge 
fees which will far exceed the price of 
the "Edu- Nit." Our Consultation Service 
will help you with any technical prob- 
lems you may have. 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
Ben Valerio. P. O. Box 21. Magna. 

Utah: "The Edu -Kits are wonderful. Here 
I am sending you the questions and also 
the answers for them. I have been in 
Radio for the last seven years. but like 
to work with Radio Kits. and like to 
build Radio Testing Equipment. I en- 
joyed every minute I worked with the 
different kits: the Signal Tracer works 
fine. Also like to let you know that I 
feel proud of becoming a member of your 
Radio -TV Club." 

Robert L. Shuff. 15a4 Monroe Ave.. 
Huntington. W. Va.: 'Thought I would 
drop you a few lines to say that I re- 
ceived my Edu -Kit. and was really amazed 
that such a bargain can be had at such 
a sow price. I have already started re- 
pairing radios and phonographs. My 
friends were really surprised to see me 
get into the swing of it so quickly. The 
Trouble -shooting Tester that comes with 
the Kit is really swell. and finds the 
trouble, if there is any to be found." 

SOLID STATE 
Today an electronics technician or hobbyist re. 

quires a knowledge of solid state. as well as vacuum 
tube circuitry. The "E,duKlt" course teaches both. 
You will build vacuum tube. 100% solid state and 
combination ( "hybrid ") circuits. 

Broadway, Dept. 588DJ Hewlett, N.Y. 11557 

1 

Please rush me free literature describing the Progressive 
Radio -TV Course with Edu -Kits. No Salesman will call. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY & STATE ZIP. 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC. 
1189 Broadway, Dept. 588DJ Hewlett, N.Y. 11557 
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Armchair Copy 

Shortwave Listening 
Our ONLY occupation is 
supplying everything you 
need to tune the mediumwave 
and shortwave bands -and 
identify what you hear. Our 
NEW mini -catalog details 
Barlow Wadley, Drake and 
Yaesu receivers, WORLD 
RADIO TV HANDBOOK, logs, 
receiving antennas & tuners, 
calibrators, FM or TV guides, 
AM pattern maps, QSL 
albums, ITU publications, 
RTTY displays, CONFIDEN- 
TIAL FREQUENCY LIST, 
clocks and all SWL books. 

GILFER ASSOCIATES, INC 
P.O. Box 239, Park Ridge, NJ 07656 
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HEY, LOOK ME OVER 
(Continued from page 16) 

arm is designed for increased stability. 
Both the arm and the base are engi- 
neered and insulated to reduce extrane- 
ous vibrations and reduce the possibility 
of howl. Even the universal headshell 
connector contacts are goldplated to pre- 
vent deterioration of the signal quality. 
The sleek, black piano lacquer finish 
base is made from two -inch thick solid 
board. Newly- designed rubber feet pro- 
vide superior feedback isolation. All con- 
trols are right up front for convenient 
operation, including an extra -wide, oil 
damped cueing lever for the easiest op- 
eration of any turntable. Complete with 
a removable, transparent dustcover with 
automatic hinges. Approximate nationally 
advertised value: $390.00. For more in- 
formation, write to Sansui, 55 -11 Queens 
Blvd., Woodside, NY 11377. 

250 Watt Per Channel Receiver 
Designated as the Model 2500, the new 
Marantz stereo receiver delivers an un- 
precedented 250 watts per channel 
minimum RMS into eight ohms, from 20- 
20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.05% 
THD. The Model 2500 is capable of pro- 
ducing 330 watts per channel minimum 
RMS, into four ohms, from 20-20,000 
Hz, with no more than 0.08% THD. A 
built -in oscilloscope provides the most 
accurate means of tuning indication and 

This is easy- 
anyone can solder- 

WITH 

KESTER SOLDER 

iziP 

Q.p- ' 

Handymen! Hobbyists! 
DO- IT- YOURSELFERS! 
Let Kester Solder aid you in your home repairs or hobbies. For that household 
item that needs repairing -a radio, TV, model train, jewelry, appliances, minor 
electrical repairs, plumbing, etc. - Save money - repair it yourself. Soldering 
with Kester is a simple, inexpensive way to permanently join two metals. 

When you Solder go "First Class" - use Kester Solder. 

For valuable soldering information send self- addressed stamped envelope to 
Kester for a FREE Copy of "Soldering Simplified ". 

1:13 KESTER SOLDER 
Litton 4201 WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE /CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639 
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determination of signal strength and FM 
modulation. In addition, this exclusive 
Marantz signal analysis system provides 
a precise indication of multipath rejec- 
tion, stereo separation, phase relation- 
ships and turntable rumble or feedback. 
Another exclusive feature is the turbo - 
flow heat dissipation system derived from 
the popular Marantz 510 professional 
power amplifier. Turbulent airflow breaks 
up the insulating boundary layer of air 
which increases cooling efficiency by as 
much as 500 percent. By using the high- 
ly efficient pin -fin heat sink design, Ma- 
rantz has overcome the size and weight 

--- - 

aad SAO -ÿ-(LyCo i1 
, ° ié. Fá kt It ! . 
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problem generated by the use of con- 
ventional heat sinks. The result is a re- 
ceiver which is remarkably compact and 
lightweight for the amount of power it 
can deliver. The 2500 also has LED in- 
dicators for peak power indication, a 

Bessel derived 18 dB per octave high 
and low filter, a full complementary di- 
rect coupled amplifier section, and an 
independent tape copy facility. It sells 
for $1750. Get the full story direct from 
Marantz Co., Inc., 20525 Nordhoff St., 
Chatsworth, CA 91311. 

Compact VOM 
The new B &K- Precision 30,000 ohm /volt 
compact Model 115 VOM features a five 
ohm mid -scale range for checking the 
rather low resistances of coils, trans- 
formers and motor windings. All four 

CIRCLE 65 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

resistance scales (0-500 ohms, 0-50K 
ohms, 0 -500K ohms and 0-5 megohms), 
are fuse protected. For checks of thermo- 
couples and oil burner controls, four 
DC current ranges are included (0.03 
mA, 0.06 mA, 60 mA and 600 mA). DC 
and AC voltage measurement extends 
to 1200 volts, or 12kVDC with the op- 
tional HV -12 high -voltage probe adapter. 
A full -arc mirrored scale eliminates pa- 
rallax errors. A 6 x 4 x 1.75 -in., Model 
115 is small enough to fit into most 
tool kits. Test leads and instructions are 
included. A carrying case is optional. The 
B &K- Precision Model 115 is user priced 
at $37.50 and available for immediate 
delivery at local distributors. For more 
information, write to B &K- Precision, 6460 
W. Cortland Ave. Chicago, IL 60635. 
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR 
SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS TO BE 

FASTER, EASIER, MORE 
VERSATILE AND LOWER-PRICED... 

Incredibly inexpensive. EXPERIMENTOR 
solderless sockets begin at $5.50' 
(54.00' for the 40 tie -point quad bus strip). 
A spool of solder costs more. 

Microprocessors and other complex 
circuits are easy to develop. Each 
EXPERIMENTOR quad bus gives you 
four bus lines. By combining quads, 
8 -, 12- and 16 -line address and data 
buses can be created, simplifying 
complex data /address circuits. 

Infinitely flexible. Circuits can go in 

any direction, up to any size. All EXPER I - 

MENTOR sockets feature positive inter- 
locking connectors that snap together. 
Horizontally and /or vertically. And un- 
snap to change a circuit whenever you 
wish. 

Easy Mounting. Use 4 -40 screws from 
A the front or 6 -32 self -tapping screws 

from the rear. Insulated backing lets 
you mount on any surface. 

EXPERIMENTOR 350. $5.50'46 f ive- 
point terminals plus two 20 -point bus 
strips. 0.3"centers, 3e x 31/ x 2 ". 

EXPERIMENTOR 850. $6.25'46 f ive- 
point terminais plus two 20 -point bus 
strips. 0.6 "centers; x 31/2 x 21/4" 

Mix and match. Use large and small chips 
in the same circuit without problems. 
There are two sizes of EXPERIMENTOR 
sockets with 0.3" and 0.6" centers. 

Full fan -out. A CSC exclusive. The only 
solderless breadboard sockets with 
full fan -out capabilities for micro- 
processors and other larger (0.6 ") DIP's. 

EXPERIMENTOR QUAD BUS 
STRIP $4.00 Four 40 -point 
bus strips. 3/e x 6 x 3/4'. 

Designated tie -points. Sim- 
plify translation from bread- 
board to PC- boards or wiring 
tables. 

EXPERIMENTOR 800. 
S10.95'94 five -point termi- 
nais plus two 40 -point bus 
strips. 0.6" centers; sib x 6 x 

Accepts all standard components. 
EXPERIMENTOR sockets conform to an 0.1" 
grid and are DIP compatible. Also accept 
IC's, transistors, diodes, LED's, resistors, 
capacitors, transformers, pots, etc. 

Easy hookup. Components push in and pull 
out instantly. Use *22 -30 solid AWG 
wire for jumpers. 

Rugged, dependable construction. 
Sockets are constructed from abrasion 
resistant materials and withstand 100 °C. 
Each one features non -corrosive 
nickel -silver contacts. 

EXPERIMENTOR 300. $9.95'94 f ive- 
point terminals plus two 40 -point bus 
strips. 0.3" centers; 3/8 x 6 x 2 ". 

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? 
Discover today how solderless breadboarding can save time and money on every circuit you build. Get 

acquainted with EXPERIMENTORTM socketst and how they simplify circuit design, assembly and testing. 
Eliminate the hassles and component damage of soldering. No special hardware or jumper cables 

required, either. And the price is so low, it's hard to believe. 
See your CSC dealer today. Or call 203 -624 -3103 (East Coast) or 415 -421 -8872 (West 

Coast) for the name of your local stocking distributor and a full -line catalog. 
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION =0= 

44 Kendall Street, Box 1942, New Haven, CT 06509, 203 -624 -3103 TWX 710 -465 -1227 
WEST COAST: 351 California St., San Francisco, CA 94104, 415- 421 -8872 TWX 910- 372 -7992 

GREA' BRITAIN: CSC UK LTD, Spur Road, North Feltham Trading Estate, 
Feltham, Middlesex, England, 01- 890 -8782 Intl Telex: 851 -881 -3669 

tU.S. Patent No D235.554 MEXICO: ELPRO, SA, Mexico City 5- 23 -30 -04 /CANADA: Len Finkler Ltd.; Ontario 

'Manufacturer's 
recommended resale 

L 1977. Continental 
$peciallres Corporation 
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DX central 
reporting 

A world of SWL info! 

Holiday Special ! 

Here's your chance to re -live those fasci- 
nating days of radio. Discover the reward- 
ing hobby of radio collecting. Find gold in 
your attic or local swap meet! 

J 
VINTAGE RADIO, 1887 -1929: Pictorial 
story of pioneer days, 1,000 photos, 263 
pages. $10.95 hard -cover, $8.95 soft. 

A FLICK OF THE SWITCH, 1930.50: 
Fun picture reference of home, military, 
Ham, professional radio -TV- electronics, 
312 pages. $10.95 hard-cover, $8.95 soft. 

RADIO COLLECTOR'S GUIDE,1921 -32: 
Data book with 50,000 facts on 9,000 
models by 1,100 makers, 264 pages,$6.95. 

SAVE $4.00! We'll send you VINTAGE 
RADIO (hard -cover), A FLICK OF THE 
SWITCH (hard -cover) and RADIO COL- 
LECTOR'S GUIDE all for $24.85. 
Send check or money order today to 
Vintage Radio, Dep't. E, Box 2045, 
Palos Verdes, CA, 90274. Offer ends 
December 31, 1977. Add 6% in Calif. 

Name 

Street 

City St Zip 
IDEAL HOLIDAY GIFTS! 

Special- Save S 4 !! 

BY DON JENSEN 

L] The future is already here. For years, 
shortwave listeners have dreamed about 
accurate frequency readout at a glance. 
Frequency readout? That's the ability of a 
communications receiver to directly dis- 
play the frequency to which it is tuned. 

For example, you're listening to a cer- 
tain SW station. You want to know its 
exact frequency. With direct frequency 
readout you can look at your receiver and 
immediately have this information. Con- 
versely, a desired SW station transmits on 
a known frequency and you may want to 
hear it when it signs on the air. A receiver 
with direct frequency readout makes that 
a snap. 

First Digital Readout. During the past 
summer I had the opportunity to preview 
a Japanese -made portable receiver with - 
you guessed it- electronic digital readout. 
Yes, it was a real "kick" giving a twist to 
the SW tuning dial and watching the 
changing little red numerals as I swept 
across a shortwave band. 

At the time I tried my hand with this 
new receiver, it was being sold in Japan, 
but had not yet been introduced to the 
North American market. But that intro- 
duction was expected before years end. 
And, in August, it was being guestimated 
that the selling price of this rig would be 
somewhere between $200 and $250. 

Though not as convenient as those little 
red numbers flashing back at you. there 
is a decades -old technique used by SWLs 
to determine frequencies tuned with rea- 
sonable accuracy. It is a simple technique 
and, best of all, it will cost you only 
pennies. 

As you know, with most medium -priced 
receivers, it has been difficult for a listener 
to tell if he is tuned to, say, 6,000 or 6,100 
or even 6,200 kHz. Hitting a frequency to 
an accuracy of plus or minus 50 kHz is a 
pretty good trick with most receivers. 

You want a frequency such as 6,065 
kHz? That can be a bit tough to do, but 
you can locate frequencies such as this 
using a series of easily constructed graphs, 
one for each of the major SWBC bands. 

This graph technique will work with any 
shortwave receiver having a bandspread or 
fine tuning dial. Often, especially with the 
older sets, this bandspread dial is cali- 
brated only for ham radio bands. That 
doesn't help the shortwave listener tuning 
the broadcast bands. But, luckily, the dial 
usually has markings for a logging refer- 
ence scale, marked from 0 to 100. 

Constructing the Graphs. Ready to pre- 

(Continued on page 22) 

IN WIRE- WRAPPING HAS THE LINE 

MODEL WD -30 

PATENT PENDING 

WIRE DISPENSER 
50 FT. ROLL OF 30 AWG. 
KYNAR- WIRE -WRAPPING WIRE 

CUTS THE WIRE TO LENGTH 
STRIPS 1 INCH OF INSULATION 

AVAILABLE IN FOUR COLORS 

WD-30-B 
WD-30-Y 
WD-30-W 
WD-30-R 

BLUE WIRE 

$,,345 YELLOW WIRE 
WHITE WIRE 
RED WIRE 41/PE'ACH 

MINIMUM BILLING $25.00 
ADD SHIPPING CHARGE 11.00 
NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS 
ADD APPLICABLE TAX 

r.KYNAR PENNWALT 

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 
3455 Conner St . Bronx, N Y 10475 (212) 994 -6600 , Telex 125091 
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Silicon Solar Cells 

Produce Power from Light! 
2cmx4an. 0.5V at 100mA. 276-120 .... 2.99 
2cmx2cm. 0.5V at 60mA. 276-128 1.99' 

SHOP YOUR NEARBY RADIO SHACK 
FOR QUALITY PARTS AT LOW PRICES! 

Top quality devices, fully functional, carefully Inspected. Guaranteed manufacturer's quality control procedures. These are not rejects, not 
to meet all specifications, both electrically and mechanically. All are fallouts, not seconds. In fact, there are none better on the market! 
made by well known American manufacturers, and all have to pass Count on Radio Shack for the finest quality electronic parts. 

TTL Digital ICs 
First Quality 
Made by 
National 

Semiconductor 
and 

Motorola 

Type Cat No. ONLY 
7400 2761801 354 
7402 2761811 39C 
7404 276-1802 35a 
7406 276-1821 494 
7410 276-1807 39C 
7413 276-1815 794 
7420 2761809 39C 
7427 276 -1823 49e 
7432 276-1824 494 
7441 276-1804 99e 
7447 276-1805 99e 
7448 276-1816 994 
7451 2761825 39C 
7473 276-1803 49C 
7474 276-1818 49C 
7475 276-1806 79C 
7476 276-1813 59C 
7485 2761826 1.19 
7486 276-1827 49C 
7490 276-1808 794 
7492 2761819 694 
74123 2761817 99e 
74145 2761828 1.19 
74150 2761829 1.39 
74154 276-1834 1.29 
74192 276-1831 1.19 
74193 276-1820 1.19 
74194 2761832 1.19 
74196 2761833 1.29 

CMOS ICs 
100% guaranteed 
electronically 
and 
mechanically 

Type Cat. No. ONLY 
74000 276-2301 494 
74002 276-2302 49C 
74C04 276-2303 491 
74008 276-2305 491 
74074 2762310 891 
74076 276-2312 891 
74090 2762315 1.49 
74C192 276-2321 1.69 
740193 2762322 1.19 
4001 276-2401 494 
4011 276-2411 490 
4013 276-2413 994 
4017 276-2417 1.49 
4020 276-2420 1.49 
4027 276-2427 891 
4049 276-2449 694 
4050 276-2450 691 
4511 276-2447 1.69 
4518 276-2490 1.49 

Linear ICs 
By National Semiconductor 
and Motorola - first quality 

Type Cat. No. ONLY 
301CN 278-017 494 
324N 276-1711 1.49 
339N 276-1712 1.49 
386CN 2761731 99< 
555CN 2761723 790 
556C9 2761728 1.39 
566CN 276-1724 1.69 
567CN 276-1721 1.99 
723CN 2761740 69C 
741CN 276-007 49c 
741H 276-010 49< 
3900N 2761713 99C 
3909N 278-1705 991 
39119 276-1706 1.99 
4558CN 276038 791 
75491 2761701 99< 
75492 2761702 994 
7805 276-1770 1.29 
7812 276-1771 1.29 
7815 276-1772 1 29 

Resistor and Capacitor Packs 

Resistor and capacitor kits in handy plastic storage boxes you 
can use over aid over again Stock up' 
'h Watt, 10% Tolerance Resistors. 271 -601 . . Ptp. of 350/9.95 
'7r Watt, 5% Tolerance Resistors. 271 -602 Pkg. of 350/9.95 
50WVDC Ceramic Disc Capacitors. 272 -601 Pkg. of 175/9.95 
3SWVDC Radial Lead Capacitors. 272 -602 Pkg. of 35/9.95 
35WVDC Axial Lead Capacitors. 272 -603 Pkg. of 361.95 

PC Board Accessories 

44 

8 -piece photographic PC board processing kit - fastest, 
easiest way to produce perfect printed circuit projects. 
278 -1580 12.95 
Etch -Resist Marking Pen. 278.1530 1.19 
Etchant Solution. 278 -1535 1.89 
PC Board Assortment. 276 -1573. ....... 1.98 

Tantalum Capacitors 

Maximum capacity in smallest size. Low 
ESR, highly stable electrical characteris- 
tics and low leakage. Radial leads. 

Cat No µF bd Cat. No. µF Each 

272 -1401 0 1 390 272 -1407 2.2 45C 
272 -1402 0 22 394 272 -1408 3.3 454 
272 -1403 C 33 394 272-1409 4.7 494 
272 -1404 0 47 3W 272 -1410 6.8 496 
272 -1405 0 68 394 272 -1411 10.0 494 
272 -1406 1.0 394 

Nos 1401 -1408. 35WVDC 1409 -1411, 16WVDC 

Build an LED 
Digital Clock 

a 

I _-I 
I I_ . I_I I_l, 

12 -HR LED Gocé Module. Just add a transformer and switches for a 
complete clock with 0 5' LED display 277 -1001 14.96 
Transformer for above. 120VAC 60 Hz 273 -1520 3 N 
SPST Miniature Pushbutton Switch. 275 -1517 6/1.11 
Display Case. 1'3,6x37iex4744" 270-295 3 N 

LED Digital Displays 

Eta a 
Dngds Size Orle Cat No ONLY Digds Sze Drive Cat No ONLY 

+. 1 06- Anod 276 -056 2.99 181 0 3' Anod 2761210 476.99 
r_ 1 0 6- Cath 276-066 2.99 IT 1 0 3' Cath 2761211 411.99 
T 1 0 3- Anod 276053 1.99 41 4 0 57 Anod 2761201 6.95 
T 1 0 3- Cath 276 -062 1.99 m 0 5- Cath 276-1202 6.95 

IC Accessories 
ag 

111 

Bus Ship 216173 III 
Espenmenlsr Socket. 2711-112 999 
clip %Ito 275-1361 1 M 
01P Ho9ler. 2761966 1.99 
Right Angle 16-Pie tba1M. 271811181 1.4 

WO ¡OF 
[7: Low -Prolo DIP sockets 

PRm Cat No PON 

8 276-1995 2I5114 
14 2761999 2/996 
16 2761998 21194 
28 276-1997 Ea. e9< 
40 276-1996 Ea. elle 

Computer Chips 

8080A Microprocessor. An 8 -bit Na- 
tional Semiconductor chip in a 
40-pin DIP. 100 °, Prime. 
276-2510 17.95 

The CPU and Memory IC s 
you need for building your 
own personal computer. 

2102 Static RAM. 1024 -word by 
one bit read /write memory Under 
600 nS access time 
2715.2591 .. 2.49 Ea. or 814.95 

WHY WAIT FOR MAIL ORDER DELIVERY? e 
tn9IN STOCK NOW AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU! ae 

Power Supply Parts 

6-Amp Full-Wye arldg Rctlaer. 50 %V. 
2761180 
501/ 3-Amp Power Rcaflr. 300-A surge 
2761141 Pkg 2 691 

Elecfrolytle CgaWlas 
3300 ,.F at 35V. 272.1021 2 99 
5000 .F at 35V. 272-1022 l 49 
Heavy-Duty Transformen. Mt tor 120VAC, 410 Hz. 

1 99 

Cal No Vohs Current Size Pao, 

273 -1512 25 2 CT 2A 286x214x? 4 99 
2731513 12 5A 4.2x213" a 95 
273 -1511 18 CT 45 4r21214- e 95 

Clock 
Chips t 

L 
,i 8 

50252. 12 -hour clock. 24 -hour alarm chip. With 
full specifications. 276-1751 9.11 
7001. 12 -hour calendar alarm clock IC. With all 
data. 276-1768 10.95 

Prices may vary at individual stores and dealers 
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for the Experimenter! 
INTERNATIONAL CRYSTALS and KITS 

OF -1 OSCILLATOR 
.02% Calibration Tolerance 

EXPERIMENTER 
CRYSTALS 

(HC 6'U Holder) $325 
The OF -1 oscillator is a 

resistor /capacitor circuit 
providing oscillation over a range of frequen- 
cies by inserting the desired crystal. 
2 to 22 MHz, OF -110. Cat. No. 035108. 18 to 60 MHz 
OF -1 HI, Cat. No 035109. Specify when ordering 

MXX -1 Transistor RF Mixer 
3 to 20 MHz. Cat. No. 035105 
20 to 170 MHz, Cat. No. 035106 

SAX -1 Transistor RF Amp 
3 to 20 MHz. Cat No. 035102 
20 to 170 MHz Cat. No. 035103 

BAX -1 Broadband Amp 
20 Hz to 150 MHz Cat No 035107 

54.50 ea. 

S4.50 ea. 

54.75 ea. 

$4?s 
Cat. No. Specifications 
031300 3 to 20 MHz - For use in OF -1L OSC 

Specify when ordering. 

031310 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OF -1H OSC 
Specify when ordering 

Enclose payment yv ith orner ino COD.) Shippury 
and postage (inside U S Canada and Mexico only) 
will be prepaid by Internattbnal Prices quoted for 
U S Canada and Mexico orders only Orders for 
shipment to other Countries will be quoted on re- 
quest Price subject to change Address orders to 

M'S Dept PO Box 32497 
Oklahoma City Oklahoma 73132 

WRITE FOR BROCHURE 

International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc. 
10 North Lee Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73102 

CIRCLE 29 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS 
DRIVE DRUNK. 

r. aN., », a,a,»,»a,,,.. »a,»,.,, »F».,, taunt tttt t, an N,,,a,,... 

Take stock in America. 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds. 

p` C B WITH THE 

Es Intenna TM 

INVISIBLE CB MOBILE ANTENNA 

Your WHO 
COMPLETE DO -IT- YOURSELF KIT 

LE Car is the ANTENNA, 

No Whip Rip -Off 

No Winter Icing 
No Car Wash Hassles 
Low SWR 23 or 40 Channels 
Mounts on Cars /Vans /Trucks /Campers 

r- 

$24.90 

"inTenna" Unit 
Coax Cable 

Cable Clamps 
Plastic Screwdriver 
Hardware 
Instructions 
Toll -free Technical Advice 

IT WORKS! Simple. Money -back Guarantee! 
postpaid At Your Dealers NOW. It not, order direct - 

I erclose 
check or money order 
charge card # (below) 
Visa acct. # 

TO MICROWAVE FILTER CO.. INC. 
Department EE -2 
6743 Kinne Street. East Syracuse. NY 13057 

Send 'Inlenna(s)" s enclosed I 

-- Cl I don't believe it. Send me proof. 

Master Chg. acct. It 
(For Master Chg., include the 4 digit 
number which appears above your 
name on your card .) 

Name 

City stale Z.D 

DX CENTRAL 
pare your tìrst frequency graph? Okay, 
let's start with the popular 31 meter band 
for openers. On a sheet of graph paper, 
label the vertical scale and mark off the 
frequencies as shown in the illustration. 
Label the horizontal scale "Logging" and 
mark the appropriate points from O to 100. 

Next tune in the first key station, in this 
case, WWV, the standard time and fre- 
quency station on 10.000 kHz. Now set 
your receivers fine tuning or bandspread 
dial to 100. You'll probably lose the WWV 
signal, but by careful tuning of the main 
tuning dial you'll find it again. WWV now 
appears at 100 on the logging scale. 

Transfer this data to your graph. Plot a 

point corresponding to 100 on the hori- 
zontal scale and 10,000 kHz on the ver- 
tical. 

Then tune a number of other stations, 
eight or ten, whose frequencies you know 
or which are announced on the air. In a 

similar manner, plot their "point" on the 
graph. When you have -a number of points 

IOp00 

9,900 

9,800 

9700 

9,600 

9.500 

wwv 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

LOGGING SCALE 

Note how WWV, 10,000 kHz, corresponds 
to 100 on the logging scale and a station 
known to operate at 9,850 kHz is found to 
correspond to 85. The points plotted on 
the middle and low sections help insure 
the graph's fidelity throughout it's range. 

for your key stations, connect the dots 
with a line. This line may be curved or 
straight, depending on the linearity of your 
receiver's tuning. 

Smilarly, you can make graphs for other 
bands. Use WWV's 5,000 kHz signal as 

a key station for your 60 meter graph. 
For the 19 meter band, plot the WWV 
15,000 kHz signal against 0, not 100, on 
the log scale, since 15,000 kHz is at the 
bottom of the band in this instance. A 41 
meter chart can be compiled using the 
Canadian time station CHU as a marker. 
The 49 meter band may be graphed using 

(Continued on page 87) 
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709 294 p - Modern Guide to 
Otgdal Logic Processors. 

Memories 6 Interfaces (S9.95) 

o'GIkAerA 

SMALL 
APPLIANCE Y 

BEPAIR 
gGIDF 

rrtlwd 
715/745.105 p - TWO BOOKS 

Small Appliance Repair Guide - 
Vol. 2 & The Home Appliance 
Clinic. Controls. Cycle Timers. 
Wiring & Repair(S15 90) 

An Extraordinary Offer to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 

take 
any 

of these unique 
electronics books 
(value to S47?5) for only each 

with a Trial Membership in the Book Club that guarantees to 

save you 25% to 75% on a wide selection of electronics books 

841 238 p -Build Your Own 
Working Robot I S8 951 

197-160 p -Electric Motor 
Test 6 Repair (56 95) 

All two -book sets count as only 
one of your three Selections. 

931 -288 p -Photo Guide to 
AMfM Stereo Repair (59.95) 

796-196 p -MOSFET Circuits 
Guidebook-with 100 Tested Pro- 
leas (57.95) t0 reo 

' 
- 

_,nrrYC AM / RMpair _ á 907"-.1109-5:,-11.: 

100 
Tut 

e, R.r' 
708-276 p.- Modern Applications 
of Linear IC's (S12 951 

101-416 p -Electronic Circuit Design 
Handbook -4th Edition (S17 95) 

876 352 p - Color TV Case His - 

tories Illustrated Photo Guide to 
Troubles 6 Cures -Vol 2 IStO 951 .- -. ., y 

and 
DICTIONARY 

OF uf+r b 
ELECTRONICS 

!-« .I 
riia_F.'" 771-196 p -Integrated Circuits 

Guidebook ($8 95) 

300.120 p -Dictionary 
of Electronics(S995) 

975 -322 p -The Compulalor 
Book -Building Super Calculators 
& Minicomputer Hardware With 
Calculator Chips (S10 95) 

728-210 p -Basic Digital Elec- 
tronics Understanding Number 
Systems Boolean Algebra 6 Logic 
Circuits IS7 951 

666-180 p -Experimenting 
Electronic Music IS7 95) 

985-280 p -Programming 
Microprocessors ($9.95) 

Zrtr h_ i 

p,M 

652-602 p -2nd Class FCC En- 

cyclopedia- Complete Study 
Guide to the Commercial 
Radiotelephone Exam ISCO 951 

r' we send you your choice of these 3 practical. 
In time-and-money-saving books as part of an un- 
usual offer of a Trial Membership in Electronic~ 
Book Club^ 

Here are quality hardbound volumes. each 
especially designed to help you increase your 
know -how. earning power. and enjoyment of elec- 
tronics. Whatever your interest in electronics. 
you'll find Electronics Book Club offers practical. 
quality books that you can put to immediate use 
and benefit. 

This extraordinary offer is intended to prove to 
you. through your own experience. that these very 
real advantages can be yours. .that it is possible to 
keep up with the literature published in your areas 
of interest. and to save substantially while so do- 
ing. As part of your Trial Membership. you need 
purchase as few as four books during the coming 12 

months. You would probably buy at least this many 
anyway...without the substantial savings offered 
through Club Membership. 

To start your Membership on these attractive 
terms. simply fill out and mail the coupon today 
You will receive the 3 books of your choice for 
10-day inspection. YOU NEED SEND NO MONEY' 
If you are not delighted. return the books within 10 

days and your Trial Membership will he cancelled 
without cost or obligation 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB. Blue Ridge Summit. Pa 17214 

729 -252 p -RF 6 Digital Test 
Equipment ̀ Y-ou Can Build 158.951 

) 

7904368 -308 p -TWO BOOKS 21 

Simple Transistor Radios You Can 

Build -From Crystal Sets to 

Seperltets 6 CBers Handybook al 

Simple Hobby Protects 1S13 90) 

Facts About Club Membership 
The 3 introductory book: of your choke carry publisher, 

retail prices of up to 847 75 They are yours for only 99e 
each (plus postage and handling) with your Trial Mem- 
bership 

You will receive the Club News describing the current 
Selection Alternates and ether offerings every 4 weeks 113 

limes a year I 
If you want the Selection do nothing d will be sert to you 

automatically It you d0 not wish to receive: the Selection or if 

you want to order ore of the many Alternates otiered. you 
Simply give instructions on the reply form land in the en- 
velopel provided and return it to us by Me date speeded 
This date allows you at least 10 days in which to return the 
form n because of late mad delivery, you do not have 10 

days to make a decision and so receive an unwanted Selec- 
tion, you may return it at Club expense 

Personal service for your account-no computers used' 
To complete your Trial Membership you need buy only 

four additional monthly selections or alternates during the 
next 12 months You may cancel your Membership any time 
after you purchase these four books 

An books-including the Introductory Otter -are fully re- 
turnable after 10 days it you re not completely satisfied 

All books are offered if low Member prices plus a small 
postage and handling charge Prepaid orders shipped 
postpaid 

Coetleulig Bonus It you continue after this Trial Mem 

bership you will ear,. a Dividend Certificate for every book 
you purchase Three Certd,cales plus payment 01 the 
nominal sum of St 99 will entitle you ro a valuable Book 
Dividend of your Choice which you may Choose from a list 
Provided Members 

INeNIINIINaI III US IN 

, 
, 

1 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Please open my Trial Membership in ELECTRONICS 

BOOK CLUB and send me the 3 books circled below I 

understand the cost of the books I have selected is only 
99c each plus a small shipping charge If not de- 

lighted. I may return the books within 10 days and owe 
nothing and have my Trial Membership cancelled I 

agree to purchase at least four additional books during 
the next 12 months. after which I may cancel my mem- 
bership at any time 

T-97 
709 

790'868 

101 300 
715;745 

796 841 

652 666 708 
728 729 771 
876 934 975 985 

Name Phone 

Address 

City 

Slate Zip 
(Valid for new Members only. Foreign and Canada add 100.1 EL -18 

CIRCLE 15 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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New B &K- PRECISION 

31/2 digit 
portable DMM 

F,t 

Industrial Quality 
at $99.95! 

31/2 digit bright LED display 
Completely portable -use it 

anywhere! Auto -zeroing on all 
22 ranges Fully overload pro- 
tected on all ranges Typical 
DC accuracy is ±1% 100% over - 
range reading High -/Low -power 
ohms for in- circuit resistance measurements or semi- 
conductor checks 1 mV, 1µA, 0.1 ohm resolution 

Full range of optional accessories available. Compare 
features, performance and price...you'll choose the 
new 2800 from the "cost- effective" instrument special- 
ists at B&K- PRECISION. 

Available for immediate delivery at your nearest 
B&K- PRECISION distributor. 

Model 
2800 

PRECISION IDYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6480 West Cortland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60635 312/889 -9087 

In Canada: Atlas Electronics, Ontario 
Intl. Sls: Empire Exp., 270 Newtown Rd., Plainview, LI. NY 11803 

CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

NEW & DAZZLING!!! 
MS -15 Miniscope -the Ultra 

Oscilloscope for $289.00 from NLS 

Features Include: 
Bandwidth: 15 MHz. External & internal trigger. 
Automatic & line sync modes. Input sensitivity: 

vertical -10 mV; horizontal -1V. Vertical gain: .01 
to 50V /div - 12 settings. Time base: .1 pSec to .5 
Sec /div - 21 settings. 37- accuracy on all functions. 

Power consumption: <15W. Battery or line oper- 
ation with batteries and charger unit included. Weighs 
Daly 3 lbs & dimensions are 2.7" H x 6.4" W x 7.5" D. 

Options include a 10 to 1, 10 megohm probe and 
leather carrying case. 

Non -Linear Systems, Inc. 
Originator of the digital voltmeter. 

Box N, Del Mer, California 92014 Telephone (714) 7551134 
CIRCLE 39 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

newscan 
Electronics in the News! 

Computers Measure Noise 

Computerized monitoring systems 
that can distinguish jet aircraft noise 
from the din caused by trucks, lawn 
mowers and barking dogs have been 
installed in communities bordering ma- 
jor airports in California, Hawaii and 
Washington, D.C. to help find solu- 
tions to noise problems. 

The systems rank the severity of air- 
craft noise in comparison with other 
sounds in neighborhoods adjacent to 
the airport. This provides investigators 
with a better understanding of the con- 
tribution jet aircraft make to total am- 
bient noise levels in a given area. As 
a result, it has been possible to estab- 
lish flight plans and landing procedures 
that reduce the level of noise disturb- 
ance in the communities surrounding 
the airports. 

Hydrospace -Challenger, Inc., San Diego, 
has designed an aircraft noise monitoring 
system employing Varian minicomputers. 
The system can distinguish jet noise from 
normal neighborhood sounds. 

Noise abatement officials of the Los 
Angeles Department of Airports say 
that the system, which incorporates 
remote microphone installations moni- 
tored by a Varian Data Machines mini- 
computer calculates an updated noise 
index from data that is continually re- 
corded, processed and compared with 
previous data results. 

This index is used to analyze cost - 
effectiveness of such noise relief pro- 
grams as the two segment landing ap- 
proach, by which a landing aircraft 
descends from a six degree to a three 
degree glide slope during approach, in- 
stead of a steady three degree approach. 
Thus, the airplane flies higher and 
quieter over populated areas near the 
airport. (Continued on page 26) 
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 in Helsinki, 
Nairobi, Tel Aviv, 

Capetown, Moscow, Saigon 
or a thousand other places? 

r»1»11' 
If Lt ttp 1.-n. 

.- R ÌI . 

1Sr7L 

pup..', 
IJIlIlIlI 

-7REAL/Sl7L Sltll t1/Il CIIII/IIUUIIC IIC11111 

VV 

OX-160 

.11lle. .lll1`,- .. , e . l' 

Find out with the Realistic DX -160 
A pro- feature receiver for mss' , listening. 
The modern world really is a "global village" when you own the 
versatile DX -160. Five bands covering 130 kHz to 30 MHz let you 
monitor transmissions from all over the world. Listen in on all 120 CB 

channels, AM and single -sideband. Hear world news as it develops by 

tuning in local programs in faraway cities. Receive code as well as 

voice transmissions. You'll be amazed at the DX -power you can get 
even on the standard AM broadcast band! Eleven controls and 

switches really let you "pull out" those distant stations. Main tuning 
control plus precision bandspread tuning calibrated for the Amateur 
bands. Switchable noise limiter. Multiple controls for CW and SSB 

reception. A built -in receive /standby switch lets you use the DX-I60 
with a Ham transmitter. High -performance FET's in all critical stages. 

With matching speaker, headphone jack, AC and DC power cords. 
The DX -160 - what a way to travel! Only 169.95 

FREE! New '78 Catalog 

Come in for your copy and see what's 
really new in electronics. 164 pages - 
100 in full color. 2000 exclusive items. 

Ham Radio Starter Set 
Bought 

Separately 2324 trolm S watts 
Special 
Price' 

2100 

Prepares you to join the action as a Ham 
operator. Learn theory and code technique 
with instruction cassette tape, pro- 
grammed textbook, practice oscillator, 
and high -speed brass hand key. 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

adre Ihaek 
A TANDY COMPANY FORT WORTH, TX 76102 6000 LOCATIONS IN 9 COUNTRIES 

*Pace may vary at mdrvldual stores and dealers Prices and products may vary in Canada 
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NEWSCAN 
Designed by EG &G Hydrospace- 

Challenger Group of San Diego, these 
systems employ Varian minicomputers 
to perform four major functions: data 
acquisition and processing, visual and 
aural display, identification of excep- 
tionally loud noises from individual 
aircraft, and data printout. 

Strings of remote monitoring sub- 
systems (RMS) are located at various 
sites in local communities ranging from 
one to five miles from the airport 
runways. 

There are twelve RMS at Los An- 
geles, three at Ontario, twelve at San 
Diego, seventeen at Honolulu, and ten 
at Dulles International Airport. These 
RMS have weatherproof ceramic micro- 
phones mounted on specially installed 
poles. They communicate with the min- 
icomputer at the airport via leased 
telephone lines. 

The computer is programmed to dis- 
tinguish between aircraft noise and 
other community noise. This is accom- 
plished using a tracking and screening 
program taking into account such fac- 
tors as sound duration, its shape (how 
it builds up and falls off) and its 
route from site to site. Take -off sounds 
last longer than landing sounds. 

The computer keeps two separate 
noise -level tallies, one for community 
average noise levels and one for air- 
craft average noise levels. Every hour, 
for every site, the computer produces 
noise level averages for the community 
and the aircraft. In addition, daily, 
weekly, and monthly totals are made 
that weight evening noise higher be- 
cause it is more noticeable and dis- 
turbing to community members. 

Individual aircraft can be identi- 
fied by recordings made through the 
system of the actual noise picked up 
at a site plus the tower -to- aircraft con- 
versations identifying the flight number. 
Operators may also listen to specific 
sites using a separate telephone line. 

According to a court ruling reserving 
jurisdiction to the federal government, 
the state cannot penalize airlines for 
exceeding certain noise levels by spe- 
cific aircraft. The state can, however, 
set long -range guidelines for airports 
and these new minicomputer -controlled 
noise monitoring systems will measure 
the progress toward the goals of quieter 
airports and aircraft. 

Wonder Wheel 
A weird pair of "ferric wheels" in a 

General Motors laboratory are actually 
Helmholtz coils bracketing a test car 

on a dynamometer. The Ferris wheels 
create a 60 -cycle magnetic field com- 
parable to roadside utility power lines 
for testing all types of automotive elec- 
tronic systems under real world con- 
ditions. 

Within the shielded walls of General 
Motors' electromagnetic interference 
facility in Warren, Michigan, this elec- 
tronic torture chamber enables elec- 
tronic engineers to immunize from 

i- 
A new 1978 stationwagon is tested for 
effects by outside power line radiation. GM 
also measures RF noise generated by auto. 

electromagnetic interference such auto- 
motive electronic items as wheel lock 
controls, fuel injection systems or en- 
gine control digital computers (micro- 
processors). In addition to suscepti- 
bility tests, electromagnetic radiation 
levels from a test car also are monitored 

(Continued on page 99) 

Save even more 
when you build 
your own ACE. 

Yes, now you can save even more 
when you build an ACE from one 
of our two ACE Models kits. ACE 
is the better solderless breadboard 
from A P Products. There's just no 
faster or easier way of building and 
testing circuits and circuit ideas. 

Part 
No. 

ACE 

Model 
No. 

Tie 

Points 
DIP 

Capacity 
No. 

Buses 
No. 
Posts 

Board 
Size (Inches) 

Price 
Each 

923333 200 -K (kit) 728 8 (16s) 2 2 4%6 x 5% $18.95 

923334 201 -K (kit) 1032 12 (14s) 2 2 4156 x 7 $24.95 

Order from your A P distributor today. Our distri- 
butor list is growing daily. For the name of the 
distributor nearest you call Toll -Free 800 -321 -9668. T Send for our complete A P catalog, the Faster and 

Easier Book. 

A P PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
Box 110.72 Corwin Dr., Painesville, OH 44077 (216) 354 -2101 TWX: 810 -425 -2250 
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NEW 
WIDE FIELD TELESCOPE 
Astroscan lets you enjoy clear, bright, wide - 

angle views of stars, moon, comets, etc. Com- 
pletely portable, this unique 41/4", f/4 New- 
tonian reflector houses top quality optics. De 

signed for ease of handling and use, Astro 
scan weighs only 10 lbs. and stands 17" high 
What an instrument! 
No. 2001 .... 

KNOW YOUR 
ALPHA FROM THETA! 

For greater relaxation & concentra- 
tion, monitor your Alpha Theta 
brainwaves with audio or visual 
signals on Biosone Il. Features of 
$200 -up units. Incl. 3 feedback 
modes! 4 -lb 

No. 1668 $149.95 
Ppd 

No. 71,09 
FOR BEGINNERS) 559.95 

MAX: MIN. THERMOMETER 
FIND OUT HOW COLD IT WAS 
This self registering maximum-mini- 
mum thermometer shows high and 
low temperatures in 2° increments 
from -40 to +120 F. See how 
temperatures vary in a day or why 
fuel costs are so high for a given 
period. Resets with magnet. Mount- 
ing screws. 21/2 x 101/2 ". 
No. 71,478 .... 

$16.00 Ppd. 

ULTRA SELECT.A.TENNA 
No. 12,141 

STOP WATCH WITH PROFESSIONAL 

TIMING ACCURACY FOR ONLY $39.95 
Used at AAU, NCAA, and the Olympics this 
two function stop watch times single seg- 
ments of events with time in /out delays. 
?ress the button and stop watch displays 
time action stopped - then resumes with 
next button press Accurate to 1 sec. /yr; 
bright LED display reads to 59:99.99, runs 
on disposable batts. (incl.): lanyard; 1-yr. 
warranty. 

No. 1695 .. $39.95 Ppd. 

SUPER POWER 
FOR ANY AM RADIO 
Antenna assist has pulled 
in station 1,000 miles off! 
No wires clips, grounding. 
Solid state. No batteries, 
tubes, plugs. 

No. 72,095 

TRACK L 

FORECAST THE WEATHER 
WITH YOUR HOME WEATHER STATION 

The Edmund Deluxe Weather Station 
combines high quality instruments 
with the best forecasting materials. 
Measure wind speed, barometric 
pressure, precipitation. tempera. 
Lure, humidity, cloud types & wind. 

chill. Kit includes: wind speed indicator, rain gauge, holosteric 
barometer, thermometer, wet & dry bulb hygrometer, 372 -pg. 

Weather Log, cloud chart, wind -chill chart, 
and U.S. Weather Bureau symbol log. 

No. 80,216 .... 

$19.95 

$24.95 

ORDER 
FREE CATALOG. 

HERE 

$79.50 Ppd 

Send for your FREE 
164 page Edmund 
Scientific Catalog 

with over 4000 bargains 

SAVE 25 %- DELUXE AM /FM WALL RADIO 
Great surplus buy saves you 25% on brand new 
AMi FM Deluxe Wall Radio w/ handsome silver/ 
black control panel. Mount anywhere den, kitchen, 
bedroom, office, workshop. Self -cont. Philco -Ford 
radio chassis 1141 /4x3rai'r6x31/2"I w111 transis- 
tors, vol. control, AM /FM hi-sensitivity tuner, AFC, 

2? "4" dia. speaker, 71/2" 110V AC cord. Orig. 
cost $30 ea. in 3000 quant. for nat'I motel chain. 
Buy several now. 

NO PLAY715 

(READY $22.50 Ppd 

REST YOUR MIND WITH THE EDMUND 
PROFESSIONAL SOUND CONDITIONER 

Unique new scientific device masks 
unwanted noise while adding rest - 
ful, interesting background sounds. 
Modern electronics now simulates 
soothing sounds of ocean surf, 
falling rain, and a rushing 
waterfall 5" dia. speaker, on- 

off volume controls, tone con- 
trol, & 4 sound channel ad- 

justments. 71/2' AC cord 
51 /zx71hz61 /z $129.95 Ppd 

No. 72,293 

SPOTTING SCOPE ... TAKE A 

GOOD LOOK ... AT NATURE, SPORTS L THE WORLD 

Precision 10X spotting scope with fully-coated 
optics 30mm objective lens has twice the light 
gathering power of standard 20mm lenses. Weighs 
a mere 11 oz. and offers a field of view of 183 
ft. at 1,000 yds. 10" long 

No. 72,218 
$19.95 Ppd 

TO ORDER PRODUCTS 
USE THIS COUPON 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
Dept. EK02, Edscorp Bldg. 
Barrington, N.J. 08007 

Send GIANT 164 Page Catalog 
packed with unusual bargains. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State - -_ Zip 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
Dept. EKO1, Edscorp Bldg. 

uww Barrington, N.J. 08007 
6 E55 

Charge my Amer. Exp. BAC (VISA) MC 

Interbank # Acct. # 

Card # Exp. Date 

Ca Sig. 

You must be completely sans 
' tied with any Edmund item or 

return it within. 30 days for 

E Please send me the following items I have 
indicated below: 

Stock No Ott 

N I residents add 5 sales tax 

Prece 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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Inc ludes 

Functional 
Tilt Stand! 

NEW EICO 770 3 DIGIT DMM KR 
ONVI v1995 

Introductory Offer -FREE AC ADAPTOR 

The first and only lab accuracy por- 
table DMM Kit featuring MOS /LSI 
IC economy and reliability. Mea- 
sures DC /AC Volts, Kilohms, DC/ 
AC milliamps in 21 ranges. Polarity 
indicators and overload protection 
are provided, and 0.5 inch LED dis- 
plays give easiest -to -read digital 
readout to 1999. The 270 features a 

basic 0.5% DC accuracy, 10 Meg - 
ohm input impedance, low voltage 
drop in all current ranges and auto- 
matically- flashing overrange indi- 
cator. Assembled $109.95 

FREE '78 EICO CATALOG 
Check reader service card or send 75¢ 
for first class mail. See your local EICO 
Dealer or call (516) 681 -9300, 9:00 
a.m. -5:00 p.m. EST. Major credit cards 
accepted. 
EICO -108 New South Rd` l 

L Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 (( 

CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

burglar -fire alarm catalog 

'FREE! 
MORE THAN 
900 PRODUCTS 

detectors, 
controls, 
sounders, 
locks, 
tools 

EVERYTHING NEEDED 
TO PROTECT HOME, 

BUSINESS, INSTITUTION 
Huge selection of high quality profs -csional 
alarm products. 64 fact -filled pages with 
detailed specs, diagrams, technical notes. 

Products range from basic switches, con- 
trols, bells, sirens to most sophisticated 
detectors - radar, modulated or passive 
infrared, microwave, ultrasonics, ion, data 
links using pulse code multiplex, FSK 
radio, automatic phone dialers, leased line 
connections and display panels. Full sel- 
ection of tools, relays, wire, foil, terminals, 
books. 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG TODAY! 

(Outside U.S.. send $1.00.) 

mountain west alarm 
box 10780phoenix, az 85064 

(602) 263-8831 
28 CIRCLE 11 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Introducing -Your Computer! The world 
of hobby computers is a fascinating and 
rewarding one which all too often appears 
hopelessly complex to the newcomer. Get- 
ting Involved With Your Own Computer 
(A Guide for Beginners) is like finding a 
friend to help guide you on the first paths. 

The books two authors, Leslie Solomon 
and Stanley Veit, have excellent creden- 
tials in the field and an enthusiasm for 
computing that is ably communicated to 
the reader. Solomon has been an editor 
in the electronics field for many years and 
has the distinction of having introduced 
the first personal computer, the Altair. 
More recently, he introduced the first vocal 
interface between man and his machines, 
and the popular line of Sol computers is 
named after him. Stanley Veit is the owner 
of Computer Mart of New York, one of 
the most well- established stores in the 
field. He has been a technical writer, in- 

Getting Involved 
With Yo u r Own 
Computer 
A Guide for 
Beginners 

Less. s.lw,un .r sirr 

An exciting first 
look at the micro- 
computer hobby. 

Soft Cover 
216 pages 
$5.95 

structor and consultant to computer ser- 
vice firms. Solomon and Veit give their 
reader a concise, well- thought out and 
supremely interesting introduction to per- 
sonal computing. They begin with a brief 
history of the computer, from the abacus 
through MANIAC, to the 8080 and 6800 
chips of today. 

One of the most interesting chapters in 
the book is that which, in many other 
books, makes for pretty dry reading -their 
chapter on "How To Communicate With 
a Computer." The authors unravel the 
tangled skein of binary, octal and hexa- 

decimal numbers in a diagram -illustrated, 
conversational manner which makes an 

often obscured topic crystal clear. They 
then move on to equally precise explana- 
tions of computer systems, memory devices 
and peripherals. Very helpful to the bud- 
ding computerist are the chapters which 
detail what equipment is available to be 

purchased; what advantages each system 
may have, and what drawbacks. The book 
closes with short discussions on software, 
applications, and a look to the future of 
computers, a future filled with bubble 
memories and home computer networks. 
Published by Ridley Enslow Publishers, 60 

Crescent Place, Box 301, Short Hills, N.I. 
07078. 

Optoelectronics for Experimenters. Dis- 
play Electronics by Ken Tracton is a one 
volume library of circuits, construction, 
and design data on the newest of the new 
in optoelectronic circuits and projects using 
arrays and displays, light- emitting diodes, 
infrared -emitting diodes, photodiodes. 
liquid crystals, phototransistors, light -ac- 
tivated SCRs, fiber optics, electrolumi- 
nescence, and a host of other exotic dis- 
play devices. A microcomputer with binary 
and octal readouts is included among over 
70 projects. Glowing digital displays, in- 

Display 
Electronics 

'. 

All the latest in 
optoelectronic 
displays and 
readouts. 

Soft cover 
252 pages 
$5.95 

tricate electroluminescent panels, invisible 
fiber -optic signals are all part of the ever- 
growing field of solid -state display elec- 
tronics, a world with a million practical 
applications. And, this complete new guide 
teaches, project by project, exactly what 
optoelectronic devices are all about, and 
how to understand. build, and design them. 
how they operate, what they do and how 
to put them to work in a host of useful, 
intriguing applications. This text is a must 
for the "state of the art" project builder. 
Published by Tab Books. Blue Ridge Sum- 
mit, PA 17214. 

Wiring Guide. Now you can have a giant 
guidebook that shows how to plan and in- 
stall all types of electrical wiring, including 
intercoms, hi -fi systems, farmsteads, anten- 
nas, appliances, telephones, and security 
systems! It's The Complete Handbook of 
Electrical and House Wiring by S. Black- 
well Duncan. Written by a former elec- 

Wire your home or 
office and do your 
own repairs. 

Soft cover 
476 pages 
$6.95 

trical contractor the text is for those who 
want to know more about electrical wiring, 
or who want to save a bundle by doing 
their own wiring in their own home or 
workshop. It's a complete 14- Chapter man- 
ual on electrical wiring that shows how to 
wire anything, from a junction box to a 

(Continued on page 92) 
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Ask Hank, 

He Knows! 

Got a question or a problem with a project -ask 
Hank! Please remember that Hank's column is 
limited to answering specific electronic project' 
questions that you send to him. Personal replies 
cannot be made. Sorry, he Isn't offering a circuit 
design service. Write to: 

Hank Scott, Workshop Editor 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 

229 Park Avenue South 
New York, NY 10003 

Ring of Fire 
My powrr vacuum machine for the shop 

is not working properly. I looked at the 
motor and a ring of fire eminates from the 
point where the brushes touch the com- 
mentator and the fire circles the commen- 
tator as the motor turns. What's wrong? 

-R. W., Ludlow, MA 

I assume you have good brushes in the 
machine, and if new ones were inserted, 
they were broken in properly. If the "fire" 
still exists, then phase the brushes. This is 
done by loosening a few screws so that the 
frame holding the brushes can be rotated 
about the commutator a few degrees. Do 
this while the motor is running and adjust 
for minimum fire or glow. Tighten screws. 

Foreign Types 
I have several foreign -made receivers 

and tape machines that need solid -state 
parts. Wizen I go to order them by mail, 
1 have to order from several suppliers. Is 
there one place 1 can go to? 

-D. N., Wichita, KN 
Write to Fugi -Svea Enterprise, P.O. Box 

40325, Cincinnati, Ohio 40325 and tell 
them Hank sent you. They have a very 
good product line and should be able to 
handle 100% of your needs. They require 
a minimum order of ten dollars. 

Sounds Better 
I added a 31/2 -inch loudspeaker to my 

CB and it sounds great. How come the 
speaker in my mobile unit sounds so bad? 

-S. S., Des Plaines IL 

You'll find that the speaker in your 
mobile rig is of a much smaller diameter 
and hasn't much weight in the magnet. In 
fact, as the volume goes up, the speaker 
is driven to high distortion. The replace- 
ment speaker you used sounds better be- 
cause it's larger, has a heavier magnet, can 
handle the power, and is housed in a 

baffle that enhances the sound. What ever 
you do, don't connect the CB to a hi -fi 
speaker because you'll hear squeaks, 
squeals and hisses that will drive you nuts. 
Best bet is a communication add-on speak- 
er available at CB shops. 

Clocking the Clock 
I took my car to a diagnostic center and 

discovered my speedometer reads 50 mph 
when I'm doing 55. How can 1 adjust the 
speedometer? 

-L. M., Dover, DE 

Put more air in your tires! Really, the 
air pressure in your tires and the depth 

of tread has a lot to do with speed. Your 
best bet is to time your speed through 
several highway mile markers to determine 
what your speed is. It takes 661/2 seconds 
to travel one mile at 55 mph. Therefore, 
it should take three minutes and twenty 
seconds to travel three miles. I admit most 
mile markers are approximately located. 
But check a few three mile runs and you'll 
get a good indication. Also, you could call 
your state police and ask them to tell you 
where there are "measured mile" markers 
that are accurate. These measured miles 
are provided by most state highway de- 
partments just for a speedometer check. 
To vary the speed setting on your speedo- 
meter requires the adjusting of one or 
more small magnets, but you'll still need 
a measured mile to check accuracy. Also. 
what are you going to do when you switch 
over to snow tires? 

One from Our Side 
Hank, I have a foreign rig that uses an 

ASZ15 transistor. Do you know the exact 
U.S. type replacement? 

-D. G., Berkeley, CA 

Try the 26553. Also, understand that 
no two transistors can be considered as an 
exact equivalent unless the manufacturer's 
specs are identical. However, most substi- 
tutions offered in "guide" books are suit- 
able and generally serviceable in non- criti- 
cal circuits. In most instances the packag- 
ing configurations are identical unless 
otherwise noted. 

Lend a Hand, Boys 
Here's another round of buddies in your 

hobby area requesting help to make their 
hobby more enjoyable. Help 'em out! 
A Heathkit model QF -1 Q- Multiplier: 
schematic diagram and installation instruc- 
tions requested by Robert Lawton, 28 Lo- 
cust St., Warwick, NY 10990. 
A Hammarlund HQ -110C receiver: Fred- 
erick J. Onucki of 63 Highland Avenue, 
Metuchen, NJ 08840 would like to receive 
copies of the operator's manual and 
schematic diagram. 
A Atwater -Kent Model 55 -C receiver: 
copies of owner's manual and diagrams 
requested by Duane Benson, 1403 So. 7th, 
Kelso, WA 98626. 
A Hallicrafters SX -101A amateur radio 
receiver: schematic diagram and manual 
urgently needed by Vic Ruvshinoff WB3- 
JGX, 1103 Starway Ct., Baltimore, MD 
21228. 
A Vactrol VT10150 optoisolators: advise 
Dave Morton, 9185 Highland, Chanute, 
KS 66720 of source and unit price. u 
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AVANTI 

PERFORMANCE 

C.B. ANTENNAS 
40 CHANNEL ENGINEERED 

SA TR0 PLANETM 

CB Base Antenna 

Co- inductive 
The omni- directional CB 
antenna that radiates from 
the top - for greater range 
and performance. 4.46 db 
gain over isotropic - 
stronger signal, clearer 
reception. No coils to 
burn or short. Vertical 
polarity. Patent #3587109 
Model AV101...price $39.95 
2.8x more power 
E.R.P. 
Avant! CB basa antennas 

`rom $20.50 to $404.00 

RACER 27 TM 

CB Mobile Antenna 
Magnetic mount 
Easy to mount on roof or trunk 
for car, van or truck - no holes to 
drill - fast removal for hide away 
or car washing. Strong magnet 
assures position. Mylar pad guards 
vehicle finish. 
Hermicoil (Hermetically sealed coil) 
-A special molding process 
provides a weather -proof coil 
environment. Helps maintain the 
characteristic antenna impedance, 
even in damp or salt water 
atmosphere. Hermi -coil also helps 
eliminate internal surface leakage. 
Ribbed base - Provides a long 
leakage path used in high voltage 
insulators, spark plugs, etc. 

Specifications: Electrical 'A wave length 
Unity gain 27 MHz 
V.S.W.R. - 1.3:1 orbetter 
Coil - shunt fed hermicoil 

MODEL AV -727 Mobile Antenna System 
with 48" whip, 17' coaxial cable with 
magnetic mount. 40 channel 532.95 
Aranti makes a complete line of high 
performance mobile CB antenna systems 
Irom $11.95 to 572.50 

FREE 24 PAGE CATALOG 

ì1V 1t1í\ 
Avanti Research 1* Development, Inc. 

Esiawshecl 1964 

340 Stewart Ave., Addison, IL 60101 USA 

creators of the 
famous 

®Coorr,gm 1977 

ai rgol, -.srf..,. 
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M OREthan 
sjsutat'ión! 

The New Realistic CB-Fone 
Communications Console 

30 

Realistic' invents the base CB that's also a control center. Perfect 
for home, office, small warehouse or dispatcher -type operations. The 

push -to -talk phone -type handset is great for private listening or noisy 
areas. Add a remote speaker -the CB -Fone becomes a paging /PA 

amplifier that lets you monitor incoming CB calls simultaneously. 
Emergency? Push the red priority button and you're instantly on 

Channel 9. Channel selection is electronic. Two buttons-count-up 
and count -down - replace rotary switches. Push once to change 

channels, hold down for rapid movement through all 40 channels. 
Big LED readout displays the channel number and indicates "PA" in 

public address mode. Flip- switches for delta -tune, blanker, handset 
or handset -plus -console speakers, mode selection. RF gain control. 

Lighted SWR and S /RF meters. On- the -air and modulation lights. 
AC and ±12VDC versatility. U.L. listed. The Realistic CB -Fone- 

just 249.95* buys you a base station that's something else! 

FREE! New '78 Catalog SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

Come in for your copy and 
see what's really new in 
electronics. 164 pages, 100 
in full color. Over 2000 
exclusive items. 

adre $haeK 
A TANDY COMPANY FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 

OVER 8000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES 

'Price may vary at individual stores and dealers 
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BASIC PULSE 
FROM ICI, 
PIN 3. 

DIVIDER OUTPUT 
PULSE, PIN 4 
OF IC38 

PULSES AT 
PIN II OF IC4B 

PULSES AT 
PIN 10 OF IC4C 

PULSES AT 
WIPER OF 
TRIM POT R7 

-Ü 

9V 

-OV 

Mighty Met utilizes digital logic circuitry which, at first glance can seem a bit of 
a mystery. Diagrams such as this, along with a careful reading of the text, can serve 
as a good initiation. You'll soon understand just how it is that Mighty Met makes such 
a tuneful beat. This pictorial shows the "meter" control set at 4. The bottom wave- 
form is the result when wiper of R7 is set toward the end connected to pin 10 of 
IC4C, emphasizing downbeat. Follow it through a few times in the text and refer back 
to this diagram as you read. Pretty fast, you'll unravel the Mystery of Mighty Met! 

N 

F+ 4 

0 

a 

C5 

R6 

IC 4 

l, 

IC3 

A 

R4F- ® 

o 
C3 

IC 2 

A 

Ci 
}- 

C 2 
.'J 
IC I 

` }-- 
RI 

J.- 

R3 

FRONT 

Mighty Met uses a 

perfboard construc- 
tion, so it is important 
to follow this layout 
as given. Use sockets 
for the IC's and treat 
them as the text says 
to, they are very sen- 
sitivg to any static 
charges. Wiring can be 
point -to -point beneath 
the board, or you can 
use flea clips. No 
matter how you build 
it, Mighty Met is one 
swell way to let the 
old beat go on! 

BI 

R2 

ICI IC2 IC3 R7 IC4 

C5 

02 

01 

As you can see, following the author's perfboard layout results in a very neat and 
professional appearance, a fine - looking Mighty Met. If you complete the construction 
with a nicely finished cabinet and press -on lettering you'll have a finished product 
that would be more than welcome (by the wife) in any room of the house. 

R3 is negligible). A different range may 
be had by changing the values of R1, 
R2, or Cl. R1 determines the upper 
tempo limit, while R2 determines the 
lower limit. Changing Cl will affect the 
overall tempo range. The sound quality 
of the clicks can be changed by in- 
creasing or decerasing the value of R3, 
which changes the width of the pulse 
from ICI. Do not make R3 less than 
200 ohms, however. 

To make Mighty Met louder, substi- 
tute a larger speaker for the one sug- 
gested. Since fidelity is not a concern in 
this application, an inexpensive speaker 
can be used. On the other hand, if the 
clicks are too loud, increase the value 
of R8. 

If the unit is to be used as a dark- 
room timer, the tempo control, R2, can 
be a trimpot. Also the divider can be 
simplified. For example, if every fifth 
click is to be emphasized, then pin 13 
of IC3 can be connected directly to pin 
1 of IC2 and S2 and R5 can be elimi- 
nated. Similarly if every tenth click is 
to be emphasized, pin 13 of IC3 can be 
connected to ground, andS2 and R5 
eliminated. Another possibility is to re- 
place S2 with an SPST switch to select 
either every fifth or every tenth click, 
leaving R5 in. 

On Composition. First, a word about 
precautions which should be observed 
when working with CMOS IC's, like 
those used in this project. CMOS IC's 
can be damaged by static electricity or 
other excessive voltage. Although this is 
true to some degree for all types of 
IC's, the CMOS type are particularly 
susceptible. They should be left in their 
protective packaging until they are 
needed and should not be handled un- 
necessarily. The use of sockets is highly 
recommended for the three CMOS IC's 
in Mighty Met. They should not be in- 
serted until all wiring is completed, and 
should be inserted or removed only with 
power off. When inserting or removing a 
CMOS IC, first "ground" your body to 
the circuit by touching your free hand 
to the wiring or by a similar method. 
This helps to avoid a difference in po- 
tential or static charge between the IC 
and the socket. 

Construction of the Metered Metro- 
nome is straight -forward. Most of the 
parts values are not critical. Use a 
linear -taper pot for R2, as specified, 
rather than an audio taper. An audio 
taper would result in excessive crowd- 
ing of the scale at the upper end of the 
tempo range. In the prototype, most of 
the circuit was assembled on a piece of 
perforated board, about 2 x 4 inches. 
If you use this method, be sure to get a 
board with holes spaced 0.1 in. apart 

(Continued on page 88) 
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The better the training 
Sendfor the better you'l i REE strated 

caret 
guide 

vsvet% 
tóg s 

COMPU- TRAINER 

IN- CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR TESTER 

TROUBLESHOOTER 
VOM 

SOLID -STATE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

NTS /HEATH \ 
G R 2000 
Digital 
Solid -State 
Color TV 
315 sq. in. 
Picture 

(Simulated TV Reception) 
ELECTRO -LAB 

As an NTS student you'll acquire the know -how that 
comes with first -hand training on NTS professional 
equipment. Equipment you'll build and keep. Our 
courses include equipment like the NTS /Heath 
Digital GR -2000 Solid State color TV with first -ever 
features like silent varactor diode tuning; digital 
channel selection, (with optional digital clock), and 
big 315 sq. in. ultra -rectangular screen. 

Also pictured above are other units - 5" solid state 
oscilloscope, vector monitor scope, solid -state ster- 
eo AM -FM receiver with twin speakers, digital multi - 
meter, and more. It's the kind of better equipment 
that gets you better equipped for the electronics 
industry. 

38 

This electronic gear is not only designed for train- 
ing; it's field -type - like you'll meet on the job, or 
when you're making service calls. And with NTS 
easy -to -read, profusely illustrated lessons you learn 
the theory behind these tools of the trade. 

Choose from 12 NTS courses covering a wide range 
of fields in electronics, each complete with equip- 
ment, lessons, and manuals to make your training 
more practical and interesting. 

Compare our training; compare our lower tuition. 
We employ no salesmen, pay no commissions. You 
receive all home -study information by mail only. 
All Kits, lessons, and experiments are described in 

full color. Most liberal refund policy and cancella- 
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and the equipment 
be equipped. 

HIGH FIDELITY 
SPEAKERS 

SOLID -STATE STEREO 
AM /FM /MULTIPLEX 

RECEIVER 

COLOR BAR /DOT 
GENERATOR 

gi so swoon 
TUBE & TRANSISTOR TESTER 

FET -VOM 

AM /FM /SW PORTABLE 
SOLID -STATE RECEIVER 

o 
o 
of 

O 0 .0 
O n 0 ^ h ° 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE 

VECTOR MONITOR 
SCOPE 

DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 

SOLID -STATE 2 -METER FM SOL D -STATE 
TRANSCEIVER & POWER SUPPLY POCKET RADIO 

tion privileges spelled out. Make your own com- 
parisons, your cwn decision. Mail card today, or 
clip coupon if card is missing. 

NO OBLIGATICN. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 

APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING 
Get facts on iew 2 -year extension 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
TECHNICAL -TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

Resident and Home -Study Schools 
4000 So. Figu3roa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 
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N. I= Imo 
NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
4000 South Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif 90037 

Please send FREE Color Catalog and Sample Lesson. 
NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

Color TV Servicing 
B 3 W TV and Radio Servicing 

r] Electronic Communications 
FCC License Course 

NAME 

ADDRESS_ 

MEI 
222-018 

Electronics Technology 
Computer Electronics 
Basic Electronics 

CI Audio Electronics Servicing 

AGE 

APT r 

CITY STATE__ - 

Please fill in Zip Code for fast service 
D Check if interested in G.I. Bill information. 

Check if interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles 

16 I - N - - - - - - IN 
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by Herb Friedman Go shopping where prime computers are your very best choice. 

For the average electronic hobbyist 
the fastest way to get turned off to 
personal computing, or the way to 
spend a lot of unnecessary money, is to 
walk into the wrong type of computer 
store. Depending where you go, you 
might wind up more confused than 
when you walked in. The reason is that 
there are three distinctly different types 
of computer stores selling personal com- 
puting equipment, only one of which 
truly meets a hobbyist's needs. 

The first type of personal computer 
store is essentially a retail parts dealer 
who caters to the advanced computer 
hobbyist -generally a college -level com- 
puter technology student designing or 
building a computer from scratch. The 
store stocks a wide assortment of com- 
puter theory and construction books as 
well as most commonly used solid -state 
devices, and special tools such as wire - 
wrap guns, pencils, boards, and sock- 
ets. Th^ one thing these stores don't 
sell is h- iby computer kits or accessor- 
ies such as printers, recorders, etc. 
When they do have computer hardware 
it is generally industrial surplus which 
calls for considerable technical ability 
to get it operating in a hobby or per- 
sonal computing system. 

The second type of computer store 
caters primarily to the well- heeled cus- 
tomer. It wants to sell complete small 
systems including software (programs) 
to small businesses whose bookkeeping, 
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billing and inventory systems are too 
small for a standard minicomputer but 
too large for a couple of office assist- 
ants. As a general rule, these stores 
handle some of the higher priced and 
higher quality equipments used by 
more advanced personal computer hob- 
byists; for example, many of them 
stock a CRT terminal that sells for 
about $1,000 which offers little advan- 
tage over a hobbyist -grade terminal that 
sells for around $500 -$600. Another 
problem we've run across with these 
stores is that they simply don't under- 
stand the needs of the personal com- 
puter hobbyist. As an example, one 
local store sells the SWTP 6800 com- 
puter but virtually none of the acces- 
sories needed by the budget- conscious 
hobbyist. 

Problems Solved. Finally, we come 
to the real personal computing store, 
the store with the staff and components 
for everyone -from the rank beginner 
to the small businessman. Note we have 
listed stall first, for without the correct 
staff. an off -the -street customer will end 
up in a fog. Any decent personal com- 
puting store has on -staff (not a few 
hours a week) at least one person well 
versed in hardware -their use, intercon- 
nection, applications and, most import- 
ant, debugging (someone might have to 
find your mistakes in a kit), and a 
specialist in software (programs). Both 
might be the same person, but there 

must be someone who can handle soft- 
ware, hardware, and debugging prob- 
lems. Often, college -level technology 
students are the specialists. 

A look at the Computer Mart of 
New York is a good example of what 
a personal computing store, catering to 
electronic hobbyists, should be like. The 
pictures shown were taken at the Corn - 
puter Mart. 

Firstly, the store must handle a broad 
line of equipments, starting at the budg- 
et end. For example, the Computer 
Mart handles basic computer kits that 
can be expanded by the builder as need- 
ed or as the budget will allow. They 
have wired systems complete with a 
resident high level language (usually 
BASIC); and minicomputer systems 
suitable for small businesses. Similiarly, 
a good computer store for personal 
computer hobbyists can supply peri- 
pherals ranging from budget priced ter- 
minal kits to color CRT terminals. 

Most important, a true experiment- 
er's store should be able to start you off 
inexpensively. For example, you might 
not be able to afford, or even need in 
the future, a recording system (for re- 
cording or feeding programs), but how 
will you initially load a language such 
as BASIC into your computer? A good 
hobby computer shop will tell you 
about an inexpensive teletype paper - 
tape reader where you pull the tape 
through by hand. There's no fancy mo- 
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E/E's Technical Editor, Neil Shapiro (left) 
and Editor -in -Chief Julian Martin (right) 
check out the display of software and 
popular, hobby computing magazines. 

Just killing time? Try a game of Black- 
jack on a Compucolor Computer. The 
cards are dealt in full -color along with 
wisecracks from the computer -dealer. 

What to do if you build your own and 

have trouble? At Computer Mart, Josef 

Bernard checks out a customer's mem- 
ory board in a working Imsai computer. 

You should find a broad selection of 
accessories and prototype boards for all 
computers stocked. Neil and Julian look 
over the latest wirewrap boards. 

tor drive but there's no fancy price, ei- 
ther, and you can load TTY paper tape 
programs at budget prices. 

A store such as the Computer Mart 
will provide for extensive hands -on ex- 
perience. Several different systems will 
be arranged so they can all be in oper- 
ation at the same time, allowing several 
'hobbyists or groups to get the "feel" of 
different computers and peripherals. At 
the Computer Mart they have an island 
with several complex systems, and in- 
dividual stand -alone computers arrang- 
ed out of the way on a shelf. One or 
two users don't tie up all the demon- 
stration equipments. 

Accessories, such as program tapes 
and cassettes, small devices such as a 

gadget that converts video output from 
a terminal to a RF signal that can be 
fed into a TV receiver, or a hand -op- 
erated paper tape reader, will usually 
be found in a glass display case. Unlike 
the stores that are primarily interested 
in complete systems for business in- 
stallations a good personal computer 
store will usually stock or handle a 
wide range of accessories for each of 
the computers they sell even when not 
made by the computer manufacturer. 
For example, at the time we made the 
pictures at the Computer Mart, they 
sold the complete SWTP computer line 
and the Smoke Signal Broadcasting disc 
system for the SWTP computer. Simi- 

N. 

If you need a demonstration it should be very easy to get any system in a computer 
store up and running. Here Julian and Josef Bernard check out the BASIC language 

in a SOL computer. Almost every terminal sold can be used by the prospec- 
tive buyer for purposes of comparing the features and the "feel" of varying brands. 

larly, the store sold Seals memories for 
several types and brands of computers, 
as well as development /circuit boards 
for the SWTP computer and computers 
using the S -100 bus (Imsai, Altair, etc.). 

All the Extras. A good hobbyist store 
should have an extensive selection of 
books and magazines specifically in- 

tended for the beginner, and the read- 
ing material should accommodate what 
the customer knows he wants, not what 
the owner of the store believes the cus- 
tomer should have. For example, there 
are the computer hardware nuts who 
want to know the ins and outs of every 
electron flowing in the system. Fine, 
there are many books and magazines 
for the hardware specialist. On the flip 

side of the coin are the programmers 
who don't give two hoots how a com- 
puter works, they just want to be able 
to press a butotn and have a system 
come to life. The programmers are the 
end users and they need lots of books 
on programming and programs. A good 
selection of programmer oriented books 
can be the most difficult thing to come 
by. Often, the selection represents the 
store owner's level -too basic or too 
advanced. A good experimenter's store 
should handle both ends, and every- 
thing in- between, with a thorough se- 

lection of the personal computing mag- 
azines, not just the two with the largest 
circulation. 

Next, we come to specialized tools 
and support hardware. Resistors, ca- 
pacitors and even most solid -state de- 
vices used in computers can be ob- 
tained from electronic parts distribu- 
tors. But, what if all you want is one 
mini -floppy disc, which sells for about 
$5? Standard pack is 5- for -$25. A good 
personal computing store should be 
willing to break the pack and sell you 
one. Need data cassettes (a higher 
quality Philips -type cassette)? Again, a 

good hobbyist store will have them in 

stock or get them for you on short 
notice. Has the computer manufactur- 
er updated his BASIC program (higher 
language)? A store like the Computer 
Mart will have its order in just as soon 
as it's announced. 

Building 'a computer kit? There's no 
reason you have to go to an electronics 
parts distributor for sockets and con- 
nectors. A decent computer shop stocks 
sockets and connectors for all the heavy 
equipment, and provides some sort of 
technical service. Many personal com- 
puter stores will check ouf "a kit board 
purchased from them at no charge by 
plugging it into a working computer. 
Many stores also provide extensive re- 
pair service, usually at charges repre- 
senting the time spent undoing your 
soldering errors. As a rule of thumb, 
unless you have a lot of backup support 

(Continued on page 98) 
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One -tube authentic de- 
pression -days receiver 
pulls in plenty of stations. 

by Newt Smelser 

TIII. GOLDEN AGE OF RADIO was an 
era plagued by a depression which 
was followed by World War II. 
Nevertheless, during those troubled 

times there was plenty of wonderful 
entertainment available if one could 
afford to buy a radio, or was clever ' enough to make a receiver. 

The Main Parts. Junked radios had 
little cash value in those days so it was 
no trick to beg, borrow, or buy a 

power transformer out of a used set, a 

few capacitors (we called 'em condens- 
ers) and a "powerful" "Electric Cur- 
rent" No. 27 detector tube. We wound 
our own coils and winding them was 
the most intriguing part of the con- 
struction. Earphones were usually the 
hardest part to get. Often it meant 
mowing a multitude of yards, and 
moving lots of junk for neighbors to 
earn the big dollar or so that phones 
cost. Nonethless many of us managed 

to get the parts and we also managed 
to make a radio capable of giving us 
entertainment far greater than anything 
going on "downtown." Yes, Amos and 
Andy, Lum and Abner, T. Texas Tyler, 
Sam Morris, Captain Midnight, Tom 
Mix, Jack Armstrong, Joe Louis fights, 
and Roosevelt's fireside chats -they were 
all great for us, and we will never hear 
their like again. 

You Can Build One Too. If, like many 
of us, you're hooked on old -time radio, 
you can tune in AM stations from all 
over with the Breadboard /AMer. It's a 
one -tube broadcast -band receiver which 
uses an old circuit called the regenera- 
tive (or simply "regen ") which was 
popular for some time before the super - 
hetrodyne circuit which is universally 
used today. The superhet was developed 
by Edwin Armstrong, who by the way 
originated this circuit, and also later 
invented FM radio. It's exactly what 

Rear view of the Breadboard 
AMer shows grid -leak resistor 
mounted atop capacitor (low- 
er left) next to tube socket, 
RF bypass capacitor at lower 
right. Note that right -hand 
(tickler) coil is rotated from 
front panel to adjust regen- 
eration (squeal). 
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boys made during the 30s depression. 
I rigged this one up a few nights ago, 
and got stations all over the dial. It 
is able to drive an old -time high im- 
pedance speaker with powerful WWL, 
New Orleans. For a one -tube set, that 
is some accomplishment. There are 
two ways to get into this antique radio 
project. You can substitute modern 
parts for those hard to find, or you can 
make some of the parts and buy the 
antique parts wherever you can find 
them. 

Looking for Collectors, Parts, or 
Clubs? If you're interested in receiving a 
list of newsletters, books and other 
places you can learn about antique radio 
collectors and clubs, which is a good 
place to start looking for pld sets and 
parts, send a stamped addressed enve- 
lope to "Antique Fact Sheet, ELEMEN- 
TARY ELECTRONICS magazine, 229 
Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10003, 
and we will send it to you free of any 
charge. The Fact Sheet also includes 
a list of Public Radio and Wireless 
Museums. 

Occasionally at a Goodwill store you 
will find a 1930s radio for a few bucks 
that you could afford to buy to get the 
transformer and No. 27 tube from. And 
Salvation Army stores often have old 
radios in the basement that are beyond 
fixing, and can be had for nearly noth- 
ing. Be sure what you buy has a No. 27 
tube. It may be labeled 227 or 327, but 
those are the same tube. While you are 
at it, be sure to get a socket to match, 
because you can't cram this oldie into 
an octal, !octal, miniature, or com- 
paction socket. It must be an old- style, 
5 -pin socket. For the young, and also 
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oldsters who have forgotten, I have 
drawn a diagram of how to determine 
pin numbers on a fivé pin tube. 

If you can't find a 27 tube but hap- 
pen onto a 37 you can use it off the 
I10 -volt AC line by connecting a 40- 
watt light bulb in series with it. 

The grid leak resistor and capacitor, 
,R1 and C2, may be found on junked 
old -time radios, or you can use modern 
counterparts and hide them under the 
chassis to preserve the antique flavor. 
Or you can fabricate them. The draw- 
ing shows the details. For the grid -leak 
resistor hide a one -megohm, small - 
wattage resistor inside a short piece of a 

clear plastic drinking straw, with black 
paper surrounding the resistor. Solder 
the leads to cut pieces of light sheet 
metal to form ends. The capacitor can 
he made from four pieces of thin sheet 
metal, such as tin can metal, two with 
long projections to bend upward to sup- 
port the grid leak resistor, and two with 
shorter projections for the connecting 
screws. They are separated with pieces 

Breadboard AMer with 27 tube in place has 
tinfoil on rear of front panel to reduce ca- 
pacitance effect of hand when you tune. 

of milk carton material or waxed paper. 
Screws connect the metal plates of the 
capacitor to the circuit below the chas- 
sis, and the uprights connect the resistor 
in parallel with the capacitor. Nuts be- 
low the chassis connect to wires that 
lead to pih three of the tube socket on 
one end and to variable capacitor C1 

on the other end. If you decide to use 

modern components, a one megohm 
resistor is OK but anything up to four 
meghohms can be used. A 270 to 470 
picofarad (pF) capacitor is fine for 
C2. Bypass capacitor C3 may also be 
homemade, like C2. Just add two more 
plates on the left and two more on the 
right with appropriate plastic insulation 
between. You can purchase a 600 pF 
capacitor for C3 if you prefer. 600 pF 
is the same as .0006 uF (microfarads). 

Making the Coils. The coils are not 
purchasable items. Use 2 -in.- diameter 
plastic cold water pipe, cutting one 2 -in. 
long for tickler coil L3, and the other 
piece 31 /2 -in. long for L2 and LI. This 
plastic pipe can be sawed with a hand 
saw or hacksaw, and holes in it are easy 
to make with an icepick or drill. LI and 
L2 are close wound, using #20 enam- 
eled wire. Smaller wire such as 24 or 
even 30 may be used with only slight 
loss of volume. Antenna coil L1 is 

wound so as to face toward the variable 
capacitor, with 20 turns, then a tap for 
ground, and then without a space begin 
L2 and wind 60 turns. The high end of 
L2 must be toward the tickler coil, and 
should end '/a -in. from that end of the 
plastic. It is imperative that L2 and L3 
he close together. L3, the tickler coil, is 

25 turns of the same kind of wire on 
the 2 -in. form. 

To make the tickler adjustable use a 

holt of sufficient length. '/4 -in. in diame- 
ter so a standard knob will fit on it. 
Nuts at A and B lock the coil form and 
hold it secure. Flat washers at C and 
E, with a short piece of door spring D 
between them, hold the coil form rigidly 
in place as it is turned. Washer F 
allows slippage against the front panel. 
Nut G secures the whole assembly. It 
takes considerable adjusting to get it 
just right. 

Now mount the longer coil form with 
[.1, L2 on it to be the same distance 
behind the front panel, and as close to 
L3 as posssible without touching L3, 
when L3 is rotated. Bolts, spacers. etc. 

TUNING 
KNOB 

TICKLER JACK FOR 

KNOB PHONES 

L3 ¡41 

8-\,I Cl , 
GNJrt4rf_--- 

A'v T 

b 8+ This drawing shows the best 
arrangement of parts for 

FILAMENT short connections. Dotted 
lines indicate the connect- 
ing wires underneath the 
wood chassis. 
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TO GRID 
LEAK 

FROM TICKLER 
COIL 

TO 8- 

FROM FILAMENT 
SUPPLY 

Here are connections for the 27 tube. 
Examine the tube and you'll see the 
"plate" is actually a piece of wire mesh. 

attach LI and L2 to the front panel. 
Build the Panel and Chassis. Bakelite 

would be the ideal material for the pan- 
els as it was the standard radio building 
material in the old days. But it's hard 
to find. A fair substitute is double - 
tempered Masonite. And even plywood 
will do. Paint it black to look good. My 
Breadboard !AMer was built on mason - 
ite panels, but you can use almost any- 
thing. certainly including a bread board. 
Dab black enamel with a cloth on the 
panels, and while it is tacky hold it high 
over a gas flame, carefully so as not to 
set the house afire. This instant drying 
will give you a dull, Bakelite -like finish, 
similar to what we boys used to make 
the radios with. Shiny bakelite can be 

faked with enamel, sprayed, then and 
allowed to dry overnight. The front and 
chassis panels of my Breadboard /AMer 
6 -in by 12 -in., but this is not critical. 
The wooden bottom supports are 1- 

inchers. None of the wiring is critical, 
except that the tickler and L2 coils 
must be close together physically. A 
sheet of aluminum foil directly behind 
the front panel will prevent tuning 

LIGHT SHEET 
METAL 

- - r1t<4 
RI 

C2 

- 

CHASSIS 

TO VARIABLE 
CAPACITOR 
STATOR 

INSULATION 

TO GRID PIN 
3 OF TUBE 
SOCKET 

If you make the capacitor(s) use pieces 
of metal about 2/3 of an inch square, 
with insulating material slightly larger. 
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@/I@ BREADBOARD AMER 

TICKLER 
KNOB 

I /4 -IN. DIA BOLT 

FRONT PANEL 
G / 

E / 
MOO 

TOPIN2 TO C3 AND 

OF VI EARPHONES 

Drawing above shows detail of tickler 
coil knob and shaft assembly. Follow 
directions in text for parts A to G. 

changes when you 
Make sure the coil 
against this shield. 

If you are not fortunate enough to 
find an old 0 -100 dial use a more 
modern pointer type and paint on a 
scale. Tuning capacitor Cl need not 
be an oldtimer. Radio Shack 272 -1341 
miniature variable will work as well, it 
just doesn't look quite right. Many a 

touch 
wires 

the knobs. 
do not rub 

junked 1930 to 1940 radio has a large 
variable capacitor in it. Use the larger 
section of two- section superhet types. 
It will be the correct, 365 pF size. 

Your Breadboard /AMer can be con- 
nected to power supply, antenna, etc. 
with five -way binding posts, fahnestock 
clips, or just plain wire. You could 
operate this set, with batteries, using 
221/2 volts for the B supply and 3 volts 
for the heaters with a series resistor 
of about 0.3 ohms in the heater circuit, 
but since a 27 tube draws 1.75 amps 
the A battery would soon give up. It's 
best to find a junked radio of the 
proper vintage, very early electric, and 
use its power supply. As an alternate 
you could construct the power circuit 
shown. If you wish to use a more 
modern tribe in the set you can con- 
struct it with a 6SF5 instead of the 
27. Use an octal socket. Pins 7 and 8 

are heaters, 3 is the grid, 5 the plate, 
and 2 is the cathode. A higher plate 
voltage can be used with this modern 
tube, and you'd need a modern heater 
transformer supplying 6.3 volts at 0.3 
amps for the 6SF5. 

With a 27 tube set the value of R3 
can be determined by experimentation. 
I use a value high enough that 22 to 25 
volts of DC are at the plate of the 
tube. I put the switch only on the 
power supply and not at the radio, but 
you can adapt it several ways. 

Tuning In Stations. This regenerative 
radio requires a bit of patience in oper- 

ANT 
' I MEGOHM 

L3 25 TURNS 

SEE 
TEXT RI 

3 

L2 
60 
TURNS C2 

470pF 

/ l 365 PF 

VI 

LI 
20 TURNS 2 IN. 
DIAM. 
SEE TEXT TO 

FILAMENT 
SUPPLY 

I 

_ C3 ^ 600 
pF 

o 
B- B+ 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 

BREADBOARD /AMer RECEIVER 

C1-36511 variable tuning capacitor (Radio 

Shack 272 -1341 or equiv.) 
C2 -470 to 500 -pF capacitor (Radio Shack 

272 -125 or equiv.) 
C3 -500 to 600 -pF capacitor (Radio Shack 

272.130 or equiv.) 
R1 -1- to 4meghom, 1/2-watt or 1/4-watt re- 

sistor (Radio Shack 271 -000 or equiv.) 
V1-Type 27 triode radio tube (see text for 

sources) 

HIGH 
IMPEDANCE 
PHONES 

Misc. -Coil forms -2 -in. plastic water pipe; 

5 -pin tube socket (antique type); high - 
impedance phones (2,000 to 4,000 ohms); 

5 -6 feet of »20 enameled wire (20 pre- 

ferred, but x22 or 124 acceptable); five 
binding posts or clips for connecting 
power. antenna, phones (Radio Shack 274- 
661 or equiv.) panels (two), 1-in. wood 

strips for base. nails or wood screws, 
solder, paint, wire, etc. 

SWI DI 1000 7500 
R2 R3 

TO 
FILAMENT 

B- 

PARTS LIST FOR POWER SUPPLY 

C4, C5- 40 -uF. 150 or more VDC electrolytic 
capacitor (Radio Shack 272-104 if not other- 
wise available at lower voltage) 

R2- 1000 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor (Allied Elec- 

tronics 832 -1356 or equiv.) 

R3- 7500 -ohm, 2 -watt (or more) resistor (Use 

Allied Electronics 2500 -ohm, 5 -watt resis- 

tor catalog 962-8416 in series with 5000 - 

ohm, 5 -watt resistor =962 -8466 if 7500 - 

ohm, 2 -watt not available) 
T1 -115 VAC primary, 2.5 VAC, 3- ampere sec- 

ondary, from old radio (available from Allied 

Electronics as 705 -0110) 

ation. A good outdoor antenna is essen- 
tial, up to 100 foot for good DX recep- 
tion. Unless you use batteries to power 
it, no ground is needed as the set 
grounds through the household power 
supply. Try the plug in the wall both 
ways for best reception. As you ad- 
vance the tickler adjustment the Bread- 
board/ AMer will howl in your ear. 
Learn to get it just shy of the squeal 
and you will be amazed at its perform- 
ance. If you don't get much volume or 
squeals when the tickler is lined up 
parallel with the tuning coils, you have 
the leads on the tickler reversed. The 
side next to the L2 winding must go to 
the plate of the tube, and the side out 
to the right must go to the earphones 
and bypass capacitor. This makes for 
greatest squeal. Then back off with ad- 
justment of the tickler knob on the 
front panel until the squeal just disap- 
pears. Lower settings will lower the 
volume to very loud stations. As with 
any electrical device, practice safety 
by unpluging the power supply any 
time you touch live parts. Cutting 
some turns off of L2 will allow you to 
get short wave if you prefer, instead 
of the regular AM band. 

Headphones To Use. We have not yet 
talked about earphones. You must use 
high impedance phones, not the 8 -ohm 
ones used with hi -fi sets. 2000 ohms is 
fine, but 4000 -ohm phones are better 
yet. 

So there you have it. With some in- 
genuity, and an old parts bin you can 
make a real Depression Era radio. 
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about $2.00, and can give you both 
antenna heights and topographical in- 
formation if you know the location of 
the antenna.. If you cannot obtain this 
information, you can make an edu- 
cated guess as to the antenna height 
(800 -1000 ft. for TV, 500 ft. for larger 
FM stations and 150 ft. for firehouse 
or police station antennas). 

How to Work The Tables. Case I; (sta- 
tion and receiver at same elevation) : 

How high must an antenna in eastern 
New Mexico be to clearly receive a 
west Texas TV station (antenna 1200 
ft.) which is 50 miles to the east. 

0 

WL 

LINE antenna" 
aty°ur 

an 

ngWh by Daniel J. Flak 

In 
S 

Ili The TV, FM, or Action Band DXer 
is constantly concerned with the line - 
of -sight (LOS) limitations imposed by 
the curvature of the earth and the 
combined antenna heights of the re- 
ceiver and transmitter. 

The figures presented here represent 
only the actual line -of -sight distances. 
This is because we can generally ignore 
refraction effects in this discussion. It's 
possible to do this because the wave- 
lengths we encounter are very short 
when compared to the size of the earth. 
Also, the angle of incidence with the 
horizon is practically zero. There will 
be some diffraction due to man -made 
obstacles and terrain variations. This 
usually works in favor of increasing 

LOS (AIR) 

EARTH'S 
SURFACE \ CENTER OF 

THE EARTH 

Thjs figure illustrates the geometry on 
which the charts and diagrams are based. 
Note that r is measured from the center of 
the earth and H is the height of the antenna. 

propagation distance, but typically ac- 
count for less than a 107 increase in 
overall range. The antenna heights cal- 
culated here will guarantee reception of 
a clean signal which is caught "on the 

Since the triangle within the figure 
shown is a right triangle, the relation- 
ship cos e = r /(r+h) must be true. The 
radius of the earth (20,873,998 ft.) is 

r and the antenna height is h. Each 
degree measured along the surface of 
the earth is 69 statute miles therefore, 
the line -of -sight along the surface of 
the earth (as opposed to through the 
air) is given by 69 x arc cos 8. This 
information is presented in both tabular 
and graphic form. 

This information can be used to de- 
termine what stations are within range 
of your antenna, or how high your 
antenna should be to receive a particu- 
lar station. You will need to know an- 
tenna heights and geographical features 
in your area. Antenna information can 
be found in Spot Radio Guide which 
can be found in the business and 
commerce section of larger libraries, or 
by contacting the station involved. The 
best way to determine geographical fea- 
tures is to look them up on a topo- 
graphical map either from an atlas at 
the library, or from some other source 
such as an Aeronautical Sectional 
Chart. The Sectional Chart sells for 

LOS due to receiver = Distance -LOS 
due to transmitter; = 50 m. -42.39 
(from table); = 7.61 mi 
Going back into the tables, we see that 
the required antenna height is between 
30 and 40 ft. tall. We can pick off 
about 38 ft. from the graph. 

Case II; (station and receiver at dif- 
ferent elevations): 

How high must an antenna in San 
Bernadino, California (elev 1000 ft.) 
be to receive an FM station near Los 
Angeles, California (combined antenna 
and mountain = 4000 ft.) which is 75 
miles away? 

Since the antenna has a 3000 ft 
height advantage over the receiver, we 
will enter the charts at 3000 ft. 

LOS due to receiver = Distance - 
LOS due to transmitter 
LOS due to transmitter = 75 mi -67.03 
= 7.97 mi 

Again, from the graph, we see that 

LINE -OF-SIGHT 

TRANSMITTING RECEIVING 

ANTENNA ANTENNA 

There are four possible ways obstacles may 
be positioned between a receiving and a 

transmitting antenna. Note that A and C are 
below line -of -sight between the antennas. 
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LINE OF SIGHT 

the antenna should be about 43 ft. tall. 
If the receiver has the elevation ad- 
vantage over the transmitter, subtract 
this advantage from the antenna's re- 
quired height. 

Special Problems. Difficulties involv- 
ing "looking over" an obstacle between 
you and the transmitter may not always 
be practically overcome, but the calcu- 
lations for this problem are as follows. 

If the obstacle is within the LOS 
of the transmitter, compare the height 
of the antenna to the height of the 
obstacle as follows: 

Height of 
transmitter 

LOS of 
transmitter 

9 

Height of 
obstacle 

Distance to 
obstacle 

If the right hand side is greater than 
the left hand side, the obstacle is below 
the line -of -sight of the transmitter, and 
it is no factor. 

If the left hand side is greater than 
the right hand side, the receiver anten- 
na's required height must be increased 
by the following factor: 

(Continued on page 94) 

Line -Of -Sight Tables 

Antenna 
(ht. /ft.) 

LOS 
(mi.) 

Antenna 
(ht. /ft.) 

LOS 
(mi.) 

10 3.87 1200 42.39 
20 5.47 1300 44.12 
30 6.70 1400 45.79 
40 7.74 1500 47.40 
50 8.65 1600 48.95 
60 9.48 1700 50.46 
70 10.24 1800 51.92 
80 10.94 1900 53.34 
90 11.61 2000 54.72 

100 12.24 3000 67.03 
110 12.83 4000 77.40 
120 13.41 5000 86.54 
130 13.95 6000 94.80 
140 14.48 7000 102.39 
150 14.99 8000 109.46 
200 17.31 9000 116.11 
300 21.20 10000 122.39 
400 24.47 11000 128.36 
500 27.36 12000 134.07 
600 29.98 12500 136.84 
700 32.38 15000 149.83 
800 34.61 20000 172.99 
900 36.71 30000 211.83 

1000 38.70 35000 228.77 
1100 40.59 

LOS 
IN 

MILES 

40 

30 

20 

10 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 

LOS 
IN 

MILES 

140 

120 

100 

80 

60 

40 

This table will give you all the data you 20 
need to compute the height of your an- 
tenna if you know the Line of Sight dis- 
tance from the transmitter, or visa versa. 

ANTENNA HEIGHT IN FEET 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 

ANTENNA HEIGHT IN THOUSANDS 
OF FEET 

CB Mobile-to -Base Power Unit 
CB mobile transceivers and 3 to 

5 -watt CB handie- talkies are easily 
converted to base station operation 
with this 13.8 volt regulated power 
unit. Transformers T1 and T2 should 
be rated 2 amperes. When T1 and 
T2's secondaries are connected, test 
the transformer(s) output voltage 
with an AC voltmeter. If the meter 
indicates approximately 6.3 volts, 
reverse the connections of either 
transformer's primary or secondary, 

hut not both. The meter IA ill then 
read about 18 VAC. Complete the 
rest of this project only after you are 
certain the output voltage from the 
transformer(s) is about 18 VAC. 

ICI must be heat sinked to the 
cabinet. Note that ICI's tab is a "hot" 
terminal; make certain it is insulated 
from the cabinet with a power tran- 
sistor insulator or a mica washer. 
Coat both sides of the insulator 
(washer) with silicon heat sink 

grease. And make certain the mount- 
ing screw is insulated from the 
cabinet; use fiber shoulder washers 
under the screw. 

Connect rectifier D2 exactly where 
shown in the circuit. D2 should be 
rated at least 50 PIV at 3 amperes. 
Bridge rectifier D1 is rated 50 PIV at 
6 amperes. Do not substitute a 3 

ampere bridge rectifier for DI unless 
you heat sink it to the chassis. 

CB MOBILE -TO -BASE POWER UNIT 

C1- 20001F, 25 -VDC electrolytic capacitor 
(Radio Shack 272 -1020 or equiv.) 

C2- 0.1 -uF capacitor (Radio Shack 272 -1401 
or equiv.) 

C3- 500 -uF, 25 -VDC electrolytic capacitor 
(Radio Shack 272 -1019 or equiv.) 

01 -6 -A, 50PIV bridge rectifier (Radio Shack 
276.1180 or equiv.) 

02 -3 -A, 50PIV silicon rectifier (Radio Shack 

276-1141 or equiv.) 
IC1 -2 -A, 13.8 -VDC voltage regulator (Allied 

Electronics 569 -2726 or equiv.) 
11- Grounded output connector (Radio Shack 

274 -346 or equiv.) 
T1 -12 -volt, 2 -A filament transformer (Radio 

Shack 273 -1511 or equiv.) 
12 -6.3 -volt, 2A filament transformer (Radio 

Shack 273 -1510 or equiv.) 

117 VAC 

TI 

kT2 

BRIDGE 
RECTIFIER 

HEAT SINK 
IC1 

L M- 340 -15 

T PACK 

2 

C2 
1µF 

J1 

138 VDC OUTPUT / lA 

C3 
500µF 

O 

ICI 

TAB IS 
ALSO 3 
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 With today's increasing crime rate, 
and the increasing need for security, 
many police departments are expand- 
ing the number of frequencies on which 
they transmit information. In most 
scanners you can only fit either eight 
or ten different frequencies, and the 
task of changing crystals when the 
ones you have installed are temporarily 
out of use, is bothersome, especially in 
a mobile unit! 

Of course, instead of changing cryst- 
als you could always buy one of the 
sixteen -channel synthesized units, and 
pay in excess of $300! Or you could 
solve the problem of changing crystals 
by building and installing the "Channel - 
Changer." It's small and easily installs 
on either a mobile or base scanner, and 
requires no external power source. It 
provides you with capability of chang- 
ing crystals at the flip of a switch. For 
this project I used a Realistic Patrol- 
man PRO -14, but the principle can be 
easily adapted to work with most major 
crystal -controlled scanning monitors. 

What it Does. The Channel- Changer 
is a low -cost switching device which 
performs the task of changing crystals 
in a scanner. It does this by using a 
12- position, single pole, rotary switch 
to change from one crystal to another. 
This gives a maximum of 12 possible 
frequencies for one crystal position in 
the scanner. The only limitation is that 
all crystals in the Channel- Changer 
must be in the same frequency band, 
i.e., all frequencies installed in the de- 
vice must be either in the 30 -50 MHz 
(VHF low), 150 -174 MHz (VHF 
high) or 450 -512 MHz (UHF) range. 
Do not install several crystals from 
one of these bands and several from 
another band in the Channel- Changer 
at the same time, as this may damage 
the crystal, the scanner, or both. This 
rule of thumb only applies to the 
crystals installed in the Channel - 
Changer itself; the other nine crystal 
sockets in the scanner may be used 
with crystals in any frequency band. 

Construction. All components are 
mounted in a metal utility cabinet using 
the base of the box as the chassis. 

i 

kliNOMIENIEN111111111111 
This back view of the Changer shows the 
barrier terminal strip and its two intercon- 
nection points to connect to the scanner. 
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CHANNEL 

CHANGE 

Soups 
Up Your 
canner 

R 

Add the versatility and 

excitement of extra 
frequencies 

to your Public Service 
Band monitoring. 

by Louis A. Smith II 

First mount Si, the crystal- selector 
switch, on the front panel of the case. 
Exact placement isn't critical, but it 
should be mounted near the center of 
the panel. 

Next comes the crystal holder. For 
this purpose I utilized a 22 -pin edge 
card connector. The edge card con- 
nector is excellent for this purpose be- 
cause firm contact with the crystals 
is essential. Before mounting the con- 
nector on the chassis, some wiring must 
be done. Connect the first twelve ter- 
minals on one side of the connector 
together, using #20 gauge wire. After 
this wiring has been completed, the 
connector may be mounted in the cen- 
ter of the chassis base, parallel with 
the ,front and back panels. It should 
be mounted on one -inch aluminum 
spacers, with the side with the ter- 
minals connected facing the back panel 
of the case. 

Lastly, mount the 2- terminal barrier 
strip on the outer side of the back 
panel, near the center. Drill two 1/8- 
inch holes in the back panel, one above 
each terminal. 

Now attach some type of indicator 
knob on the shaft of Si. I used a 
communication knob. The shaft of Si 
will have to be shortened to accom- 
modate such a knob. 

Wiring the Changer. When the corn - 
ponents are mounted, it is time to fin- 
ish the construction by wiring the proj- 
ect. 

The first step in wiring is to connect 
a wire from the common (innermost) 
terminal on S1 to terminal 1 on the 
barrier strip. 

Next Si must be wired to the edge 
card connector (crystal holder). When 
looking at SI from a rear view, choose 
one of the 12 outside terminals which 
is approximately at the 6 o'clock posi- 
tion. Connect a wire from this terminal 
on Si to the first terminal on the edge 
card connector, (that is, the terminal 
facing the leftmost of the twelve which 
were previously wired together.) This 
will be the connection for crystal sock- 
et #1 in Channel- Changer. Continue 
around the rotary switch wiring the 

Wire the first twelve terminals of an edge -card connector together, as shown above. 
Some of the terminals opposite those wired are bent down for greater clarity. 
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next terminal on Si to the next terminal 
on the connector, going from left to 
right on the connector, and clockwise 
around SI. Continue wiring in this man- 
ner until all twelve positions on Si 
have been wired to the corresponding 
twelve terminals of the crystal holder. 

The final connection to be made in 
wiring is to connect a wire from one 
of the twelve terminals on the con- 
nector which were wired together, to 
terminal 2 on the barrier strip. Con- 
sult the schematic diagram. 

Interfacing with the Scanner. After 
the wiring is finished, install up to 
twelve crystals in the twelve wired posi- 
tions in the edge card connector. The 
position furthest to the left will be 
position #1, the next, position #2, and 
so on. Although Channel- Changer has 
the capability to hold 12 crystals, it 
may be used to switch any number 
from 2 through 12. Now the Changer 
is ready to be attached to the PRO -14. 

First, remove the crystal compart- 
ment cover, located on top of the scan- 
ner. Choose the channel to which you 
want to connect the device and remove 
a crystal, if one is already present in 
the socket. Next, move the "Band Se- 
lect Switch" for that channel to the 
specific band in which all the crystals 
in the Channel- Changer are. If the 
channel you selected is channel 1 

through 5, connect a wire ( #20 gauge) 
from terminal 1 on the barrier strip to 
the lower pin in the socket. If the se- 
lected channel is 6 through 10. con- 

05 

ò '3' 
-ò 7? -ò 

l 
I 

e/ i 
Here's Channel 
Changer ready for 
action! With it, you 
can add twelve more 
channels of excite- 
ment to your scanner. 
It's both easy to build, 
fun to use. 

nect a wire from terminal 1 on the bar- 
rier strip to the upper pin in the crystal 
socket. Instead of inserting a plain wire 
into the crystal socket, it is better to 
use some type of metallic terminal. 
The pins on these terminals are .042 
inches in diameter, so I recommend 
pinching them slightly with long -nosed 
pliers to fit in the crystal sockets 
which are made to accommodate the 
pins on a crystal which are approxi- 
mately .038 inches in diameter. (See 
schematic diagram for definition of up- 
per and lower pins in the socket.) 

Next connect a wire to terminal 2 
on the barrier strip and fasten the 
other end of this wire to the outside 
of the crystal compartment cover with 
electricians tape. Strip about 1/4 -inch 
of the plastic covering on this wire off 
the end which is attached to the com- 
partment cover. These two wires run- 
ning from terminals 1 & 2 on the bar- 
rier strip to the crystal compartment of 
the PRO -14 can be of any length, but 
it is best to keep them short to avoid 
possible interference with the FM 
broadcast band. 

After these connections have been 
made in the compartment, the cover 

can be replaced. Be careful not to 
tighten the cover screws too much as 
this may cut the wire running from 
terminal 1 on the barrier strip to the 
inside of the scanner, and thus short 
out the connection. 

A few final construction hints: It is 
advisable to label the positions of Sl 
on the front panel, so that it can be 
easily seen which crystal is connected 
to the scanner at any given time. Label- 
ing should be done before replacing 
the cover of the utility case, while look- 
ing at the back of Si to see which 
crystal is connected when SI is in any 
of its twelve positions. Dry- transfer let- 
tering works well on the surface of the 
utility case. 

Testing it Out. When construction is 
completed, Channel -Changer is ready 
to be tested out. Before turning power 
in the scanner on, check all wiring 
against the schematic diagram, and cor- 
rect any errors. 

With a National Weather Service 
crystal, (or any other continuous broad- 
casting crystal in your area, such as 
mobile telephone, etc.) installed in the 
changer, set SI so that this continuous 
broadcasting crystal is connected in 

12 CRYSTALS n 

R 

o 0 Ho o 

S1 -Rotary switch, single -pole, 12 -posi- 
tion, shorting (Radio Shack 275 -1385 
or equivalent) 

XTAL holder -Edge card connector, made 
to accommodate 22 -pin card (Radio 
Shack 276 -1551 or equivalent) 

0 ria 
0 o o 

110. 

TO TERMINAL I ON BARRIER STRIP 

Parts List For Channel Changer 

Misc. -aluminum spacers (Radio Shack 
270-1393 or equivalent), barrier ter- 
minal strip, 2 terminal (Radio Shack 
274 -656 or equivalent), communica- 
tions knob (Radio Shack 274 -391 or 
equivalent), crystals, see text for 

options, dry- transfer lettering, hook -up 
wire, gauge 20 (Radio Shack 278 -1294 
or equivalent), metal utility cabinet 
(Radio Shack 270 -253 or equivalent), 
metallic terminals (Radio Shack 
270-1392 or equivalent). 
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RADIOTELEPHONE 
(RCC) FREQUENCIES 

These VHF and UHF frequencies are 
used by mobile telephone systems 
across the country. 

VHF "High" Band 

Channe 
Receive Transmit Designa 
152.03 158.49 1 

152.06 158.52 3 
152.09 158.55 5 

152.12 158.58 7 
152.15 158.61 9 
152.18 158.64 11 

152.21 158.67 13 

UHF Band 

454.025 459.025 21 ,. 

454.050 459.050 22 
454.075 459.075 23 
454.100 459.100 24 
454.125 459.125 25 
454.150 459.150 26 
454.175 459.175 27 
454.200 459.200 28 

; 

454.225 459.225 29 

454.250 459.250 30 
454.275 459.275 31 
454.300 459.300 32 
454.325 459.325 33 
454.350 459.350 34 

Thanks to Channel Changer, you're going to 
have a lot of extra frequency requirements 
in your scanner. The radiotelephone bands 
can make for some real exciting listening. 
Here's the lowdown -our compliments. 

the circuit. Turn the scanner on, and 
manually stop the scanner on the .chan- 
nel to which the Changer is connected. 
The scanner should now be receiving 
the frequency of the continuous broad- 
casting crystal. If reception is poor, or 
doesn't exist at all, switch the connec- 
tions at the terminals on the barrier 
strip. If this doesn't correct the prob- 
lem, a bit more of the plastic covering 
should be removed from the wire which 
was taped to the crystal compartment 
cover. Also, make sure that the wire in 
the crystal socket is securely in place. 
This should improve reception. 

Installing the Changer. Channel - 
Changer can be easily mounted in 
either a base or mobile installation. It 
should be kept in mind that the two 
leads extending from the terminals of 
the barrier strip should be kept as short 
as possible. 

To install Channel- Changer on a 
base installation, it can be set either on 
top or beside the scanner after the wir- 
ing between the Changer and the Scan- 
ner has been completed. 

If you want to install the Changer 
in a vehicle, it can easily be bolted 
under the dash board next to the scan- 
ner after all interconnections have been 
made. 

Channel- Changer is very useful for 
scanner- owners who live in major met- 
ropolitan areas, or in areas in which 
police departments have several fre- 
quencies, but who primarily use one 
for general communications, and hold 

CRYSTAL 
SOCKET 

BARRIER 
STRIP 

t. 

Here's the inside story 
on Channel Changer, 
you can see how easy 
and quick construction 
will be. Up to twelve 
crystals may be in- 
stalled, only the first 
one is shown here. 
The other eleven have 
been omitted to 
show the edge -card 
connector. 

CH -1 (THROUGH 5) 

UPPER 

` LOWER. 

UPPER 

` LOWER. 

OUCH, 

If you're interfacing Channel Changer on 
your scanner's channels 1 through 5 (inclu- 
sive) connect a wire from terminal one on 
the barrier strip to the lower pin in the 
socket. If to channels 6 through 10 
(inclusive) then the wire goes from the 
terminal to the upper pin in the socket 
Make certain you don't do it backwards. 

the others in reserve for special or 
emergency messages. It is also useful 
when installed on a mobile unit, for 
people who commute from one area to 
another, because the crystals of the 
police or fire departments of another 
locality could be installed in the Chang- 
er, and switched to only when you 
drive within receiving range. 

Operation. After the PRO -14 scanner 
is turned on, set the control knob (S1) 
on the Changer to the desired crystal 
position. The scanner will scan 9 
crystals installed in the scanner itself 
plus the one crystal in the desired 
position of the Changer. The PRO -14 
will not scan all twelve crystals in the 
Changer at the same time, but only 
the one to which SI is set. When a 

transmission is received on the selected 
crystal in the Changer, the channel in- 
dicator light on the PRO -14 will light 
corresponding to the channel in the 
scanner to which the Changer is con- 
nected. 

As an example if the Channel- Chang- 
er is connected to channel 3 on the 
scanner, the indicator light for channel 
3 will light when a transmission is re- 
ceived on the crystal selected in the 
Changer. The Changer can be cut out 
of the scanning circuit altogether by 
simply locking out the channel on the 
scanner to which it is connected. 

Now that you've built the Channel - 
Changer, you've solved your crystal 
change problem! Happy PSB listen- 
ing! u 
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' At first thought a digital time clock 
that only indicates to nine -minutes fifty - 
nine- seconds might not appear to have 
any particular value; yet commercial 
models sell for up to $150, so there 
must be something in 9:59 that's com- 
monly overlooked. 

Actually, the 9:59 digital clocks are 
really timers with push- button reset to 
zero while running, and a hold control 
that permits several short time intervals 
to be accumulated. 

Radio stations, recording studios, and 
tape fans use them to time records and 
program segments when preparing 
tapes. More importantly, photo hobby- 
ists use the 9:59 time clock when de- 
veloping color film and prints. 

Here's a typical use: Assume you're 
using the Besseler color system to make 
color prints. The first developer needs 
two minutes, the second developer needs 
one -and -a -half minutes. You set the 
timer running, pour the developer into 
the tank and then roll the tank to start 
the developing. At the instant your hand 
rolls the tank your other hand hits the 
reset switch on the timer. The timer re- 
sets to zero and starts counting. At two 
minutes you dump the first developer 
and the time clock keeps running. You 
pour in the second developer and roll 
the tank. At the instant the tank is 

rolled you hit the reset switch, the timer 
returns to zero. and you follow the tim- 
ing to one minute and thirty seconds. 

Until the moment you need to reset 
to zero you can simply ignore the timer 
and concentrate on developing. If you 
want to totalize developing time you 
simply press the hold switch after each 
procedure. At the end you'll have a 
total elapsed time to 9:59. 

The reason commercial 9:59 timers 
run upwards of $100 to $150 is because 
they are jam -packed with integrated 
circuits. Most models were designed 
when IC technology was still in its in- 

MIDGET DIGIT 
-IT'S THE BIG TIME 
Here's a little device to save a 

photographer big headaches! 

by Herb Friedman 

fancy. By using a modern clock module 
that utilizes large -scale integration you 
can now build a slightly better timer 
than the commercial model for about 
$20 to $25, and all the parts are avail- 
able at Radio Shack stores. 

In fact, our Midget Digit can also 
be used as a Black and White enlarger 
exposure timer because the red glow of 
the 0.5 -inch LED digits won't fog B &W 
paper. 

Building Midget Digit. The timer con- 
sists of a twelve hour LED display. 
digital electronic clock module, a DPDT 
spring- return switch (or a push -button 
switch), a SPST toggle switch for hold, 
a power transformer for the clock mod- 
ule, and any cabinet you care to use. 
Though the clock module is the stand- 
ard twelve hour type, by connection of 
the switches to existing terminals you 
can time minutes and seconds without 
making any modifications to the mod- 
ule. 

The first step is to prepare a cabinet 
for Midget Digit. Use anything you pre- 
fer: a plastic cabinet, a Minibox, a 
utility case, etc. Don't worry about a 
protective red filter for the clock's 
LEDs; it's already part of the clock 

module. 
Before installing the module in the 

cabinet install a set of fine wire jumpers 
from terminals 24 to 14, and 14 to 7.. 
We say fino wire because you can't 
squeeze two ends of standard #22 hook- 
up wire into the #14 terminal. 

All terminals, from 1 through 24, run 
along the bottom edge of the module 
and the instructions supplied very clear- 
ly indicate which terminal is what num- 
ber. Just double check your count 
before soldering. The terminals are 
plated- through so you can solder to. 
either side of the module's printed cir- 
cuit board. 

To avoid shorting the module's wir- 
ing to a metal panel use an 1/4-inch 
spacer or stack of washers between the 
panel and the module at each mounting 
screw. 

The color -coded wires for the match- 
ing power transformer had absolutely 
no relationship to the instructions on 
the transformer itself. We don't know 
if this is true for all transfórmers in all 
stores, or just the ones in our local 
store. So follow this procedure: The 
black wires are 120 VAC; the two red 

(Continued on page 88) 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

TWELVE HOUR CLOCK 
MODULE 

f,- 

ti 

MOMENTARY 
RESET SWITCH 

The Midget Digit is 
built around a stand- 
ard twelve hour clock 
module. The module 
,consists of a small 
printed circuit board 
with an oversize red 
filter that conceals 
several relatively large 
0.5 -inch LEDs. Though 
the LEDs are rather 
bright when on, they 
will not normally fog 
B &W enlarging paper. 

HOLD 
SWITCH 
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Kathi's 
CB Carousel 

by Kathi Martin, KGK3916 

WCIRCLE 67 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Every few years that famous testing 
organization given to rating "best buys" 
for teachers, intellectuals, etc., tackles 
equipment even the angels in heaven 
would give a wide berth. In their Octo- 
ber 1977 issue the testers rated CB 
transceivers. Of the more than 1090 
transceivers which had been FCC type - 
accepted by October, the testers rated 
a grand total of twenty 40- channel 
models. 

I don't mind that the testers provided 
absolutely no specification for their se- 
lectivity rating -was it 40, 50, or 60 dB 
adjacent channel rejection they rated as 

excellent? Nor am I concerned that 
their image rejection standards concern 
frequencies which practically never 
cause CB interference because they are 
rarely used. 

A hot new CB - 
with something extra! 

What I do object to is that two of 
their rated models had power output in 
excess of 4.0 watts, a clear violation of 
the FCC's 4.0 watt output limitation. 
What is the next item for ratings, CB 
linears? 

As far as I'm concerned I like to 
make my own judgments from hard 
facts: I want to know how much adja- 
cent channel rejection in dB attenua- 
tion; how much microphone sensitivity 
for 85 ", modulation (I don't want every 
noise for five miles picked up by a mo- 
bile with a microphone sensitivity of 
-50 dB). In short, I want detailed per- 
formance information so I can select a 

particular transceiver for a particular 
job. I don't need a $299.95 SSB rig for 
communications out in the boondocks 
when I'm two miles from camp, just as 

PSB FREQUENCY CB CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 9 PRIORITY BANDSWITCH PSB SQUELCH 

CB 
CHANNEL 

SELECTOR 

CB SQUELCH 

Though the Panasonic RI -3660 combines an FM PSB receiver and an AM CB trans- 
ceiver in the same cabinet, the front panel isn't cluttered or complicated. Major 
differences is a PSB tuning dial in addition to the digital CB channel indicator, 
and separate squelch controls for each receiver. You'll be sure to find the PSB 
receiver a useful addition, especially in time of emergency when your CB is most 
important. For more information circle No. 67 on the Reader Service Coupon. 

I don't want a rig with 40 dB adjacent 
channel rejection for use in the center 
of New York, Chicago, or L.A. 

Best Buys or not, the place to get 
hard facts is the CB YEARBOOK and 
its sister publication the CB BUYERS 

GUIDE. Both provide actual measure- 
ments, made in our own lab, on close 
to 150 rigs (that's right, one hundred 
and fifty). There are no fancy write 
ups on styling, nor performance judg- 
ments made by someone who never 
turned the power switch on. All you 
get are the measurements that directly 
affect communications, and possibly a 

few comments on theft -proof mobile 
mounts. Then you decide which trans- 
ceiver has the features and performance 
that meet your own particular needs 
and budget. 

CB and PSB. One of the really new 
ideas to come along in CB is Pana- 
sonic's RJ -3660 combination CB trans- 
ceiver and VHF PSB (Public Service 
Broadcast) receiver. In what is essen- 
tially a base station measuring 53ín; in. 
high x 13%. -in. wide x 95' -in. deep 
with a user option for 13.8 VDC opera- 
tion, Panasonic has combined two sepa- 
rate types of receivers (AM for CB, 
FM for PSB) with full CB override 
and priority selection of CB channel 9. 

The PCB receiver has its own squelch 
control and covers the range of 136 to 
174 MHz, with the tuning dial specially 
calibrated to indicate the weather serv- 
ice frequencies. No crystal control is 
provided for PSB; you must locate the 
desired services through manual tuning 
and careful monitoring. The antenna 
for the PSB is a telescopic whip, perma- 
nently affixed to the back of the trans- 
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ceiver, that can be pivoted into a hori- 
zontal storage clip. 

The RJ -3660 can be set for only PSB 
reception, or PSB with CB override. 
called CB Monitor. When set for CB 
Monitor both the PSB and CB receivers 
feed the speaker, each receiver being 
squleched by its own squelch control. 
If a CB signal comes on while you're 
listening to PSB the CB squelch releases 
and you hear the CB signal in the 
speaker. To answer the call you must 
switch to CB (only) because you can- 
not transmit in the CB Monitor mode. 
A typical use of the override feature 
would be a REACT team monitoring 
the VHF marine channel and the local 
CB "boaters" channel. A distress call 
on either frequency would be heard. 
Alternately, a REACT team might 
chose to monitor the VHF marine chan- 
nel and CB channel 9. 

A special priority switch provides in- 
stant access to channel 9. Regardless of 
the channel selected by the main CB 
channel selector pressing the channel 9 
pushbutton instantly switches the CB 
transceiver to channel 9 (even when 
monitoring PSB). 

The CB transceiver has many of the 
common high -performance features: 
digital channel indicator, switched ANL 
and noise blanker, RF gain control, 
combination S /RF- output meter, and 
an antenna warning light. The antenna 
warning light is really a safe SWR indi- 
cator; it goes on only if the antenna 
system's SWR rises above a safe value 
(2.5:1 in the unit I tested). If the light 
goes on it means your antenna system 
is defective. 

A somewhat rare feature is a VU/ 
Modulation meter that provides a read- 
ing when receiving (speaker output) 
and transmitting (modulation). Ac- 
cording to the manual the meter has 
some relationship to the modulation 
level, but this rig has a sensitive mike 
and lots of compression. You would al- 
most have to whisper in the next room 
before the modulation level dropped. 
The meter therefore serves as dress -up, 
and I can't see it has any real operating 
function. 

The overall CB performance is strict- 
ly first rate. Power output (when 120 
VAC powered) measured 3.8 watts into 
50 ohms. The microphone sensitivity 
was -38 dB ( +18 above average voice 
level) and modulation was limited to 
100 %. 

Receiver sensitivity measured 0.4 uV. 

PSB FREQUENCY 

CHANNEL 9 PRIORITY 

PSB FREQUENCY 

BANDSWITCH PSB 

CB 

TUNING 

CHANNEL 

PSB ANTENNA 

ANTENNA 
STORAGE 

REST 

The pushbutton 
labeled CH -9 is a pri- 
ority switch that pro- 
vides instant channel 9 
CB operation regard- 
less of the channel 
tuned by the channel 
selector. Note the Band 
switch has a CB moni- 
tor position that per- 
mits a CB signal to 
override reception of a 

PSB station. The P5B 
dial is directly above 
the PSB tuning knob. 
The meter labeled 
VU /MOD moves dur- 
ing reception and 
modualtion of the 
transmitter. 

The blackout window 
displays the CB chan- 
nel when the CB 
section is switched in 
for operation or moni- 
toring. The window 
blacks out when the 
channel 9 priority 
switch is activated. 
Note the separate 
squelch controls for 
NB and CB. This 
keeps the background 
quiet when monitor- 
ing PSB with CB over- 
ride switched in. 

AC /DC 
SWITCH 

DC 
INPUT 

EXT. SPEAKER 
OUTPUT 

The telescopic PSB antenna can be pivoted so it lies horizohtal for storage on a 

locking rest. For portable or mobile operation a 12 to 15 VDC power supply is 

connected to the DC input jack and the AC /DC switch is set for DC. 

Adjacent channel rejection was 63 dB. 
The AGC action compressed an 80 dB 
dynamic input range to an ear pleasing 
9 dB variation from the speaker. The 
S -meter was calibrated so a 35 uV in- 
put produced an S9 meter reading. The 
remainder of the S -meter calibrations 

indicated relative signal strength. 
Overall, the Panasonic RJ -3660 is an 

unusual and attractive transceiver. Priced 
at $279.95 it comes with AC and DC 
power cables. For additional information 
circle No. 67 on the reader's service 
coupon. 
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Meter 
Method 

in on Ham Radio's network of fun! 
By Morrie S. Goldman 

0 CHANCES ARE, you've been hearing 
all sorts of predictions about the future 
of personal communications. But, right 
now, there is already a personal radio 
service that offers even more conven- 
ience than a telephone! The service is 
VHF amateur radio, and we'll center 
this discussion on the two -meter ama- 
teur band. You can carry a portable 
two -meter rig with you anywhere and, 
unlike operations on the citizens band, 
your efforts won't be cramped by oder- 
whelming interference or sunspot pre- 
dictions. The two -meter amateur band 
covers 144 to 148MHz, well into the 
VHF range and above most interefrence 
problems. 

To operate a two -meter transceiver in 
the United States, you'll need a Techni- 
cian class or higher amateur radio li- 
cense. Earning an amateur radio license 
is a good deal more difficult than ob- 
taining a CB license, but it's well worth 
the extra time and effort. For a Techni- 
cian class license, you'll need to pass a 
five word per minute Morse code test 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS /January- February 

and a written exam covering laws, 
operating procedures and electronics 
theory. Unlike some CB operating prac- 
tices; call sign identification and other 
legalities are taken quite seriously in 
the amateur radio service. Most hams 
pride themselves on good operating 
procedures and respect for regulations. 

The American Radio Relay League 
can supply you with information about 
publications designed to help you earn 
a ham license. You can write to the 
ARRL at 225 Main Street, Newington, 
CT 06111, or look for their publications 
at local book stores or ham radio stores. 

Before the current popularity of FM 
communications, the two -meter band 
was populated by a relatively few num- 
ber of stations, operating with AM 
mode equipment. As surplus commer- 
cial FM equipment designed for the 
high business band (148 -174 MHz) be- 
came available, enterprising hams con- 
verted these transceivers to operate on 
the two -meter band. Before long, two - 
meter FM activity was starting to 
spread. Surplus equipment was often 
large and quite hard to convert to multi- 
channel operation, so the introduction 
of moderately priced commercial solid- 

state two -meter transceivers soon fol- 
lowed. 

Two -Meter FM lives! Two -meter FM 
activity is buzzing 24 hours a day, all 
across the U.S. For many reasons, two - 
meters is probably the most convenient 
amateur band to operate, and it's ideally 
suited to local communications. A IA - 
wave antenna is only 17" long; a %- 
wave antenna is only 40" long. Trans- 
ceivers are efficient and compact as 
most are about the size of a mobile CB 
transceiver, but have power outputs of 
from two to twenty -five watts. 

FM communication is very quiet. If 
you've noticed how much quieter an 
FM broadcast radio is than an AM 
radio, you have a feel for how much 
quieter it is in the two -meter FM band 
than on CB. There are no heterodynes 
and amplitude modulated noise, such as 
static and ignition crackling, is greatly 
reduced. Most two -meter FM trans- 
ceivers have neither a noise limiter or 
blanker! 

Repeaters boost range. Another out- 
growth of the similarity between two - 
meter FM operation and business band 
radio is repeater operation (termed 
duplex). The repeater may be thought 
of as a sort of satellite station located 
at a high point. The repeater's sensitive 
receiver picks up a transmitted signal 
and retransmits it through a transmitter 
(usually at least 100 watts) having an 
antenna atop a high building, tower or 
hill and, in this way, increases the re- 
liable range of low -power stations. Even 
with a low -power hand -held transceiver, 
reliable range through the repeater may 
be fifty to sixty 'miles. Without the re- 
peater (simplex operation), reliable 
range of a hand -held may be only two 
or three miles. 

,I 
Heath's popular HW -2036 is a synthesized 

y. two-meter rig which offers hundreds of 
channels. Available accessories include 
a PL encoder built into a microphone, and 
an AC power supply for use in the home. 

CIRCLE 31 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

CIRCLE 57 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Some of the most beautiful, state -of- the -art 
Ham gear is being manufactured for two - 
meter operation. Many transceivers, such 
as this Yaesu FT -221, offer upper and lower 
sideband and morse code operation as 
well as FM. 
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When working through a repeater, a 
two -meter transceiver must transmit and 
receive on different frequencies, for 
when a repeater is receiving on one 
frequency, it is transmitting the received 
signal on a second 'frequency (usually 
600 kHz higher). Most repeaters oper- 
ate on somewhat standardized repeater 
frequencies, called "common pairs." 
Examples of these are 146.34 (repeater 
input)/146.94 (repeater output), 
146.16/146.76, and 146.28/146.88. 
You'll commonly hear these pairs called 
34/94, 16/76 and 28/88. Repeater 
directories that detail what repeater fre- 
quencies are used in each region are 
available from many ham radio stores. 

Most repeaters are owned and maid - 
tained by local amateur radio clubs. 
Club dues pay the expenses of the re- 
peater, but you don't have to be a 
member of a club to operate a repeater, 
though some clubs do frown on the 
practice. 

Sometimes, in an effort to deter non- 
members from operating, but mostly to 
reduce occasional interference from dis- 
tant stations using other repeater, a club 
will design their repeater to "turn -on" 
only when a proper encoding signal is 
received. These are called "closed re- 
peaters." Unlike the more common 
"carrier access" or "open repeater" 
which turns on when any carrier is 
received, closed repeaters will retrans- 
mit your signal only if it contains the 

proper audio encoding signal. The en- 
coding signal is usually a continuous 
sub -audible tone (commonly called 
"PL" or "private line ") or a short 
audible tone burst at the beginning of 
each transmission. PL is most common. 
Accessory units are available to add 
these encoding features to most trans- 
ceivers. Once installed, the encoder 
must be tuned to the PL or burst fre- 
quency used by your local repeater. 
This frequency can be learned by con- 
sulting a repeater directory or your 
local club. 

A Portable Telephone. As a service 
to their members, some clubs offer a 
repeater feature known as autopatch. 
Autopatch allows you to patch into a 

phone line (rented by the club) and use 
your rig to make short, local phone 
calls. By punching up the correct num- 
bers on a touch -tone pad, you can gain 
access to the patch. From there, you 
need only punch up the phone number 
you re calling. In most all cases, auto - 
patch is a service for members only. 
The access codes are changed frequent- 
ly to maintain the member only opera- 
tion. A few, very few, clubs do have 
open autopatch. In such repeaters, key- 
ing the * and # opens the patch. 

Many transceivers are now available 
with optional factory installed tone 
pads, and similar tone pads are avail- 
able as add -on accessories. Several com- 
panies have packaged their tone pad in 
a microphone case for easy installation. 

Equipment Available. Two meter FM 
(Continued on page 94) 

MOBILE STATION 

146.34 
INPUT 

L 
J 

1 

REPEATER 
ATOP 
HIGH 

POINT 

146.94 MHz 
OUTPUT 

14-154 
RECEIVING STATIONS 

Basic repeater opera- 
tion is very simple. 
Here we have a re- 
peater operating 
34/94. A moh:le 
station may transmit 
on the input of 
146.34 MHz and the 
repeater will 
retransmit on 146.94 
MHz with a higher 
powered signal. 

REMOTE RECEIVER 
SITE (CONNECTED 
TO TRANSMITTER 
BY PHONE LINE) 

REPEATER 
TRANSMITTER 
SITE 

REMOTE RECEIVER 
S I TE ( CONNECTED 
TO TRANSMITTER 

BY MICROWAVE 
LINK) 

More complicated re- 
peater arrangements 
may involve more 
than one repeater 
site. The repeaters 
may be twenty or 
more miles apart. All 
the remote receivers 
transmit their signals 
simultaneously to the 
main repeater (via the 
phone line or micro- 
wave). A switching 
device at the main 
site chooses, and then 
rebroadcasts the best 
signal from the 
remote stations. 
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Nothing could be handier.than a two - 
meter handie -talkie. A Ham operator is 
never without communications if he has 
one of these and is anywhere near 
hundreds of different repeaters. 

Manufacturers of Two -Meter 
Transceivers and Accessories 

Amcomm, 730 West McNab Road, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida 33309 

Clegg Communications Corp., 208 Cen- 
terville Rd., Lancaster, PA 17603 

Genave, 4141 Kingman Drive. Indianapo- 
lis, Indiana 46226 

Hy -Gain Electronics Corp., 8601 N.E. 
Highway Six, Lincoln, NE 68505 
Icom West, Suite 3, 13256 Northrup 

Way, Bellevue, WA 98005 
Midland International, Box 1903, Kansas 

City, Missouri 64141 
KLM Electronics Inc., 17025 Laurel Road, 

Hill, CA 95037 
Regency Electronics Inc., 7707 Records 

St., Indianapolis, IN 46226 
R. L. Drake & Co., 540 Richard St., 

Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 
Standard Communications, PO Box 

92151, Los Angeles, CA 90009 
Tempo, Henry Radio, 11240 W. Olympic 

Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064 
Tri -Kenwood, 1111 West Walnut, Comp- 

ton, California 90220 
Wilson Electronics, 4288 S. Polaris, Las 

Vegas, Nevada 89103 
Yaesu Electronics Corp., 15954 Downey 

Ave., Paramount. CA 90723 
Antenna Manufacturers 

Antenna Specialists, 12435 Euclid Ave- 

nue, Cleveland, OH 95037 

Hy -Gain Electronics (address above) 

New -Tronics Corp., 15800 Commerce 
Park Dr., Brookpark, OH 44142 
Larson Antennas, 11611 NE 50th Ave., 

Vancouver, WA 98663 
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CURE THAT NOISE: 
CB static got you stuck? Be your rigs mobile md . 

VEHICULAR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS have 
long been recognized as major 
sources of radio frequency inter- 

ference (RFI). In recent years, the use 
of citizen band radios has undergone 
dynamic growth and is still ,expanding 
at a phenomenal rate. The vast number 
of CB radios, coupled with their low 
transmitting powers, their extremely 
high receiver sensitivities, and their 
proximity to interference sources, all 
combine to create a widespread and 
very severe RFI suppression problem. 

Vehicles manufactured in the United 
States are suppressed at the factory to 
provide satisfactory reception on their 
installed AM and FM receivers, and to 
conform with suppression standards for 
external broadcast receivers. But for a 
CB radio additional and much more 
efficient suppression is required; even 
for CB radios that contain built -in noise 
limiters or noise blankers. 

Fundamentals. The noise (RFI) you 
hear in your CB receiver is produced 
in two ways. Radiated interference 
comes from sources that act as minia- 
ture broadcasting stations and broad- 
cast their interference. Most radiated 
noise originates in the engine compart- 
ment. Conducted interference, unlike 
radiated interference, is not transmitted 
through the air but rather travels along 
the wiring of the vehicle. 

Three approaches may be used to sup- 
press CB radio frequency interference. 
Limit the interference by turning the 
squelch up on your CB set. However, 
by "squelching out," you limit your 
range to only the stronger signals 
and "tune -out" all weaker signals. 

by David Kolman 

You can reduce the strength of the in- 
terference at its source. Finally, you can 
try to confine the interference to its 
source. 

Preliminary Procedures. Before at- 
tempting to identify a particular source 
of noise, it is best to suppress some 
minor sources of noise and thus make 
it easier to identify the major sources. 
Make sure the antenna, transceiver, bat- 
tery and hood are properly grounded. 
Then check to see that all connections 
are clean and tight. Be certain all sup- 
pression devices installed by your ve- 
hicle's manufacturer are still in place 
and are in good condition. Broken com- 
ponents will not help to suppress radio 
interference, but can even make it 
worse. 0.005 mfd. 1,000 

VOLT CERAMIC 
DISC CAPACITOR 

DISTRIBUTION 

SOLDER 

BATTERY 
TERMINAL 

COAX IAL 
CAPACITOR 

TO 
IGNITION 
SWITCH 

Those annoying popping sounds, which 
can be traced to the ignition system, can 
be readily cured. Install a coaxial capacitor 
at the coil's battery terminal and a .005 -uF, 
1,000 VDC, disc capacitor to distributor. 

If your engine has not been tuned 
recently, have it done. Include new 
spark plugs, breaker points, and con- 
denser. In order to guarantee optimum 
radio performance, your engine must 
be in top operating condition. 

You might consider having resistor 
spark plugs, resistor suppression igni- 
tion cable, and ignition suppression re- 
sistors installed if they are not already. 
All of these devices serve to check igni- 
tion noise and thereby reduce interfer- 
ence. 

Connect your CB radio directly to the 
battery if not already done. Tapping 
into the accessory- ignition switch or an- 
other of your vehicle's electrical sys- 
tems can cause interference. 

After completing the preliminary pro- 
cedures, you will probably find that the 
noise in your CB receiver has been 
somewhat reduced but not eliminated. 
A step -by -step search will be necessary 
to locate and identify the remaining 
sources of interference, since this inter- 
ference may be due to a single source 
or a combination of effects. Every type 
of noise that you hear on your receiver 
will give you a clue to the culprit's 
identity by a characteristic sound. 

Alternator and Generator? Most mod- 
ern vehicles employ an alternator that 
generates alternating current, while 
older cars are equipped with a direct 
current generator to keep the battery 
charged. Both will produce a high 
pitched whine or whistle which varies 
with engine speed. It will be louder 
immediately after starting your engine 
or after turning on your headlights. 
The whine will not stop instantly when 
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the ignition is shut off at a fast idle, but 
will rather decrease gradually. 

Ignition System? The interference 
caused by the ignition system is pro- 
duced by the distributor (at the points) 
and by the spark plugs, each time a 
plug fires. This interference makes a 
popping sound in the CB receiver that 
increases with engine speed. The noise 
will stop instantly when the ignition is 

shut off at a fast idle. 
Starting with 1975 models, all do- 

mestic and most import cars feature 
electronic ignitions as standard equip- 
ment. Electronic ignitions tend to pro- 
duce more ignition noise because the 
major components of the system are 
generally widely seperated, causing the 
wiring for the ignition system to be 
interconnected with the other engine 
compartment wiring. 

Voltage Regulator? The voltage regu- 
lator causes a rasping sound that occurs 

The Disease 

Alternator or Generator 
High Whine or Whistle 

Ignition system 
Popping sound 

Voltage regulator 
Irregular Rasping 

Voltage limiter 
Erratic Scraping 

Electrical Accessories; 
Various Whinings 

Hissing, Clicking 

Wheels 
Irregular Popping 

Tires 
Regular Popping 
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at an irregular rate. This irregular rate 
is because of changes in the generated 
voltage; caused by things such as an 
increase in engine speed or turning on 
the air conditioner. The rasping sound 
will usually be heard in conjunction 
with the alternator and generator whine. 
The interference produced by the volt- 
age regulator will not stop instantly 
when the ignition is shut off at a fast 
idle. 

Voltage Limiter? The interference 
produced by the voltage limiter is a loud 
erratic scraping sound that occurs when 
the ignition is switched to "start" but 
the engine remains off. It is caused by 
the movement of fuel and temperature 
gauges and will lessen after the gauges 
settle down. 

Electrical Accessories? Electrical ac- 
cessories such as electric windshield 
wipers, heater and air conditioner blow- 
ers, electric window openers, and turn 
signals can cause interference to CB 
reception, most often in the form of 
various -pitched whines. To determine 
the offending accessory, turn each ac- 
cessory on one at a time and listen for 

increased interference. 
Instruments and Gauges? Instruments 

and gauges tend to produce hissing, 
cracking, or clicking sounds at irregular 
intervals. The noise they produce usu- 
ally worsens on rough roads. To iden- 
tify this source of interference; park the 
car and leave the engine running, hit 
the dash to simulate road conditions, 
and listen for a sudden change in hiss- 
ing, cracking, or clicking. 

Wheels? A less common source of CB 
radio interference is the front wheel 
axle. As the wheels rotate, a static 
charge is built up between the axle and 
the wheel bearing. This produces an 
irregular popping and rushing noise 
in the CB receiver. It occurs most often 
in dry weather at high vehicle speeds. 

To identify this source of interfer- 
ence, accelerate to highway speed, then 
coast in neutral with your engine off. 
Apply the brakes gently. If the popping 
and rushing noise disappears you have 
wheel static. 

Tires? In the case of tires, a static 
charge, similar to the noise generated 
by the wheels, can be generated by the 

The Symptom The Cure 

Pitch of the whining or whistle 
varies with engine speed. The noise 

is louder after starting vehicle 
and decreases gradually after the 

ignition is finally shut off. 

1. Install a coaxial capacitor or a commercial noise filter. 
2. Check the alternator for dirty slip rings or for worn brushes. 

3. Check generator for worn commutator or worn brushes. 

Popping increases with engine 

speed. but the noise stops at once 

after the engine is switched off. 

1. Get a major tuneup; replace worn plugs, points and condensor. 

2. Resistance ignition cable should be installed (or may have been 

factory -installed) from the distributor to plugs and ignition coil. 
3. See that ignition coil and bracket are making a good connection. 

4. Make certain that your CB antenna is properly, electrically grounded. 

5. Install a noise filter (coax capacitor) near coil battery terminal. 

6. Install a .005 -uF, 1000 VDC, ceramic disc capacitor to distributor. 

Heard in conjunction with the 

alternator or generator noise. The 

rasping will not stop instantly 
when the ignition is switched off. 

1. Install coaxial capacitors at the terminals of the regulator. 

This noise occurs when the ignition 
is switched to start, but the 

engine is still left off. 

1. Install a coaxial or pigtail capacitor at the terminal. (or) 

2. Install a hask choke in series with the battery terminal of limiter. 

Operate each of the vehicle's 
accessories one at a time. As you 

do this. listen for a whining sound. 

1. Install coaxial capacitors or commercial filters at terminals. 

2. Avoid putting your CB on the same circuit as vehicle's accessories. 

Park the vehicle and, with engine 
running, bang the dash and listen 

for any occurrence of noise static. 

1. Install a coaxial capacitor in series with each accessory. 

On a dry day, coast at highway 

speed with engine off. Apply brakes 

very lightly. Popping should stop. 

1. Install static -collector rings against the tip of front axle. 

2. Check the vehicle springs for wear and repack the wheel bearings. 

Use same coasting test as for 
wheels The popping will continue 
even if you apply brakes as before. 

1. Inject anti- static powder through the valves of each tire. 
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VOLTAGE 
LIMITER 

TO 
BATTERY 

An erratic scraping noise may point to 
your vehicle's noise limiter. Try installing 
a hash filter in series with the limiter and 
battery; also install either a pigtail or 
a coaxial capacitor at the terminal. 

inner tube and tire. This static produces 
a more regular popping noise in the CB 
receiver. 

Once you have identified and located 
the interference, there are many meth- 
ods to help remedy the problem. 

Alternator and Generator! The high 
pitched whine or whistle caused by the 
alternator can be eliminated by simply 
installing a noise filter or coaxial capa- 
citor at the alternator output terminal. 
Care should be taken to make sure the 
filter or capacitor is rated to handle the 
maximum alternator output, and that 
the device is connected to the output 
terminal, and not the alternator field 
terminal. Cleaning the alternator slip 
rings and replacing worn brushes also 
helps to reduce alternator interference. 

As is the case for the alternator, the 
high pitched whine or whistle caused 
by the generator can also be limited by 
installing a coaxial capacitor or noise 
filter. The generator will already have 
a factory installed capacitor attached to 
the armature terminal. If this capacitor 
is not already a coaxial capacitor, it 
should be replaced by one. The capaci- 
tor or filter is installed by connecting it 
to the generator output or armature 
terminal. Once again care should be 
taken to insure that the capacitor or 
filter can handle the maximum genera- 
tor current, and the devices are con- 
nected to the output terminal and not 
the generator field terminal. In addi- 
ion, check the generator for worn 
brushes and commutator. 

Ignition System! While most late 
model vehicles are factory equipped 
with resistance ignition cables and a 
minimum of radio noise suppressors, 
this usually will only reduce interference 

sufficiently for satisfactory auto radio 
reception. To further reduce the amount 
of interference and thereby increase the 
operating range of your CB, you should 
get a major tune -up and replace worn 
spark plugs, points, and condensor. 
Then make sure resistance ignition 
cable is installed from the plugs to the 
distributor and from the distributor to 
the ignition coil. (This is very im- 
portant if your vehicle is an older 
model). Also make sure the ignition 
coil and its mounting bracket are mak- 
ing a good connection with the engine 
block and install an ignition type filter 
or coaxial capacitor as close to the 
coil battery terminal as possible. Make 
sure the antenna is properly grounded. 
Try mounting a 0.005 mfd. 1,000 volt 
ceramic disc capacitor at the coil dis- 
tributor terminal. 

To supplement these steps in limiting 
ignition noise, you might consider the 
use of one or more of the following: 
resistor spark plugs; ignition noise sup- 
pressors; and ignition system shielding 
kits. 

Voltage Regulator /Limiter! The rasp- 
ing sound caused by the voltage regu- 
lator can be reduced by connecting a 
coaxial capacitor or noise filter as close 
as possible to the "armature" and bat- 
tery" terminals. Some voltage regula- 
tors, particularly in late model vehicles, 
are solid state and thus have no con- 
tacts. Others have single or double con- 
tacts. In the case of a single contact, 
attach a coaxial capacitor or noise filter 
to the "ignition" terminal. For a double 
contact, a second capacitor or filter 
should be attached to the "battery" ter- 
minal. Make sure the capacitor or filter 
is rated to handle the maximum gen- 
erator or alternator current. 

The radio interference from the volt- 
age limiter, in the form of a scraping 
sound, can be suppressed by connecting 
a capacitor at the "battery" terminal 
of the voltage limiter, or by attaching 
a radio -type pigtail capacitor directly 

OUTPUT 
WIRE 

FIELD WIRE 
COAXIAL 

CAPACITOR 

OUTPUT 
TERMINAL 

An alternator can often be stopped from 
whining by the installation of a coaxial 
capacitor at the alternator's output wire. 

FIELD 
TERMINAL 

OUTPUT WIRE 

COAXIAL 
CAPACITOR 

ARMATURE 
TERMINAL 

ARMATURE 
WIRE 

A generator's high whine can often be 
silenced by installing a coaxial capacitor 
at the armature terminal of the generator. 

across from the voltage limiter termi- 
nals. If the interference still persists 
after taking these measures, install a 
hash choke (a small wire coil) in series 
with the voltage limiter battrey terminal. 

Accessories, Instruments! Once the 
accessory that is causing the interfer- 
ence is identified, its interference can 
be silenced by installing capacitors or 
noise filters at the accessory's terminals. 
The size of the capacitor or filter will 
be ditcated by the accessory's maximum 
output. However, out of all the elec- 
trical accessories, it is really only worth 
suppressing the noise from the wipers 
and blowers since they get continuous 
use when turned on. 

A similar source of interference can 
be attributed to the audible and visible 
safety and warning devices that have 
been installed in late model vehicles. 
Interference from these sources can be 
controlled by isolating the primary 
power circuits to your CB equipment, 
and avoiding circuit sharing with the 
buzzer and flasher systems. 

The best approach to suppressing the 
cracking, hissing, and clicking interfer- 
ence produced by offending instruments 
and gauges is to connect a 0.5 mfd. 
coaxial capacitor in series with each 

Wheels and Tires! Wheel static, which 
produces an irregular popping and rush- 
ing noise, can be cured by using a pair 
of static- collector rings. To install these 
devices, simply remove each front hub- 
cap and each axle dust -cover. Then, 
press the small end of the static- collec- 
tor ring against the tip of the axle and 
replace the dustcover and hub -cap. 

Additional measures to reduce the 
interference caused by the wheels in- 
clude having your vehicle's springs 
checked for wear and having the wheel 
bearings repacked. 
gauge terminal. 

Eliminating the popping noises gen- 
(Continued on page 98) 
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e/e checks out the... 

B&K1403A 
Oscilloscop 

This economical scope lets you see everything going on 
the advantage of low cost, the general 
purpose type of 'scope often has a fea- 
ture virtually unheard of on triggered 
'scopes; that of direct connection to the 
vertical CRT plates for direct obser- 
vation of RF output from a transmitter. 
Yes, you could observe the output of a 
modulated 27 MHz CB signal on this 
general purpose 'scope by feeding the 
signal directly to the CRT plates. 

But let's not get ahead of ourselves; 

To judge by most ads ertisemcnts in 
the electronic publications everyone 
should own one of the relatively expen- 
sive triggered sweep -or lab type -os- 
cilloscopes. In actual fact, most hobby- 
ists and many technicians can get along 
perfectly well with a rock -bottom priced 
"general purpose" 'scope such as the 
B &K 1403A which sells for $219 com- 
plete with one alligator -clip test cable. 

Not only do hobbyists and techs get 

Compact, and with a 
easy -to -use control 
grouping, the B &K 
1403A 'scope can serve 
both the electronic ex- 
perimenter and the TV 
service shop. It fea- 
tures a DC to 5 Mhz 
frequency response, 
and is thus quite versa- 
tile. Focus and inten- 
sity controls are lo- 
cated on the rear 
apron, as they require 
little adjustment. 

PILOT CIRCLE 73 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
LAMP 

INT /EXT 
SYNC 

VERTICAL 
ATTENUATER 

AC /DC 
INPUT 
SWITCH 

Z AXIS 

NORMAL / DIRECT 
SWITCH 

DIRECT 
VERTICAL 

FOCUS 

TILT 
The rear apron also 
has connections for 
the Z -axis (intenisty) 
modulation and direct 
connection to the 
CRT's vertical plates. 
To correct tilt of the 
CRT trace it's only 
necessary to loosen 
two screws. 

INTENSITY 
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inside your equipment. 
let's go back to the beginning and look 
at what the 1403A offers all hobbyists. 

It is unusually small and light, even 
for a 3 -in. 'scope; due entirely to a 
100' solid state design except for the 
CRT itself. Overall dimensions are 71/2- 
in. wide x 6 -in. high x 11.-27/32-in. 
deep. Weight is about 8.4 lbs. A carry- 
ing handle that folds flat is built into 
the top of the cabinet. 

The frequency response is from DC 
to 5 MHz ( -3 dB) or 2 Hz to 5 MHz 
( -3 dB) so the 'scope can be used for 
TV servicing. A five position sweep 
range selector switch provides coverage 
from 10 to 100 kHz or external hori- 
zontal input. A separate control serves 
as the variable sweep vernier or external 
horizontal gain. 

The vertical input is through stand- 
and 3/4-in. spaced, banana jack 5 -way 
binding posts and a DC 'AC switch 
(that installs a DC blocking capacitor 
in series with the input for AC -only 
measurements). A four position rotary 
selector switch provides vertical sensi- 
tivity ranges of I (maximum sensitivity, 
equal to 10 mV,'div), 1 10, 1 '100 and 
GND. The GND position grounds the 
input to permit balancing of the verti- 
cal amplifier so that adjusting the sensi- 
tivity does not cause the trace to shift 
position. A "fine" vertical gain control 
is also provided to permit virtually any 
desired attenuation between the switch - 
selected values. 

Other front panel features include a 
5 -way binding post for the external 
horizontal sync input, a selector switch 
for internal or external sync, a power 
switch and pilot lamp, and vertical and 
horizontal positioning controls. 

The CRT graticule isn't illuminated, 
but it does have a rlb calibration that 
permits you to "read" with some degree 
of accuracy from a user- selected 0 -dB 
reference level to -20 dB. The graticule 
has 12 vertical and horizontal major 
divisions. 

The focus and intensity controls 
which usually add two additional rarely 

(Continued on page 92) 
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 by James A. Fred 

Resuscitate your old electronics with these foolproof operating room techniques. 

Those of you who restore your 
radios and want them to look and oper- 
ate as they did when new know that it 
is difficult to find suitable replacement 
filter capacitors. I am thinking especial- 
ly about the aluminum can type with 
the threaded neck mounting stud. If you 
go to your local radio parts store they 
will not have them in stock. I will at- 
tempt to give you sufficient informa- 
tion here to enable you to replace the 
filter capacitors in your old radio.s 

The Old Paper Dielectrics. First let 
us discuss the two types of capacitors 
found in the old AC operated radios. 
The first type used was the solid dielec- 
tric capacitor with paper insulation. This 
type was manufactured by laying down 
alternate layers of metal foil and insu- 
lating paper. A layer of foil was placed 
on a layer of paper with the foil ex- 
tending beyond the edge of the paper 
on one side a fraction of an inch, an- 
other layer of paper was placed on this 
foil -paper layer, and then a second layer 
of foil extending beyond the paper in 
the opposite direction. The sandwich of 
alternate layers of paper and foil was 
then rolled up into a cylinder. End wires 
or leads were soldered to the extended 
foil ends. The whole thing was placed 
into a plastic or cardboard tube and 
hot wax was poured into the ends of the 
tube to insulate the capacitor. Larger 
capacitors were made by increasing the 
width or length of the foil (inceasing 
the area) or by making the paper thin- 
ner. The voltage breakdown of the ca- 
pacitor is determined by the thickness 
and type of insulating paper. In order 
to do a good job of filtering the high 
"B" voltages generated in the early AC 
radios the paper capacitors became quite 
large physically. This is one of the 
reasons Majestic, Atwater Kent and 
other radio manufacturers had their 
paper capacitors sealed in pitch filled 
cans. You could put several capacitors 
in one can more cheaply than you could 
put them into individual cans. Filling 

the cans with pitch sealed out the mois- 
ture which was fatal to paper capacitors. 
This type of capacitor is extremely diffi- 
cult for the present day collector to 
replace in his restored radio. In another 
story we will tell you how to replace 
paper dielectric filter capacitors that 
were mounted in cans and sealed with 
pitch. 

Early Electrolytics. The second type 
of capacitor is the electrolytic capacitor 
and is the one we will discuss in this 
story. The electrolytic was designed to 
obtain a large capacity in a small 
amount of space. Originally the electro- 
lytic was a "wet" type usually housed 
in a copper can. Aluminum was used as 
the positive plate. the negative connec- 
tion was the copper can, and a saturated 
solution of borax was used as the elec- 
trolyte. These capacitors were prone to 
leak, especially when the chassis was 
turned upside down for trouble shoot- 
ing and repair. This was unsatisfactory 
so a "dry" electrolytic was developed. 
This type consisted of two metal elec- 
trodes separated by a layer of gauze 

saturated with an electrolyte. By con- 
necting the electrodes to a source of 
direct current one became positive and 
the other negative. An oxide film about 
one atom thick forms on the positive 
plate, and it is this thin film that forms 
the dielectric or insulation between the 
positive and negative plates. It is be- 
cause the oxide film is so thin that the 
capacity of the electrolytic capacitor is 
large per unit area, and any desired 
capacity may be obtained by rolling up 
a suitable length of aluminum foil. The 
electrolyte is really the negative side of 
the capacitor, the negative foil is used 
merely to make contact with the elec- 
trolyte. There are more modern ways to 
construct electrolytic capacitors that 
provide more capacity in even smaller 
cans. These are the "etched foil" and 
"fabricated plate" methods. We won't 
go into those types of constructions now 
since we are more interested in re- 
placing defective capacitors than we are 
in making new ones. 

Causes For Failure. Since the dielec- 
tric of an electrolytic capacitor is very 

This is one of the earli- 
est clock radios, made 
by Detrola. The cabi- 
net restoration shows 
that the unit had espe- 
cially good woodwork- 
ing, and you can see 
how careful the design 
of the case was. 
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thin, about an atom deep in some capa- 
citors, more than the rated working 
voltage should not be applied. If the 
voltage applied to the capacitor in a 

radio circuit exceeds its safe voltage, the 
dielectric breaks down, the film of 
aluminum oxide disappears and the 
capacitor conducts current in both di- 
rections. This means that a high leak- 
age current or a direct short circuit will 
appear making the capacitor worthless. 

Drying up of the electrolyte is an- 
other cause for failure of an electrolytic 
capacitor. If a unit is subjected to too 
high a temperature, the electrolyte drys 
out, and the leakage current goes up. 
The increased flow of current through 
the internal resistance of the capacitor 
produces still more heat etc. If the 
capacitor is operated in this condition 
very long it may get so hot it will gen- 
erate enough steam pressure to blow 
out the pressure relief seal or blow a 

hole in the can. 
Unlike paper dielectric capacitors 

electrolytics have a certain amount of 
DC leakage, and for this reason will 
produce an indication on an ohmmeter 
even if the capacitor is good. Since elec- 
trolytics are polarized, it is possible to 
secure a misleading reading when check- 
ing with an ohmmeter, unless the polar- 
ity of the test leads is observed. You 
can check for the polarity of the test 
leads by connecting them to a DV volt- 
meter and observing which is positive 
and which is negative. For this reason 
an ohmmeter is not a satisfactory 
method for checking an electrolytic ca- 
pacitor. 

There are several types of capacitor 
testers available. I prefer to use a home 
built variable voltage power supply with 
a voltmeter and a milliameter. The cir- 
cuit is an old one and very easily built. 
You can pick up an old TV receiver for 
free and salvage the power transformer, 
rectifier tube, filter choke, and capaci- 
tors from it. You will need to buy a 

small variable voltage transformer and 
two meters .plus several wirewound re- 

The power supply which is used to measure 
leakage in filter capacitors. Shown with 
it are some of the rebuilt capacitors. 
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Two aluminum capacitor cans 
are shown here with their 
insides removed. The tubu- 
lar capacitors in front are the 
type that will be inserted in 
the cans replacements. 

sistors. The circuit diagram shown is 

simple to follow and you can choose 
your own favorite method of construc- 
tion. Be sure to use a separate filament 
transformer for the rectifier tube. 

To measure leakage with a power 
supply such as this one connect your 
filter capacitor in series with the power 
supply and a resistor of 5000 ohms at 
25 watts shunted by a SPST switch as 

shown in the test circuit. Using the 
variable voltage transformer increase 
the voltage from zero to the working 
voltage of the capacitor while watching 
the milliameter and if the meter'reads 
over 20 mA pause and let the voltage 
rest at that point. If the current doesn't 
decrease within five minutes, the capa- 
citor will start to get warm, (feel the 
capacitor for a temperature rise) this in- 
dicates excessive leakage and the capaci- 
tor cannot be used in a radio. If the 
current stays under 5 mA increase the 
voltage until you reach the working 
voltage of the capacitor, let it charge 
for 5 minutes and then close the switch 
which shorts out the resistor and ob- 
serve the reading on the millameter. A 
new 8 -mfd, 450 -VDC capacitor should 
have a leakage current of about 2 mA. 
As the capacitor increases in age the 
leakage current will increase. A leakage 
current of 5 mA would be the maxi- 
mum you could tolerate in a filter capa- 
citor of this value. A good rule of 
thumb is to allow .5 mA of leakage 
current per mfd for a usable capacitor. 

You will find electrolytic bypass ca- 
pacitors from 10 to 50 -mfds, rated at 
10 to 50 -VDC in many old radios. You 
can use the same setup just described 
except use a series resistor of 500 -ohms 
in the test circuit. Apply the rated 
voltage to the capacitor for 5 minutes 
then close the switch and read the cur- 
rent. There should be no more than .2 
mA leakage through the capacitor. 

Take Some Caution. Always decrease 
the voltage to zero before connecting 
the capacitor. If you don't, the charg- 
ing current surge of a good capacitor 
or the excess current drawn by a shorted 
capacitor may blow the fuse or the 
milliameter. 

Making Do With New. Now that you 
know how to detect leaky and bad filter 
capacitors what do you do about re- 
placing the bad ones in your old radios? 
At this point you have two choices. If 
you don't care about appearances you 
can simply cut the wires loose from the 
defective capacitors and wire tubular 
electrolytics in place under the chassis. 
Only you will know that you took the 
easy way out. 

If you are quite particular you will 
open up the old aluminum capacitor 
can, clean out the pitch and old capa- 
citor and insert new electrolytics, with 
the old lead wires attached into the 
can. Close up the end again and the set 
will be restored to its original condi- 
tion. Sometimes you may have to do 
this because some of the old midget 
radios simply didn't have room under- 
neath for any additional capacitors. 

Be a Pitchman. At an auction sale 
of a radio -TV repair shop I picked up 
15 aluminum can capacitors with the 
threaded neck mounting. When I mea- 

TO POWER 
SUPPLY 

i 

TO CAPACITOR 
SPST UNDER TEST 

SEE TEXT FOR VALUE OF "R" 

The resistor value R in this test circuit 
to find leakage is explained in the text. 
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SPST 

VARIABLE 
VOLTAGE 

TRANSFORMER / PLATE 
TRANS. 5U4 

5V 

II 
F IL. 

TRANS 

FILTER 
CHOKE 

5H a 200uA 
0-200 uA 

20uF 20uF 
450 VDC 450 VDC 

0-500 
VDC 

FUSE 
I/8 AMP 

PARTS LIST FOR OLD ELECTROLYTIC RESUSCITATER CIRCUIT 

T1 -5 -volt, 3 -A filament transformer (Allied 
705 -0049 or equiv.) 

T2- 380 -volt, 20mA Rx plate transformer (Al- 

lied 928-3013 or equiv.) 
T3 -5 -A variable transformer (Allied 927R5501 

or equiv.) 
V1 -5U4G Rectifier Tube (Allied 610 -0136 or 

equiv.) 

Misc. Fuse holder (Allied Radio 740R0905 or 

equiv.), Octal tube socket (Allied Radio 713- 

2914 or equiv.), chassis, wire, hardware, etc. 

Cl, 2- 20 -uF, 450 -VDC electrolytic capacitor 

(Allied Radio 854.9101 or equiv.) 
Ch 1- .70- Henry, 600 mA filter choke (Allied 

705 -1135 or equiv.) 
F1 -11e -A fast- acting fuse (Allied 603R0126 or 

equiv.) 
M1 -0- 200 -uA DC microammeter (Allied 701- 

0015 or equiv.) 
M2 -0- 500 -VDC voltmeter (Radio Shack 22-027 

or equiv.) See note below. 

S1 -SPST Toggle Switch (Radio Shack 275.602 
or equiv.) 

In this parts list we have given values for components that are good replacements 
for the oldies listed in the schematic. There is one part that you might find hard 
to get, however. For the 0- 500 -VDC panel meter we have suggested you use an 
inexpensive VOM, such as the Radio Shack model listed above, which will give 
you the proper scale of measurement, plus a whole lot more. All the new parts 
will work, though, and you can use any necessary if you're not lucky enough to have 
a good used parts bin. 

surgid the leakage as described earlier I 
found that only 1 out of 15 was usable. 
All the ones I took apart had pitch 
poured inside to hold the capacitor in 
place and to seal out moisture. To 
remove the insides, lay the capacitor on 
its side on an electric hotplate. Be sure 
the electrical resistance wire doesn't 
touch the capacitor can. If your hot 
plate has exposed wires lay a piece of 
sheet metal on top where it won't con- 
tact the wire. Turn the hotplate on and 
if it has a heat control set it to medium. 
As the pitch softens the capacitor will 
gradually move out through the open 
end of the can. When the capacitor pro- 
trudes half v, ay out of the can put on a 

pair of insulated gloves and pull the 
capacitor all the way out. Cut off the 
wire leads close to the capacitor and 
save them for future use. You can con- 
tinue to melt the rest of the pitch out 
of the can or you can disolve it with a 
suitable solvent. 

Making the New Çapacitor. You are 
now ready to put new capacitors into 
the can. If you want to duplicate the 
size capacitors the can originally held 
buy the smallest capacitor of that rating 
you can find. Remember electrolytics 
have tolerances as great as -50%+ 
100',5 in capacity. Always use a re- 
placement the same or larger in capa- 
city than the original. never go lower 

This beautifully re- 
stored Tuska Super - 
dyne type 228 re- 
ceiver is one of the 
highpoints of the 
fine collection of 
George Hausske, 
who lives in Whea- 
ton, Illinois. 

DRY 
ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITOR 
ALUMINUM FOIL 

I.......,. 
. . 

GAUZE SOAKED 
WITH ELECTROLYTE 

Cross section showing the internal construc- 
tion of a "dry" electrolytic capacitor. Two 
sheets of aluminum foil are rolled up with a 

strip of electrolyte- saturated gauze between. 

in capacity or working voltage. Con- 
necting equal microfarad capacitors in 
parallel keeps the working voltage the 
same as one, but makes the total capa- 
city equal to the sum of the individual 
capacitors. If you need a higher work- 
ing voltage capacitor you can connect 
two equal size capacitors in series, eg. 
the negative wire of one connected to 
the positive wire of the other. The 
working voltage will now be double but 
the total capacity will be one -half of 
either one. Use the leads you saved 
and solder them securely to the replace- 
ment capacitor. Use an adequate 
amount of vinyl electrical tape to insu- 
late the capacitor and wire leads. If 
you can find cardboard tubes that you 
can slip the replacement capacitors into 
you can insert these into the cans. Put 
the threaded stud cover in place, with 
wires pulled through the hole, and with 
a small hammer carefully tap the alumi- 
num can down around the edge of the 
cover. When the can is mounted in the 
chassis this end won't show. 

Other types of capacitors can be re- 
worked in a similar fashion. We do not 
have enough space here to go into de- 
tails on each type. A little common 
sense will go a long way when replacing 
capacitors in old radios. If you have 
problems finding replacement capacitors 
or in knowing how to procede with 
your particular problem write to me and 
I will try to cover it in a future issue. 

There is a very interesting book now 
available telling about the life of Regi- 
nald Fessenden who broadcast the first 
music over radio before 1900. The book 
called "Radios First Voice," will be re- 
viewed in this column next time. In the 
mean time there is a limited number 
available at $2.00 each postpaid from 
Antique Radio Press, P.O. Box 42, 
Rossville, IN 46065. You will find it 
full of historical facts about the early 
days of radio broadcasting. 

So long for now. I will be telling 
you how to replace other had -to -get 
radio components such as resistors, 
coils, speakers, etc. in future issues. IN 
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Get This Heathkit Catalog 

New GD -1110 Pinball Game 
The incredible Bally Fireballà pinball game you've been hear- 
ing about now in low -cost easy -to -build kit form. One to four 
players can play this exciting game that's so challenging its 
impossible to grow tired of. Solid -state electronics and 
computer technology replace much of the failure -prone elec- 
tromechanical devices found in other games. The GD -1110 is 
not a toy but a sophisticated pinball game that will give you 
years of fun and action. 
Only $599.95 

New AR -1429 Stereo Hi -Fi Receiver 

This year give symphonies, cool jazz, and the driving beat of 
rock with this stereo performer from Heath. 35 watts, mini- 
mum RMS, per channel into 8 ohms with less than 0.1% total 
harmonic distortion from 20- 20,000 Hz. The AR -1429 is per- 
fect for the budget conscious stereo buff who requires a high 
quality system. It has all the features of a high -priced receiver 
and the performance too. Phono hum and noise are -65 dB. 
FM sensitivity is 1.8 V. Provision for optional Dolby® FM mod- 
ule. Only $319.95 

New 5280 Series 
Test Instruments 
Here are five new starter instruments in- 
tended for (but not limited to) the begin- 
ner. You'll be surprised at the features 
and performance these new instruments 
have. There's the IG -5280 RF Oscillator 
with 320 kHz to 220 MHz frequency 
range, the IM -5284 high performance 
multimeter that reads volts, ohms and 
DC current, the IT -5283 Signal Tracer 
for RF, AF and logic tracing, the IB -5281 
RCL Bridge for design and experimenta- 
tion and the IG -5282 Audio Oscillator 
with a 10 Hz to 100 kHz frequency range. 
And to power the 5280 series, you can 
build the IPA -5280 -1 power supply. Only 
$37.95 each 

vio 

New GD -1186 
Digital Electronic Scale 

Unique and functional truly describe 
the new Digi -Scale electronic "weighing machine ". Big, 
bright LED's show your weight with more precision than nor- 
mal scales and there are no springs or weights to compro- 
mise performance. The digital readout may be mounted on 
the wall or just about anywhere. 
Only $99.95 

New CS -1048 
Cruise Control 
You'll appreciate the CS -1048 
every time you take a long trip 
in your car. Just preset your 
cruise speed and the CS -1048 
does the rest electronically. 
Maintains your car's speed, 
can help improve mileage too. 
Only $79.95 

New TO -1860 
Heath/ Thomas Organ 
Microprocessor -based or- 
gan has nine preassem- 
bled and tested circuit 
boards for really easy as- 
sembly! Color -coded keys 
and coordinated music 
make learning to play a 
breeze. Single- finger 
chords, automatic rhythms 
and 17 different instru- 
ment voices add real ver- 
satility. 
Only $1749.95 

Read more about these and nearly 400 other unique and exciting 
kit products -all in the big, new 104 -page Heathkit Catalog. 
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of Top -Value Electronics! 

New GC -1107 Digital Alarm Clock 
A perfect kit for the first time kitbuilder. This super- accurate 
timepiece has an attractive blue four -digit display that dims 
automatically according to ambient light. It also has the fea- 
tures you need in a clock; 24 -hour "smart" alarm, snooze 
switch, alarm -on indicator and power failure indicator. 
Only $27.95 

New Microprocessor Self- Instruction Course 
Our EE -3401 Microprocessor Course ($89.95) is your key to 
learning about microprocessors. Features Heath's famous in- 
dividualized learning techniques to provide you with a thor- 
ough background in microprocessor operation, interfacing 
and programming. Accompanying software and hardware ex- 
periments provide "hands -on" experience with the compan- 
ion ET -3400 6800 Microprocessor -based trainer ($189.95). 

H8 

$375 

H11 

$1295 
El 

H9 

$530 

MN* H10 

$350 
a 

New Heathkit Personal Computers 
For the ultimate gift, there's a Heath Computer System. 
Destined to be the industry leaders, Heathkit computer 
products are the total system designs that excel) in 
home, hobby, business and educational applications. 
Powerful software gets them up and running fast. Su- 
perior software, documentation and service support 
keep them that way. 
n 
El 

El 

0 
El 

H8 8080 8 -Bit Digital Computer Kit 
H11 LSI -11 16 -Bit Digital Computer Kit 
H9 Video Terminal Kit 
H10 Paper Tape Reader /Punch Kit 
LA36 DEC Writer II (Assembled) 

Prices are mail -order net F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Michigan. 
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 

H EATH KIT CATA 
Send today for the world's largest 
selection of top -value electronic kits! 

Nearly 400 fantastic 
kits you can build. 
Electronic kits for 
everyone. Stereo hi- 
fi, television, ama- 
teur radio, auto 
accessories and 
much, much 
more. 

Heath Company, Dept. 139 -370 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog. 
I am not on your mailing list. 

Name 

Address 

city State 

Zip 

I 

1 

I 
1 

Heath Company, Dept. 139 -3711 =M11011111111Mm =MMIMMIMIMNIMMIIMINIIIIMmig.m, 
CIRCLE 1 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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TIME by Harry L. Helms, Jr. 

Check your LED watch, get QSLs, from worldwide time stations. 

Once upon a time, an old 
story goes, a young shortwave listener 
(SWL) was visiting the listening post 
of an experienced SWL. The novice 
viewed the verifications collected by 
the old pro with all due awe, and made 
it clear that he was suitably impressed 
with the oldtimer's tales of his DXing 
feats. "Tell me," said the novice DXer, 
"what was the best time you ever had 
on shortwave ?" 

"I guess," the old -timer said with 
a grin, "the best time I ever had was 
the time I heard on WWV!" 

Whatever the old- timer's faults as a 
humorist, he was right on the money 
in his answer to the novice DXer. 
WWV transmits around the clock from 
Fort Collins, Colorado, on 2500, 5000. 
10000, and 15000 kHz, providing the 
time every minute, from super- accurate 
atomic clocks. The transmitted frequen- 
cies are equally accurate, and can be 
used for calibrating receivers and os- 
cillators. Even non -SWLs are frequent 
users of the services of WWV and its 
sister station, WWVH, in Kekaha, Ha- 
waii, transmitting on the same frequen- 
cies. 

"Tell me, young man, have you veri- 
fied many of the time and frequency 
stations .other than WWV and 
WWVH ?" said our old pro. 

"Gee, I didn't even know that WWV 
and WWVH would verify reception re- 
ports," said our surprised novice. 

The kindly experienced DXer in- 
formed his young friend that much 
good DX can be found among the vari- 
ous standard time and frequency sta- 
tions. Such stations are often good 
verifiers as well. The old- timer's advice 
allowed the novice to hear some new 
stations and get several flashy new 
QSLs for his collection. You can do 
the same, regardless of your experience 
or receiver. 

"Easy Time" DXing. Is there any- 
one who owns a shortwave receiver who 
has not at some time or another tuned 
in WWV or its sister station WWVH? 
But have you verified WWV and 
WWVH? Both are eager verifiers, and 
both are the easiest way to hear the 
states of Colorado and Hawaii, espe- 
cially from the East Coast. 

The time signals from WWV and 
WWVH are so well synchronized that 
one could be receiving both stations 
simultaneously without being aware of 
it. The key is to listen for the identi- 
fication announcements and time, which 
is given every minute. WWV uses a 
male announcer, while WWVH has a 
female. The identification and time an- 
nouncement is given by WWVH just 
prior to the one on WWV, and can 

often be heard under the second ticks 
transmitted by WWV prior to its an- 
nouncement. WWVH can often be 
heard all day under WWV in the West. 
Listeners in the East find best recep- 
tion of WWVH to be from 0300 GMT 
to shortly after local sunrise on both 
5000 and 10000 kHz. Another good 
period is after local sunset to approxi- 
mately 0400 GMT, on 15000 kHz. 
WWV often fades out on this frequen- 
cy but the propagation is still favorable 
to Hawaii and WWVH. 

Both stations are ready verifiers and 
require no return postage. To prove 
your reception, copy the identification 
and time announcements word -for- 
word. WWV is located at 2000 East 
Country Road 58, Fort Collins, Colo- 
rado, 80521. WWVH's address is Box 
417, Kekaha, Kauai, Hawaii, 96752. 

The U.S. Naval Observatory is also 
in the time -signal business. Unfortu- 
nately, Naval Observatory time signal 
stations only identify in Morse code 
and their frequencies may be difficult 
to find on poorly calibrated receivers. 
But they do verify reports readily. Lis- 
teners in the West who have not logged 
and verified Maryland should try for 
the broadcasts from NSS in Annapolis 
on 8090 and 12135 kHz Transmissions 
start five minutes before the hour and 
end on the hour with an identification 
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in Morse code. Transmissions start at 
0455, 1055, 1655, and 2255 GMT. 
Similar time signals are broadcast from 
NPG, San Francisco, on 3268, 6428.5, 
9277.5, and 12966 kHz. Like NSS, 
transmissions begin five minutes before 
the hour and end on the hour, and are 
scheduled for 2355, 0555, 1155, and 
1755 GMT. Reports for both can be 
sent to the U.S. Naval Observatory, 
Navy Department, Washington, D.C. 
20390. 

Canadian Time Station. Ranking 
right after WWV and WWVH in ease 
of reception is CHU, transmitting from 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. CHU's fre- 
quencies are not standardized like those 
of WWV /WWVH. But CHU's frequen- 
cies of 3330, 7335, and 14670 kHz 
are easy to spot even on poorly cali- 
brated receivers. Like WWV/WWVH, 
CHU features one -second pulses, and 
has announcements of the time every 
minute, in English and French, by a 
male announcer. 7335 kHz is heard 
well throughout the day in the East, 
and throughout North America at 
night. 3330 kHz is best at night, with 
14670 kHz being the best bet for day- 
time reception in the West. Reports are 
welcome and can be addressed to Na- 
tional Research Council, Ottawa, On- 
tario, Canada, K 1 A 051. 

More Challenging Times. The United 
States and Canada have no monopoly 
on standard time stations. VNG broad- 
casts from Lyndhurst, Victoria, Aus- 
tralia on 4500, 7500, and 12000 kHz. 
Operated by the Australian Post Of- 
fice, VNG broadcasts time pulses and 
has identification announcements in 
voice on the hour, 15 minutes after the 
hour, on the half hour, and 15 min- 
utes before the hour. Best times to lis- 
ten include from 0600 to 0930 GMT 
on 12000 kHz, and from 0600 GM1 
to your local sunrise on 7500 kHz. Lis- 
teners in the West may also be able to 
hear VNG on 4500 kHz from its 0945 

01111 
TRANK SOU FOR FOUR 

REOOR' OE TE DOMINION 

065E RVRTORVS VOICE 

TIME SIGNAL ON 

3330 kr 

733, kc 

DOMINION OBJLRVATORY 

OTTAWA CANADA 

Verification card from CHU, the Canadian 
Time Station. CHU broadcasts time signals 
continuously, making its voice announce- 
ments each minute in English and in 
French. The station is operated by the 
Dominion Observatory, Department of 
Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa. 

GMT sign -on to local sunrise. VNG is 
a quick QSLer, and reports can be sent 
to VNG, Telecom Australia, 172 Wil- 
liam St., Melbourne, Victoria, 3000, 
Australia. 

Southern Hemisphere. Venezuela is 
home to another well -heard time sta- 
tion, YVTO, operated by the Observa - 
torio Naval Cagigal in Caracas. YVTO 
transmits on 6100 kHz on a 24 hour 
schedule. Programming is second pulses 
with an identification every minute. The 
identification is in Spanish, but is easy 
to pick out even if one doesn't speak 
Spanish. The best time to try for YVTO 
is from 0600 -1100 GMT, when the fre- 
quency is clear of higher -powered inter- 
national broadcasters. Reports, in Span- 
ish if possible, should be sent to Apar- 
tado 6745, La Planicie, Caracas, Ven- 
ezuela. 

South America is also represented by 
LOL, in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Like 
YVTO, LOL transmits second pulses 
and Spanish identifications. Transmis- 
sions are not continuous, however. Best 
times to try include 2300 -0000 GMT in 
the East and 1100 -1200 GMT in the 
West on 10000 kHz. Listeners through- 
out the country can also try at 1700- 
1800, 2000 -2100, and 2300 -2400 GMT 
on 15000 kHz. Some interference is 
supplied by WWV /WWVH, but LOL 

often makes it through under the QRM 
(noise). Reports go to Servicio de Hid - 
ografia Naval, Observatorio Naval, 
Avenida Costanera Sur 2099, Buenos 

Aires, Argentina. Spanish reports are 
an advantage here as well. 

"Hard Times." All the proceeding 
stations can be heard throughout North 
America with a little patience There 
are more time stations, but often listen- 
ers in certain areas of the country will 
have an advantage over listeners in 
other areas. Logging these stations will 
take more skill and plain luck. Put 
simply, these stations are good DX! 

Listeners in the East can shoot for 
IBF in Turin, Italy. Transmissions start 
15 minutes before the hour and last un- 
til the hour. Identifications are given in 
English, French, and Italian. Try at 
0645 and 0845 GMT on 5000 kHz, 
particularly if reception of WWV is 
poorer than usual. Report to Instituto 
Elettrotecnio Nazionale, Corso Mas- 
simo d'Azeglio 42, 10125- Torino, Italy. 

France's Bureau International de 
l'Heure broadcasts time signals that are 
often heard in the East and occasional- 
ly in the West. Transmissions last for 
five minutes and identifications are in 
Morse code. The schedule calls for 
broadcasts at 0855 and 2055 GMT on 
7428 kHz, 0755 and 1955 GMT on 
10775 kHz, and 0925, 1255, and 2225 
GMT on 13873 kHz. Reports go to 61 
Avenue de l'Observatoire, 75014- Paris, 
France. 

A real toughie is OLB5 in Pode- 
brady, Czechoslovakia, operating 24 
hours a day on 3170 kHz. It's a possible 
from local sunset to approximately 0600 

STANDARD TIME AND 
FREQUENCY STATIONS 

kHz Station and Location 
2500 WWV, Fort Collins, Colorado 
3170 OLB5, Podebrady, 

Czechoslovakia 
3268 NPG, San Francisco, California 
3330 CHU, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
4500 VNG, Lyndhurst, Victoria, 

Australia 
5000 WWV, Fort Collins, Colorado 
5000 WWVH, Kekaha, Hawaii 
5000 IBF, Turin, Italy 
5000 RAT, Moscow, USSR 
5000 RIM, Tashkent, USSR 
5000 RCH, Tashkent, USSR 
5004 RID, Irkutsk, USSR 
5430 BPV, Shanghai, People's 

Republic of China 
6100 YVTO, Caracas, Venezuela 
6428.5 NPG, San Francisco, 

California 
7335 CHU, Ottawa, Onatrio, Canada 
7428 FTH42, Pontoise, France 
7500 VNG, Lyndhurst, Victoria, 

Australia 
9277.5 NPG, San Francisco, 

California 
9368 BPV, Shanghai, People's 

Republic of China 
9996 RTA, Novosibirsk, USSR 
10000 WWV, Fort Collins, Colorado 
10000 WWVH, Kekaha, Hawaii 
10000 LOL, Buenos Aires, Argentina 
10000 JJY, Tokyo, Japan 
10000 RWM, Moscow, USSR 
10000 RIM, Tashkent, USSR 
10004 RID, Irkutsk, USSR 
10004 RKM, Irkutsk, USSR 
10775 FTK77, Pontoise, France 
12000 VNG, Lyndhurst, Australia 
12135 NSS, Annapolis, Maryland 
12966 NPG, San Francisco, California 
13873 FTN87, Pontoise, France 
14670 CHU, Ottawa, Onatrio, Canada 
14996 RTA, Novosibrisk, USSR 
15000 WWV, Fort Collins, Colorado 
15000 WWVH, Kekaha, Hawaii 
15000 LOL, Buenos Aires, Argentina 
15000 JJY, Tokyo, Japan 
15000 RWM, Moscow, USSR 
15004 RID, Irkutsk, USSR 
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GOOD TIME DX 

GMT, with best chances for reception 
during the winter. If you're lucky 
enough to hear it, you can get a QSL 
card for a report to Astronomical In- 
stitute, Budecska 6, 12023 Praha 2. 
Vinohrady, Czechoslovakia. 

From the Orient. Westerners aren't 
left out in the cold, however, since 
there are some stations easier in the 
West than in the East. Foremost among 
these is BY in Tokyo, Japan. JJY 
transmits continuously except for 29 
to 34 minutes past each hour. Identi- 
fications are given in voice and Morse 
code at 34 and 59 minutes after each 
hour. Try from 1000 GMT to local 
sunrise on 10000 kHz or from 0200 to 
0700 GMT on 15000 kHz. Needless to 
say, interference is rough on these two 
frequencies. A good method is to watch 
for good reception of other Asian sta- 
tions, such as Radio Peking and Radio 
Japan, and then tune for JJY. Reports 
go to Radio Research Laboratories, 
Koganei, Tokyo, Japan and are quickly 
answered with QSL cards. 

A Real Prize! A more difficult target 
for Westeners is BPV in the People's 
Republic of China. Transmissions con- 
sist of one -second pulses with identifi- 
cations in Morse code. They start five 
minutes before the hour and end on the 
hour. The schedule is 1655, 1855, and 
2055 GMT on 5430 kHz and 0555. 
1055, 1255, 1455, 1655, 2055, and 
2255 GMT on 9368 kHz. No North 
American SWL has reported a QSL to 
date, but if you hear them, why not 
send a report to them at the Zi- ka -wei 
Observatory, Shanghai, China? You 
could be lucky enough to receive the 
first QSL! 

Department of Commerce 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

RADIO STATION WWVH 
KAUAI. HAWAII 

2.5 MHz -21. 59' 31" N, 159' 46' 04" W 10.0 MHz -21' 59' 29" N. 159' 46' 02" W 

5.0 MHz -21' 59' 21" N, 159° 45' 56" W 150 MH1-2I" 59' 26" N, 159' 46' 00" W 

on 5 

20.0 MHz -21' 59. 24" N, 159' 45' 58" W 

This is to confirm your reception report of WWVH 

rreaamues 

Serio) u 1421 

MHz. December 23, 1972 
Date 

C, Z)tr 

rnyirwr-.n{t,yrae 

Complete description of Services of NBS Rodo Stations given i 

Special Publocottan 236 Ava.lable from Government Pnnt.no O11 tr 25c 

Listeners throughout North America 
have a shot at DXing the various time 
and frequency stations' in the USSR. 
Schedules and formats vary widely and 
information sometimes conflicts. All 
identify in Morse code, however. These 
stations are listed in our Table of 
Standard Time and Frequency Stations. 
Best times to try for them include an 
hour before and after your local sunset 
for stations operating on or near 10000 
kHz. and local sunrise and early eve- 
ning for stations on or near 15000 kHz. 
While no QSLs have been reported yet. 
you might like to try your luck by 
reporting to the USSR Ministry of 
Communications, Time and Standard 
Frequency Division, Leninski Prospekt. 
Moscow, USSR. If you can report in 
Russian. either through a report form 
or a translation. so much the better. 

Time's a Wastin'! Not many SWLs 
have QSLs from standard time and 
frequency stations in their collections. 
perhaps because they are unaware of 
them. Now that you know about them, 
why not log and verify them for your- 
self? A "better time" simply can't be 
had! 

'' .M is eí' 
fei pit Ito m d (.d.. 

J,yrla Sef rw u.'.,V! ,t.^Jn. 'dr M, L '0/ . rirr h+ 

-, amid it (t e:l ,r6 

i:a 4,J Lqtf9 rl'4 4s;f yilt ud di pd. { It mil 

WWV sends out these cards from its station headquarters in 
Fort Collins, Colorado. This powerful station, the United States' 
chief source of accuracy in time standards, uses an atomic -based 
frequency source. It is operated by the Department of Com- 
merce, National Bureau of Standards. 
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Flip side of the verifi- 
cation card from 
WWVH, in Kauai, 
Hawaii. Besides the 
serial number and 
date reception oc- 
curred, the card car- 
ries information on 
frequencies broadcast- 
ed on and precise 
geographical coordi- 
nates of the different 
antennas for use in 
calculating doppler ef- 
fects and other factors 
concerning the trans- 
mitted signals. 

Glossary of DX Terms 
DX- Distant and /or difficult to hear radio 

stations. 
DXing- Listening to such stations as a hobby. 

GMT -Greenwich Mean Time (universal time), 
a standard time reference for broadcasters 
and DX listeners, equivalent to EST+5, 
CST+6, MST +7 or PST+8 hours. 

kHz -Kilohertz, a measure of a station's fre- 
quency also kilocycles per second. 

MHz -Megahertz; similar to kHz but equals 
1,000 kHz. 

QSL -A verification, a card or letter sent by 

a station, in response to a listener's re- 

port of reception, confirming that the re- 
port was correct. 

Shack -The place where a DXer does his 
listening. It might be a den, a bedroom 
or the basement. 

SWL- Shortwave listener, a DXer who tunes 

the shortwave frequencies between about 

1605 kHz and 30 MHz (30,000 kHz). 

VHF -Very High Frequency, the frequencies 

between 30 and 300 MHz, above the short- 
wave frequency range. 

VLF -Very Low Frequency, the radio fre- 

quencies on the bottom end of the spec- 

trum, even below the regular AM radio 

band, which is 540.1600 kHz. 

UHF -Ultra High Frequency, frequencies above 

300 MHz. 

Radio Station WWVH, in Kauai, Hawaii, broadcasts time stand- 
ard signals for United States territories in the Pacific, with sig- 
nals reaching West Coast listeners. It also is operated by the 
Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, as a 

service to technical organizations and citizens. 
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e% assembles the... 

HEATH 
H W 2036 

2 METER FM TRANSCEIVER 
High range, high -fi, and high technology from this ham transceiver. 

El With 2 -meter FM bursting at the 
seams it appears the only way to keep 
up with all the repeater and simplex 
activity is a week's salary worth of crys- 
tals-or better yet, a frequency synthe- 
sized transceiver capable of operation 
on any of the frequencies used for FM 
operation. 

Problem is, a synthesized transceiver 
costs several week's salary unless you 
take the kit route with a Heathkit HW- 
2036. Priced at $269.95, or $299.95 
with optional auto patch encoder, in 
kit form (mail order only). the HW- 
2036 offers much more than just fre- 
queney synthesis -but the "extras" are 
getting ahead of ourselves, so let's start 
at the beginning. 

The HW -2036 is a mobile FM trans- 
ceiver that covers any 2 MHz segment 
from 143.5 to 148.5 MHz. Iris housed 
in a cabinet 23/4 -in. high x 81/4 -in. wide 
x 9V8-in. deep and weighs in at only 
2' -lbs. It is thoughtfully supplied with 
a quick release gimbal bracket and a 

gimbal support plate (that locks to the 
bracket) which is installed either under - 
dash, on the transmission hump, or 
wherever you'd prefer. Because of the 
bracket -plate arrangement the bracket 
can he removed with the transceiver. 

leaving unencumbered passenger leg- 
room when needed. 

The transceiver requires 13.8 VDC 
(12.6 to 16 VDC actual) and a sep- 
arate 117 VAC /13.8 VDC power sup- 
ply kit is available for fixed operation. 

In addition to the frequency synthe- 
sizer, features include simplex, -600 
kHz and +600 kHz transmitter offset, 
and an optional user offset labeled 
AUX on the selector switch. The user 
can install a crystal for any desired 
transmitter offset from the receive fre- 
quency. Also, there is a subaudible tone 
oscillator with user selected frequen- 
cies for use with repeaters that require 
an access tone be transmitted with the 
modulation. 

In addition to the frequency select- 
ors, offset switch and subaudible tone 
selector the front panel has a volume/ 
power switch and squelch control, an 
indicator lamp that shows when the 
frequency synthesizer is not locked, and 
an indicator lamp that shows the pres- 
ence of a received signal. The received 
signal indicator is provided because the 
transceiver's ouput can be switched to 
an external speaker. If the connection 
to the external speaker should fail, or 
if the volume should be inadvertently 

s. 

CIRCLE 31 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

The Heathkit HW -2036 with the optional Micoder. The Micoder combines its microphone 
with a touchtone pad for accessing an auto -patch. The pad can only be used when the PTT 
switch is held down. A small LED directly above the "2" glows to indicate a numeral has 
been keyed into the transmitter, producing' a tone. 

turned down the received signal indi- 
cator shows the receiver isn't defective 
simply because the user hears nothing. 
Any signal strong enough to "break the 
squelch" will light the lamp. (The sig- 
nal lamp also indicates the frequency 
or channel is in use before you press 
the PTT switch.) 

A front panel meter with a relative 
scale calibration serves as an RF out- 
put indicator, a received signal level in- 
dicator, and as an alignment indicator 
during adjustment and tune -up. 

The rear apron has phono jacks for 
the antenna and remote speaker con- 
nections, and a selector switch for in- 
ternal and external speakers. 

Use Any Frequency. The frequency 
synthesizer uses three digital switches 
and one toggle switch to set the re- 
ceived frequency. The transmit fre- 
quency is determined by the simplex/ 
offset selector. If the receiver frequen- 
cy is set to 146.25 MHz and the selector 
is set to simplex the transmit frequency 
is similiarly 146.25 MHz. If the se- 
lector is set to +600 offset the transmit 
frequency is 146.85 MHz. 

The synthesizer provides coverage in 
a 2 MHz segment from 143.5 to 148.5 
MHz with automatic lock -out if out 
of band operation is attempted. If spe- 
cific out of band operation is required. 
say for MARS or CAP, the lockout 
can be defeated. 

The three position digital selector 
provides the last three significant digits, 
such as 6.26 added to 140 MHz. The 
toggle switch provides a "0" or "5" 
(kHz) as the fourth digit, so the select- 
ed frequency would be either 146.250 
MHz or 146.255 MHz. 

Though it is possible to get synthe- 
sizer lock for receiving over more than 
3 MHz, the 2 MHz range applies to 
transmitting. If the transmitter lock is 
out of range the synthesizer lock panel 
lamp illuminates to indicate an out - 
of -lock condition, and there is no RF 
output indicated by the signal strength / 
RF output meter. 
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V® HEATH HW -2036 

Solid Circuitry. Other than the fre- 
quency synthesizer the HW -2036 is 

more or less conventional, using proven 
circuitry. The receiver is double con- 
version with 10.7 MHz and 455 kHz IF 
frequencies. Selectivity is provided al- 
most entirely by a 10.7 MHz crystal 
filter. The receiver's input RF amplifier 
is a dual gate FET; since there are no 
"protective" diodes ahead of the device 
the receiver is particularly immune to 
intermod by strong signals on nearby 
frequencies. Heathkit rates the receiver 
sensitivity at 0.5 uV for 15 dB quiet- 
ing, a figure we certainly can support. 

One place where the receiver is 

clearly outstanding is the sound qual- 
ity from the internal speaker. It is ex- 
cellent. The signal is crisp and clean 
even when the transceiver is on top of 
its optional AC power pack with the 
speaker (on the bottom) radiating its 
sound into the power pack. 

The transmitter circuitry is also tried 
and true. The audio clipping level is 

symmetrical and drives a roll -off net- 
work which attenuates the general har- 
monics. The tone generator feeds in 
after the microphone's deviation ad- 
justment to avoid interaction between 
the two signal sources. 

The transmitter is normally supplied 
with a push to talk microphone. An 
optional Micoder kit, HD -1982, is 
available. This is a combination touch - 
tone pad and an electret microphone. 
The touch -tone output level has its own 
adjustment so it can be set to match 
the microphone level. Since we built the 
transceiver, power supply and Micoder 
at the same time we have no knowl- 
edge of the sound quality of the "stand- 
ard" microphone; we do know that 
the Micoder's mike is notably clean and 
crisp when the deviation has been prop- 
erly adjusted. 

Building the Kit. This is not a be- 
ginner's project. No way. There is 
some very tight -quarter wiring, some 
mechanical assembly requiring an ex- 
tra degree of dexterity, and a some- 
what complex non -instrument align- 
ment procedure. If you have access to 
the equipment, an instrument alignment 
wouldn't be a bad idea, although its 
not necessary. 

Overall, the transceiver's perform- 
ance is excellent. Some of you might 
have heard of the spurious emissions in 
an earlier model that was recalled. As 
far as we can determine this model, the 
HW -2036, is as clean as a hound's 
tooth. The 'scope pix from our spec- 

POWER OUTPUT/ 
SIGNAL STRENGTH SQUELCH 

FREQUENCY 
SELECTOR 

5kHZ SWITCH 

SYNTHESIZER LOCK 
LAMP 

OFF /ON 
VOLUME 

OFFSET SELECTOR TONE 
(MODE) SELECTOR 

The Synth Lock lamp indicates when the digital synthesizer has locked, or has failed to lock, 
as when the frequency selected is outside the working range. There is no transmitter output 
if the synthesizer fails to lock. The signal lamp simply indicates the presence of an audio 
signal available to the speaker. In setting the digital frequency selectors 100 MHz is under- 
stood; the indication of 6.75 plus "0" on the 0 -5 kHz switch means a frequency of 146.750 
for receive, and the corresponding frequency for transmit. 

trum analyzer show nothing but the 
main frequency and "grass," internal 
analyzer noise. Each vertical division is 
5 dB for a screen total of 40 dB. We 
have driven the trace 15 dB off the top 
of the screen so the grass represents 
-55 dB to -60 dB. Each horizontal 
division is 5 MHz, for a screen total 
of 50 MHz. As you can see, there are 
just no spurs to be seen down to the 
-60 dB range. We checked the second 
harmonic and could discern nothing 
in the grass. The rig, therefore, has nei- 
ther spurious or harmonic output great- 
er than -60 dB, which is even better 
than Heathkit's specs. 

Final Punch. As for power output, 

Heathkit specs the transmitter at not 
less than 10 watts. Using a lab power 
output meter we found the power out- 
put ranged from 9 to 11 watts depend- 
ing on the specific frequency. 

A Touch of Class. Two meters has 
changed a lot in the last few years, as 

those of you know who have been on 
the band when lots of people used war 
surplus SCR -522 transceivers, and the 
most popular rig was Heath's old 
Twó er, which many called the "Benton 
Harbor lunch box." They were good 
old days, but when you were lucky 
enough to find someone on the band to 
QSO with, they usually were within 
twenty miles of you. Now the band is 

ANTENNA 
EXTERNAL 
SPEAKER 

SPEAKER 
SELECTOR 

HEAT 
DI SS I PATOR 

This photo shows the 
rear apron of the 
Heathkit HW -2036. As 
you see, the antenna 
connector and the ex- 
ternal speaker con- 
nector are both phono 
plugs. You must be 
careful not to confuse 
the two, even though 
they are both clearly 
marked. The photo al- 
so shows the ample 
cooling fins for the RF 

output transistors. 
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MAIN WIRING 
HARNESS 

SPEAKER COMPARTMENT 
HEAT 

DISSIPATOR 

SPEAKER MAGNET CRYSTALS 

SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY TRANSMIT/ 
RECEIVE RELAY 

The HW -2036 chassis seen from above and below. As you see, it's a very complicated unit, and particular care must be exercised in 
building it. It's well laid out though, and as usual Heath's instruction manual is clear and detailed, and especially helpful for the builder. 
Most of the wiring between boards is cabled. The slotted metal box on the underside is the compartment for the large speaker, from 
which comes some excellent audio. From the top view you can see the speaker's magnet structure, as well as some of the many IC's and 
vast number of other components used in the circuitry. This is one triumph of design. 

really populated, with hundreds of sta- 
tions active in even rural areas, and the 
distances you can count on working 
normally would make an old time 
DXer's heart glad. 

All this new activity depends upon 
two things however: the use of auto- 
matic repeaters, and the switch from 
AM to FM transmission mode. Each 
of these developments makes fan- 
tastic demands upon modern equip- 
ment, both in sophistication of cir- 
cuitry, and in quality of components. In 
each of these ways the Heath HW -2036 
definitely excels, a fact you'll realize for 
yourself if you build one. The payoff of 
all the quality is quickly apparent when 

you get on the air, for the rig will cut 
through the interference coming from 
other stations on adjacent channels. 
Even under the most adverse condi- 
tions of QRM and high nearby RF the 
receiver will continue to perform su- 
perbly, bringing through signals that 
many other receivers would give up on. 
It's excellent sensitivity helps immense- 
ly, too. And, as has been mentioned, 
the audio quality and full RF output 
of the transmitter will carry your signal 
through where lesser transmitters would 
sound garbled. After months of on the 
air use, we have never gotten less than 
a terrific signal report, with many of 
our contacts complimenting us . 

Front view of the HW -2036 with the Micoder shown on its speaking side. Inside the 
Micoder, besides its touch -tone pad crcuitry, and its 9 -volt battery, is an exceptionally 
sensitive and high -quality electret microphone element. This combination of mike element 
and audio circuitry makes for some really great audio quality. 

Summing Up. All in all, the crew at 
Benton Harbor has come up with a real 
winner, with a two meter transceiver 
that combines quality, state of the art 
design, and an unusually pleasing visual 
appearance -its styling is terrific, as 
you'll see from the photographs. While 
building this rig will take you a while, 
the work will pay off in extra range 
and the edge you'll have in signal re- 
ports, once you get on the air. This is a 
fine transceiver with which to enter the 
bright new world of two meters. If you 
want more information about this new 
Heath product, the HW -2036, circle 
Number 31 on the Readers Service 
Coupon. u 

Is it clean? This 'scope trace off our 
spectrum analyzer shows only the signal, 
and the analyzer's noise as "grass" some 
55 to 60 dB down. Each horizontal divi- 
sion is 5 MHz, so you're looking at 25 
MHz either side of the carrier. We could- 
n't find any trace of a second harmonic 
in the "grass" so we're not showing a 
photo because there's nothing to show. 
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DJFT1FkJTEF KIEW FPCIJLJCTS 
Here in one place each issue of e/e you will find product 
information on the newest hobby computers and accessories. 

Low Cost Computer Hardware -Elec- 
tronic Systems offers inexpensive com- 
puter accessories that include the fol- 
lowing: universal synchronous receiver/ 
transmitter (UART) for both parallel - 
serial and serial -parallel conversion; a 
full -duplex, 300 -baud modem; a TTL- 
compatible RS232C interface; Kansas 
City standard tape interface; 32- or 
64- character per line television type- 
writer board; RF modulator board with 
power supply. Also available: an 8K 
static RAM board for S -100 bus, and 
a mother board, 8K memory board, and 
serial I/O board for Apple I computers. 
Each device is contained on a single 

circuit board which comes with complete instructions and parts list. All circuits 
are designed to use inexpensive, easy -to -find parts. No crystals are required, 
and only one unit needs a coil the user can wind for himself. The devices are 
also available fully assembled and tested. Prices, for the circuit boards only, 
range from $5 to less than $40. Circle 64 on Reader Service Coupon for more 
information about this product or others by this company. 

Microprocessing Timer /Counter -Dana 
Laboratories' Model 9000 Microprocess- 
ing Timer /Counter is now available with 
four new options: selective gate control; 
synchronous window /selective gate 
control; pulse parameter; remotely pro- 
grammed synchronous window /selec- 
tive gate control. These features permit 
the measurement of the time between 
any selected number of pulses, or the measurement of any single pulse selected 
out of a train. It's also possible to measure rise time, fall time and pulse width 
by pushing a button rather than going through a lengthy process. The remote 
programming feature allows measurements to be carried out under control of a 

computer or other controller. The Model 9000 has an 11 -digit display, utilizes 
43 yellow LEDs, and has a calculator -type keyboard. Four system interfaces are 
available, including GPIB, Parallel BCD, Serial ASCII (RS- 232C), and an extra 
high speed interface for special requirements. Prices of the Model 9000 range 
from: $2095 to $3495. Circle 48 on Reader Service Coupon for more information 
on this unit or other products by this manufacturer. 

Radio Shack System -Radio Shack's 
TRS -80 microcomputer system consists 
of a 53 -key professional type keyboard 
and microcomputer plus regulated 
power supply, a computer -controlled 
data cassette recorder and a 12 -inch 
video display monitor. The complete 
system is priced at $599.95 but the 
microcomputer alone is available for 
$399.95. The microprocessor is an ad- 
vanced Z -80 8 -bit processor. The video 
display is memory mapped, all graphics 
and alphanumerics controlled by BASIC 

commands. There's cursor control and automatic scrolling. Text consists of 16 

lines of 64 characters, also software selectable to 32 characters per line. Graph- 
ics: 128 horizontal by 48 vertical. Graphics and text can be interspersed in any 
manner by software. Memory includes 4K ROM, 4K dynamic RAM. Internally 
expandable to 12K ROM and 16K RAM. The total memory capability is 62K. The 
input /output is a computer -controlled cassette interface, and there's an expan- 
sion port for additional memory and peripherals. When purchased separately, 
options include a CRT display with 12 -inch diagonal screen and a CTR -41 data 
cassette. Circle 32 on Reader Service Coupon for more information about this 
product direct from the manufacturer. 
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Video Display Board -Zilog's Z80 -VDB 
Video Display Board interfaces the com- 
pany's standard Z80 -MCB directly to TTL 
horizontal, vertical and video drives of a 
standard TV monitor. The unit contains 
256 bytes of dynamic RAM for line buf- 
fering to the MCB, and accommodates 64 
upper case ASCII characters and display 
size of 24 lines, 80 characters per line. 
Price of the Z80 -VDB Is $475. Circle 61 
on Reader Service Coupon for more in- 
formation about this product or others 
by this manufacturer. 

Two Full Feature Terminals -EECO (Elec- 
tronic Engineering Co. of California) of- 
fers two terminals having all the features 
you'd expect in a "smart" terminal. Model 
D300, a Full- Feature Edit Terminal offers 
the following: 16 -32 special function keys; 
program mode; edit insert mode; 56 re- 
mote' (CPU controlled) operations; de- 
tached keyboard; roll /page; full video 
presentations (12 -inch diagonal screen); 
protected format; tab, back -tab, columnar 
tabbing; screen -edge mode display; lower 
case alpha with true descenders; remote 
cursor read /address; extensive applica- 
tion- oriented switch selective operations. 
Model D400, a Polling Terminal, offers all 
the features found on the D300 plus. 
field- alterable address character; Bur- 
roughs specific polling; specific select; 
broadcast select; fast select; multi -point 
contention mode. An optional Burroughs 
Group Poll -Group Select package, which 
includes an additional terminal ID char- 
acter, provides two additional field- alter- 

(Continued on page 95) 
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PRO DUCTS 
- -'e /e puts together in one neat package some of the newest CB rigs,\ 

`0 ./antennas and accessories for you to use in CB contacts this year! \; 

Improved 40- Channel 
Mobile Antenna 

An improved 40- channel CB antenna that 
mounts on a trunk lip roof or rear deck 
without drilling holes has been introduced 
by the Antenna Specialists Co. The new 
model, MR176, provides a new lower profile 
mounting cup with a bevelled edge for bet- 
ter rear window clearance when used on 
trunk lip applications. Exclusive waterproof 
mount provides protection when whip is 

i 

CIRCLE 53 
ON 

READER 
SERVICE 
COUPON 

removed for car washing. Stainless steel 
shock spring and 17 -7PH stainless steel 
whip provide maximum flexibility, strength 
and antenna protection. For permanent 
mounting, a h -inch hole is required. All 
mounting hardware, complete instructions 
and a 17 -foot coaxial cable with attached 
radio connector are included. MR176 is com- 
plete and ready for "no holes" trunk lip 
mounting as well. The manufacturer's sug- 
gested list price is $26.95. For further 
specifications, contact The Antenna Special- 
ists Co., 12435 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, 
OH 44106. 

Frequency Counter Kit 
Now every CBer and electronic hobbyist can 
have the accurate digital readout he always 

CIRCLE 60 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

needed but could not afford. Designed pri 
marily for mobile CB applications the EICO 

700 operates automatically on CB transmit. 
It indicates frequencies in a range from 5 

Hz to 27 MHz (all 40 CB channels) on five 
large bright LED displays. At the flick of 
a switch, a kHz or MHz reading is obtained. 
Mobile /Base switch permits automatic op- 
eraticn when you transmit. In standby, only 
the decimal point of the readout is lit and 
a current of less than 70 mA. is drawn. 
Electronics hobbyists will find the 700's ac- 
curate ( ±lOppm) readout invaluable on the 
test bench for frequency measurements from 
audio all the way up to the radio frequency 
range. The 700 can be driven directly with 
five volt TTL signals. Sells for $69.95 in 
kit form; $99.95 assembled. Get all the facts 
by writing to EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brook- 
lyn, NY 11207. 

Low Pass TVI Interference 
Filter 

The proliferation of CB transceivers in use 
has caused a growing number of complaints 
of interference with television reception. 
One possible cause is the CB radio radiating 
harmonics cn the same frequency assigned to 
one or more of the local TV channels. The 
Avanti AV -800 Low Pass Filter will overcome 

A Noo v R TERFERFNCE FIL TERILW RASSI 
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this problem and is especially useful on 
channels 2 and 5. Installed in the coaxial 
line from the CB transceiver, it has an im- 
pedance of 50 ohms, VSWR of 1.1:1, negli- 
gible line loss, and 3 dB cutoff frequency 
of 43 MHz. Attenuation on channel 2 (54 
MHz) is 80 decibels. The unit has a capacity 
of 1000 watts. Sells for $24.95. For further 
information, write to Avanti Research & 
Development, Inc., 340 Stewart Avenue, 
Addison IL 60101. 

Indoor Car Battery 
The new Regulated 3 Amp Power Supply 
by GC Electronics converts any mobile CB 
Radio into a base station radio. It main- 
tains a strict regulation of ±2% or better 
for superior and reliable performance, whether 

handling an SSB radio, tape player, 

CIRCLE 68 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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scanner or any other mobile accessory. The 
power supply operates from standard 110 V, 

60 -cycle AC house current and converts to 
a full 13.8 VDC output. Both primary and 
secondary circuits are fused to prevent over- 
loading. An on -off pilot lamp and push type 
binding posts for easy connections are addi- 
tional features. The compact unit measures 
7 -inch x 41/2-inch x 3 -inch and weighs 61/2 

lbs. Sells for $24.72. For more information 
on the power supply and other GC products, 
write to GC Electronics, 400 South Wyman, 
Rockford, IL 61101. 

For Hi -Fi on the Move 
A major advance in automotive sound sys- 
tems which provides "in concert" tonal per- 
formance, has been developed by Sparko- 
matic Corporation of Milford, Pennsylvania, 
it was announced by Jim Pedranti, Marketing 
Vice -President. The model LC -100 Sparko- 
matic Wide Spectrum Amplified System has 
been engineered to amplify the total sound 
spectrum uniformly. This is achieved by uti- 

CIRCLE 50 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

lizing the latest integrated circuits. These 
ICs allow for high amplifier gain along with 
an increase in power. The high gain makes 
possible separate bass and treble controls 
which "mix" the sound for individual pref- 
erence. Special high -performance, high- fidel- 
ity coaxial speakers are matched to the sys- 
tems power potential to insure totally bal- 
anced reproduction along the entire fre- 
quency range. The LC -100 will retail for ap- 
proximately $79.95. For all the details, write 
to Sparkomatic Corp., Milford, PA 18337. 

Magnet Mount Antenna 
One of the fastest moving antenna items in 
CB outlets and, stores is the magnet mount 
CB antenna, and Midland's magnet mount CB 

antenna is no exception. With a heavy -duty 
5 oz. magnetic base, the Model 18-288 
holds securely at highway speeds, yet is 
easily removable for security. This popular 
Midland antenna delivers peak performance 
on all 40 CB channels, and it's pre -wired for 
easy assembly. It features a tapered stain - 

(Continued from page 95) 
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A PROGRAM TO SOLVE FOR REACTANCE 
0100 REV PR NRAN "REACT.* 
0110 REM BY LARRY FRIFDMAN 7/1/77 
0120 REM C = CAPACITANCF IN FARADS 
0130 RFM L = INDUCTANCE IN }:FNRIFS 
0140 RFM F = FREQUENCY IN YZ (HERTZ) 
0150 RFM. X(C) = CAPACITIVE REACTANCE IN OHMS 0 16 REM X(L) = INDt'CTI'I£ REACTANCE IN OHMS 
0 17 0 RFM Y(3) At'D X(4) ONLY APPLY TC THE PROGRAM 
01 PO RFM TC FND TYF PRO RAM PRESS CNTRL /-C - OR 'JHATEVER IS 

0190 RFM THE INTERRUPT FCR YOUR CCMPUTER SYSTEM. 
0200 Dr; ITS= 3 

0210 REM PRn7RAM STARTS HERE 
0220 PRINT 
0230 PRINT "4FAT DC YOU :'ANT TO SOLVE FOR 7" 
0240 IrPt'T JI 

0250 IF JI = "L" 1CTO 390 
0260 IF J0 = ").(L)" îCTO 430 
0270 IF JI ="F UsiN3 L" 30TC 470 
0200 IF JI ="C" 30TO 510 
0290 IF ..15,=">'(C V' ROTC 550 

0300 IF JS = "F USINI C" lOT0 590 

0310 PRINT "THIS PRC,RAM WILL SOLVE FOR:" 
0320 PRINT "L (MFANIN7 INDUCTANCE)" 
0330 PRINT "C (MFANINI CAPAC ITANCF )" 
0340 PRINT ">(L) (MEANING INDUCTIVE REACTANCE)" 
0350 PRINT " >(C) WEANING CAPACITIVF REACTANCE)" 
0360 PRINT "F VS IN; L (FREQUENCY USING INFO. ON INDUCTANCE)" 
0370 PRINT "F USINî C (FREQUENCY L'SING INFO. ON CAPACITANCE)" 
0380 ;ETC 220 
0390 PRINT "FNTFR X(L) AND F." 
0400 INPUT X(4 ).E. 
040' RFM -N IS THE SCLt TION TC THE PROBL.FN. 
0410 M= X(4)/(6.28 F) 

0420 îCTC 620 
0430 PRINT "ENTER F AND L" 

0440 ItPI'T F.L 
0450 N =6.20 F L 

0460 ', rTC 620 
0470 PRINT "ENTER )'(L) AND L" 

04P0 INPUT X(4).L 
0490 M =X(4)/(6.20 L) 

0500 ;CTC 620 
0 51 0 PRINT "ENTER F AND X(C)" 
0520 INPUT F. X(3) 
0530 M =1/(6.20 F Y(3)) 
0 540 ;CTC 620 
0550 PRINT "ENTER F AND C" 
0560 INPUT F.0 
0570 N =1/(6.28 F C) 

0FPO ICTC 620 
0590 PRINT "ENTER- C AND >(C)" 
0600 INPUT C. X(3) 
0610 M =1/(6.20 C Y(3)) 
0620 PRINT JSI "= ")M) 
0625 ; CSUB 710 
0630 PRINT 
0640 IF JS = "L" THEN P =1 
0650 IF JS = "Y(L)" THE P =2 

0660 IF JS = "F USING L" THEN P =3 
0670 IF JS = "C" THEN P =4 
0600 IF JS = "X(C)" THEN P =5 

0690 IF JS = "F USING C" THEN P =6 
0700 ET P ICTC 390. 430. 470. 510. 550. 590 

0710 DATA L.YFNRIES.X(L).CHMS.F USING L.NZ 
0720 DATA F t'SIr.; C.HZ.C.FARADS.X(C).OHE'S 
0730 READ BS.AS 
0740 IF BS =J1 PRINT AS 
0750 IF RS =JS ;CTC 770 
0760 I CTC 730 
0770 RESTORE S 

0780 PRINT 
0790 RETURN 

SAMPLE OF AUTO- PROMPTING './HEN USER HEYS INCORRECT INSTRUCTION. 

R 

DC YOU JANT TO SOLVE FOR? 
R 

THIS PROGRAM -JILL SOLVE FOR: 
L (MEANIN; INDUCTANCE) 
C (MEANING CAPACITANCE) 
X(L) (MEANING INDUCTIVE REACTANCE) 
X(C) (MEANING CAPACITIVE REACTANCE) 
F l'SIN; L (FREQUENCY USING INFO. ON INDUCTANCE) 
F USIE7O C (FREQUENCY USING INFO. ON CAPACITANCE) 

'JHAT DC YCt' 'JANT TO SOLVE FOR? 
7 
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It's Simply 
BASIC 

By Larry Friedman 

Rig up your own 
Reactance Solutions 
with this month's program 
in computer Basic. 

For the electronic hobbyist, a com- 
puter's primary advantage is that it 
can solve problems in seconds that 
would take you hours to work out using 
pencil and paper. As an example, there 
is no advantage in using a computer to 
solve one or two reactance problems, 
because an ordinary calculator would 
require less time and effort. However, 
if you had to solve a series of reac- 
tance problems, you couldn't ask for 
anything faster than a computer pro- 
grammed for automatic recycling when 
solving for F, L, C, XL, or Xc. 

This month's program, REACT, is an 
automatic recycling program for induc- 
tive and capacitance reactance prob- 
lems. It is designed for high speed 
operation, and therefore eliminates un- 
necessary phrases and identification. 
Once the unknown is specified, it will 
recycle for the same unknown until the 
program is interrupted by "control C," 
or whatever your computer system 
uses for an interrupt. 

The statements are arranged in 

groups for easy modification to your 
particular needs, rather than by con- 
vention. For example, data statements 
usually come at the beginning; in 

REACT. they are grouped at the end 
from 710 to 780, so you can follow 
the logic of the program. 

Self- prompting is built in via state- 
ments 310 through 380. If you enter 
an unrecognizable unknown, the corn - 
puter will print all the unknowns which 
can be solved for, and then recycle to 
ask for corrected input. 

SAMPLE RUNS 

READY 
'RUN 

JVAT DC YOt' 'JANT TO SOLVE FOR? 
7 X(C) 
ENTER F AND C 
? 1000. .001E -6 
Y(C)= 159235.668 OHMS 

ENTER F AND C 

7 1E6. .001E -6 
X(C)=159.235 OHMS 

ENT FR F AND C 

READY 
DR UV 

(Continued on page 98) 
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FPIJT[F READOUT 
by Norman Myers, Computers Editor 

All's fair when Norm attends a computer fair 

There is simply nothing like a com- 
puter fair, and the past Personal Corn - 
puting Fair at Atlantic City, New 
Jersey, was a good example of how 
entertaining and educational a computer 
show can be. If you have never attended 
a computer show- and -tell affair where 
dozens and dozens of manufacturers 
arrange floor spice in a large hotel or 
colosseum area and set up demonstra- 
tions of their products, then read on. You 
may want to find out what you are miss- 
ing and plan to attend such a show in the 
near future. Even if you know what 
these micromania fairs are about, read 
on. We will talk about the new and 
interesting hardware, software, books, 
et cetera, that were at this year's Per- 
sonal Computing Fair. 

Computer fairs are growing by leaps 
and bounds. Some of the microcom- 
puter outfits have even set up groups 
to travel from show to show explaining 
the product and demonstrating the most 
recent changes. A computer fair is 
something like an old -time country fair, 
in that they are usually held in the same 
place, at about the same month each 
year, and you get to see many of the 
same faces. So, the fairs are by no 
means impersonal. Most people find it 
very difficult to get away because they 
are experiencing so many new, exciting 
ideas and meeting so many people. 
Only fatigue makes many people leave, 
but they often return the next day. One 
example of how much people are turned 
on by computer shows can be seen in 
the door count at the Personal Com- 
puting Fair. Last year, which was the 
first time for the PC Fair, 2,500 people 
visited the 100 booths at the Atlantic 
City show. This year, 5,000 people at- 
tended and 140 computer- oriented 
companies showed their wares. Before 
reviewing some of the new things shown 
at the Atlantic City gig, let's take a 
closer look at what the Fair itself of- 
fered because it is typical of what you 
can expect of any large, well -run event 

Dayle Waite of PerSci, Inc. shows us a Model 227 Dual Diskette Drive which uses a 

voice coil to accurately position the access arm. Pretty girls are an added feature 
of computer fairs -just one more reason to attend the next one! 

CIRCLE 31 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

AIN , 1d 
The Heathkit computers were a very popular 
item at the fair. All models were on display, 
including samples of PC boards, internal 
wiring and CRT construction. 

ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS, January- February 1978 

The PET computer from Commodore was 
unveiled with a built -in video display, 
cassette tape drive, 4K of user RAM and 13K. 
of ROM to hold the BASIC language. 
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in any of the major metropolitan areas. 
The fair lasted two days and it took 

two days to do all that was available. 
Three large rooms in a hotel housed 
the 140 demonstration booths, and 
several conference rooms were used for 
seminars and technical talks by leading 
manufacturers. Ideas flowed like water 
at the seminars and they were truly 
brain -storming, question- and -answer 
sessions. Both software and hardware 
were discussed, with a clear indication 
from most speakers that the trend is 

toward less expensive, more powerful 
microprocessors which, in some cases, 
will have memory storage on the same 
chip. This means the days of a complete 
computer on a chip are not far away. In 
the exhibit halls one could see the 
startling change in computer technology 
just over a one -year period. The days 

Games Galore Gave Gathering Groups Great 
Glee! Here a TV screen simulates a maze - 
like battlefield wherein two tanks fight it out 
to the bitter, fun -filled, end. 

The basic timeshare system from MITS 
interacted with users on four different 
consoles to land rockets and fight huge wars 
between fleets of starships. 
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of the simple computer on a card will 
soon be left. I predict, to a handful of 
manufacturers. The readouts are turn- 
ing from simple LED character strings 
that are integral to the computer -on -a- 
card to video outputs. While the micro- 
computer brains get smaller and more 
powerful, the input /output devices are 
becoming larger so they can be more 
flexible and easier to use. Video displays 
were everywhere and few computers 
were without one. The power of a video 
display is clearly many times that of a 

simple character -string readout. although 
the cost can be another couple hundred 
dollars. 

So what do you do at a fair? Stand 
looking at these video screens with their 
black -and -white or color games on dis- 
play? No! You wait your turn in the 
circle of friends and get your hands on 
the console. You land that space ship, 
lift that rocket, win that chess game, 
and make that graph. 

Literature explaining the products is 

at each booth, coffee and doughnuts 
are in each exhibit hall, and sample 
computer magazines are available. Your 
hands are forever holding something or 
working a keyboard. A computer fair 
is a real hands -on experience. 

Heaps of Hardware. Let's take a look 
at some of the new hardware products 
available. Remember the RCA Micro - 
tutor that we covered in some detail in 
this column (Nov. 'Dec. 1976)? Well, 
RCA has upgraded the Microtutor to a 

real fun machine called the VIP. The 
earlier computer had an LED readout, 
toggle switches for an input, and a 
separate plug -in card for special output 
control. The VIP displays output on 
your TV screen, has a hexadecimal key - 
hoard input (0 through 9, and A 

through F), and can control relays, and 
the like, directly. But the VIP is really 
much more than a cosmetic change to 
earlier computer designs. It is a com- 
puter system designed to provide oper- 
ating fun from the moment you plug it 

in, even if you don't know how to pro- 
gram, yet it is also designed to be a 
strong system for the program lover. 
How is this possible? Simple (in today's 
technology). Twenty programs are pro- 
vided with the VIP; you load in any 
one of them and immediately have 
yourself a video game the whole family 
can enjoy. These games are presently 
entered manually via the keyboard, but 
your ordinary cassette recorder can con- 
nect directly to the VIP and let you 
store programs on tape for easy entry 
later. To write your own programs, 
there is an 1PL (interpretive program- 
ming language) which is similar to 
BASIC (see our course on BASIC con- 
tinuing in this issue) because it contains 

thirty -one instructions each of which 
is a complete command. One instruc- 
tion will cause, for example. an output 
signal to a controlled device, and an- 
other will display a certain pattern on 
the video screen. The VIP is available 
only as a kit and sells for $275. I will 

plan on covering this gem of a com- 
puter in a future Computer Readout 
column. 

And speaking of computer companies 
making big advances in their computer 
line, remember that super computer -on- 
a- board made by MOS Technology? 
Right, the KIM -1 which we reviewed 
here in the March 'April 1977 issue. 

Well, MOS Technology is now part of a 
company called Commodore Interna- 
tional which, in the last year. has moved 
forward on some drawing -board type 
ideas that MOS generated awhile ago. 
The result is an assembled computer 
complete with keyboard and built -in 
video display for $595 called the PET. 
It contains 4K (four thousand) loca- 

(Continued on page 89) 

Addresses of Manufacturers 

Southwest -Technical Products Corp. 
219 West Rhapsody 
San Antonio, Texas 78216 

RCA VIP Computer 
New Holland Pike 
Lancaster, Pa. 17604 

Commodore 
901 California Ave. 
Palo Alto, Cal. 94304 

Heath Company 
Dept. 793 -261 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022 

DATAC 
Box 406 
Southampton, Pa. 18966 

M ITS 
2450 Alamo S. E. 

Albuquerque, N. M. 87106 

COMPUTALKER 
Box 1951 
Santa Monica, Cal. 90406 

Camelot Publishing Co. 
Box 1357 
Ormond Beach, Fla. 32074 

Hayden Book Co. 
50 Essex St. 
Roche le Park, N. J. 07662 

BITS Publications 
70 Main St. 
Peterborough, N. H. 03458 

PerSci, Inc. 
12210 Nebraska Avenue 
West Los Angeles, Cal. 90025 
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FEOGRAIMINO 

BASIC is the most popular hobby computer language, and ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 
is going to make it easy for you to learn. This three part series will have you planning 
and understanding simple computer programs, and leave you with the foundation nec- 
essary to set out on your own after greater complexity. The world of computer program- 
ming awaits you -speak BASIC and enter. Reprinted, by permission, from pp. 19 -41 in BASIC by R. L. Albrecht. L. 

Finkel and J. R. Brown. Copyright © 1973 by John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 
One of a series of self- teaching guides. 

WHAT you will learn. This is the second in a series of 
articles which will introduce you to BASIC, one of the 
most popular computer languages. After studying this 
second installment, you'll be able to use both commas 
and semicolons in a PRINT statement. You will also be 
able to write BASIC expressions using arithmetical and 
exponential functions. You'll be able to figure the LIST - 
ing of a program to accomplish the combination of 
arithmetic, exponentiation and scientific notation. We 
have also presented you with a Self -Test covering what 
you will have studied in both this and the preceeding 
chapter. After this month's installment you should be 
well on your way to a BASIC understanding of 
computers. 

On most computers using BASIC. there are 5 standard 
print positions across a teletypewriter line. A comma in a 
PRINT statement causes the teletypewriter to move to the 
next available print position. For example, 

10 PRINT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

99 END 

RUN 

il t2 t3 4 5 

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 

Did you notice that the little arrows in the above example 
seem to be pointing to the space to the left of the number? 
This is where the print position actually begins. When the 
computer prints a positive number or zero, it prints a space 
first, then prints the digits of the number. Watch what 
happens when negative numbers are printed below positive 
numbers. 

10 
20 

99 

PRINT 
PRINT 
END 

1, 

-1, 
2, 3, 
-2, 

4, 

-3, 
5 

-4, -5 

RUN 

1 - 2 3 4 5 

-1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
1 t t t t 

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 

Q18. Negative numbers are printed with a ___ _ fol- 
lowed by the digits of the number, while positive 
numbers are printed with a followed by 
the digits of the number. 

A18. minus sign (or negative sign, or "dash ") 
space 

But what happens if there are more than 5 things in a 
PRINT statement? Watch. 

10 PRINT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 

99 END 

RUN 

6 
2 3 

7 8 

4 5 

The computer prints the 8 numbers on 2 lines with 5 
numbers on the first line and 3 numbers on the second line. 

Q19. What will the computer print during the following 
RUN? 

A19. 
10 PRINT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
99 END 

RUN 

2 

7 

12 

3 

8 

4 5 

9 10 

Now check what happens when we use semicolons instead 
of commas to separate things in a PRINT statement. 

10 PRINT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

99 END 

RUN 

1 2 3 4 5 

10 PRINT 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8 

99 END 

RUN 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7, 8 

Semicolon spacing varies from computer to computer. The 
above RUNs show how our computer does it. 

Q20. Things get printed closer together when we use a 
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_ _ _ instead of a comma. 

A20. semicolon 
Now let's see what happens when commas are used to 

separate two or more strings in a PRINT statement. 

10 PRINT 
99 END 

RUN 

THIS 

" THIS ", "IS ", "COMPUTER ", "PROGRAMMING ?" 

IS COMPUTER PROGRAMMING? 

In this PRINT statement, there are 4 strings. separated by 

commas. Each string is printed in a standard printing posi- 

tion. Here is a similar program using semicolons instead of 
commas. 

10 PRINT 
99 END 

RUN 

" THIS "; "IS "; "COMPUTER "; "PROGRAMMING ?" 

THISISCOMPUTERPROGRAMMING? 

As you can see, with semicolon spacing, no spaces are 
printed between strings. 

Q21. Using semicolons to separate two or more strings 
will: 

1. Double space between strings 
2. Insert no spaces between strings 
3. Act the same as a comma 

A21. (2) There will he no spaces inserted between strings. 
If you want spaces, include them in the strings. 

10 PRINT "THIS "; "IS "; "COMPUTER "; "PROGRAMMING ?" 
99 END 

Q22. If we RUN this latest program, what will be 

printed? 

L:22. 
THIS IS COMPUTER PROGRAMMING? 

(Yes, this really is computer programming. although some- 
what rudimentary. But read on!) 

You have probably noticed that the plus ( +) symbol of 
arithmetic tells the computer to add. The minus ( -) symbol 
tells it to subtract. (It also indicates negative numbers.) The 
symbol for muliplication in BASIC is the asterisk (*), and 

the slash (/) is the symbol for division. 

TO TELL THE COMPUTER TO ADD, USE + 

TO TELL THE COMPUTER TO SUBTRACT, USE - 

'TO TELL THE COMPUTER TO MULTIPLY, USE 

TO TELL THE COMPUTER TO DIVIDE, USE / 

Remember, when you want the computer to squeeze the 

answers or output more closely together, use semicolons 

instead of commas in the PRINT statement. 
Here is a sample program to do simple arithmetic, with 
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the results of a RUN of the program. Note the use of 
commas, and the widely spaced answers. 

10 PRINT 7 +5, 7 -5, 17 °5, 7/5 

99 END 

RUN 

12 2 35 1.5 

Q23. Write a short program to do the following simple 
arithmetic. Group all of the expressions in, one 
PRINT statement, using commas to separate expres- 
sions. Show the results you would predict for a 

RUN of your program, then try it on the computer 
if one is available. 

10 +'6 15 -9 23 = 5 3 X 13 

A23. 
10 PRINT 10 +6, 15 -9, 23/5, 3"13 
99 END 

RUN 

16 6 4.6 39 

Here are some BASIC expressions in which two or more 
operations are used. 

Expression 
2 *3 -4 
2 + 3*4 

Value Computed by Computer 

14 

Q24. Here are three more BASIC expressions. What 
would he the values as computed by the computer 
after it does the indicated arithmetic? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

2 *3 +4 *5 
2 +3 *4 -5 
2 *3- 4 *5 +6 *7 

A24. (1) 26 (2) 9 (3) 28 

Now here are some more examples and exercises using divi- 
sion. The computer recognizes to do division when you 
program a slash ( /). 
Expression Value Computed by Computer 
3/4 +5 5.75 
2 - 3/4 1.25 

2 *3 + 4/5 6.8 

Q25. Now give these division examples a try on your 
own. 

(1) 3/4 +5 *6 
(2) 2 -3/4 +5 

A25. (1) 30.75; (2) 6.25 

The computer does arithmetic in left to right order, 
with all multiplications ( *) and /or divisioñs ( /) per- 
formed before additions ( +).and/or subtractions ( -). 

f + 
/ 
* 

} before 'l 

Q26. Now try these. (REMEMBER: Do arithmetic in 
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1 

4 

left to right order.) 

Expression Value Computed by Computer 

2 *3/4 
3/4 *5 . 

3/4/5 - 

2 *3/4 +3/4`5 

A26. 1.5 Multiply 2 by 3, then divide result by 4. 
3.75 Divide 3 by 4. then multiply result by 5. 
.15 Divide 3 by 4, then divide result by 5. 
5.25 First compute 2''3/4. then compute 

then add the two results. 
If you want to change the order use parentheses. 

2*3 + 4 = 10 
but 2*(3 + 4)= 14 

2 + 3*4 + 5 = 19 
but (2 + 3) *(4 + 5) = 45 

Compute 3 - - 4, then multiply result by 2. 

Compute 2 -l- 3, then compute 4 -f 5, then 
multiply those two results. 

Q27. Complete the following. (REMEMBER: Operations 
in parentheses are done first.) 

A BASIC program to compute and print the values of the 
expressions in the preceeding question would produce the 
following RUN: 

RUN 

6.85714 
192 
12.56 
.553846 

3-'4 *5 Q29. LIST the program which would produce the above 
RUN. 

Expression 

(2 + 3)/(4 *5) 
2 + 3*(4 + 5) 

1/(3 + 5) 

Value Computed by Computer 

A27..25 
.29 
.125 

One last look at the order in which arithmetic is done. 
In the expression below, the arrows in the circles show the 
order in which the operations are carried out. Write the 
final value for each expression. 

Expression Value Computed by Computer 

1P4 4 IP 1) 2+3*(4-(5+6 7)) -127 

Q 4 ! ? 
(3 * 4 + 5 * 6 -7) / 8 4,375 

Q28. Your next task is to write a correct BASIC expres- 
sion to solve a given problem. Do so for each of 
of the following. 

Remember to indicate all multiplaction and divi- 
sion operations with the proper BASIC symbol. 

Problem 
2X3 +6 +7 
16(33 - 21) 
3.14 X 2 X 2 
88 - 52 
18 +47 
A28. 2 *3 + 6/7 

16 *(33 - 21) 
3.14 *2 *2 
(88 - 52)/(18 + 47) 

(Did you forget the asterisk ?) 

BASIC Expression 
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A29. 

10 
20 
30 
40 
99 

PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
END 

2x3 +6 /7 
16 °:(33 -21) 
3.14,,2,,2 

(88- 52)/(18 +47) 

There is a fifth arithmetic symbol in BASIC, which 
indicates raising a number to a power. This opera- 
tion is called exponentiation. 

T means raise to a power 

For example, 

Volume of a cube: V - S', where 
S is the length of a side. 
If S = 5 and V = 53, then 
V = 53 = 5 x 5 x 5 = 125. 

Since a teletypewriter cannot print superscripts, you tell the 
computer to raise a number to a power by using the symbol 
1`. On the teletypewriter, depress the SHIFT key and hold it 
while you press the key. 

10 PRINT 513 
99 END 

RUN 

125 

(513 means 5' or 5 x 5 x 5) 

Q30. What would he the RUN for the following program? 

(2T6means26or2x2x2x2x2x2) 

10 PRINT 216 
99 END 

RUN 

A30. 64 
Here are the BASIC expressionsfor a couple more problems: 

Problem BASIC Expression 
(a) 2 + 44 215 ± 314 
(b) 7X7X7X7X7X7X7 
7 *7 *7 *7 *7 *7 *7 or 7 1 7 

When evaluating a mixed expression of arithmetic oper- 
ations, the computer computes powers (t ) before doing 
multiplication, division, addition, or subtraction. 
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The formula for computing the area of a circle is 

A = irr2 
Let's use 3.14 as an approximate value of s- and write a 

program to compute the area of a circle of radius 7. 

10 PRINT "IF RADIUS IS 7, AREA OF CIRCLE IS "; 3.14::7 2 

99 END 

RUN 

IF RADIUS IS 7, AREA OF CIRCLE 15 153.86 

In computing 3.14 *712, the computer first computes 
712, then multiplies that result by 3.14. 

Computers use a special form of notation to indicate 
extremely large numbers, or extremely small decimal frac- 
tions. This method of expressing numbers is called scien- 
tific notation. Consider, for instance, a large number like 
the population of the earth which is about 3.6 billion people: 

3.6 billion - 3 600 000 000 

We asked our* computer to print the population of the 
earth: 

10 PRINT 3600000000 
99 END 

RUN 

3.600000E +9 

*Your computer may do it somewhat differently. 

What's this? 

Our computer printed the population of the earth in a 

form of scientific notations. (It really isn't especially scien- 
tific ... it's just called that by some people.) 

Scientific notation is simply a shorthand way of expressing 
very large or very small numbers. In scientific notation a 

number is represented by a mantissa and an exponent: 

3.600000E +9 / 
mantissa exponent 

The mantissa and the exponent are separated by the letter E. 
Here arc some examples showing numbers written in good 

old every day notation and again in scientific notation (well. 
scientific notation according to our computer). 

One trillion 
ordinary notation: 1 000 000 000 000 
scientific notation: 1.000000E +12 

Volume of the earth in bushels 
ordinary notation: 31 708 000 000 000 000 000 000 
scientific notation: 3.170800E+22 

Speed of a snail in miles per second 
ordinary notation: .0000079 
scientific notation: 7.9000000E -6 
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Q31. In each of the numbers expressed above what is the 
' exponent? Is the exponent positive or negative? 

A31. +12 positisc. i 22 positive; -6 negative 
Have you noticed? Our computer always prints the, mantissa 
with 7 digits, one digit to the left of the point, 6 digits to 
the right. 

Numbers printed in scientific notation can be converted 
to ordinary notation as follows. 

CASE 1. Exponent is positive. 
(1) Write the mantissa separately. 
(2) Move the decimal point of the mantissa to the 

RIGHT the number of places specified by the 
exponent. If necessary add zeros. 

EXAMPLE: 6.123456E +4 
4 places 

(1) 6.123456 (2) 6.1234.56 
Therefcre, 6.123456E +4 = 61234.56. 

EXAMPLE: 3.600000E +9 
(1) 3.600000 (2) 3.600000000. 

9 places (we had to add zeros) 
Therefore, 3.900000E +9 = 3600000000. 

032. Now you try it: 1.234567E +13 
(1) (2) 

Therefore, 1.234567E+13 = 
A32. 1.234567 

1.2345670000000. 
13 places (add 7 zeros) 

12345670000000. 
CASE 2. Exponent is negative. 

(1) Write the mantissa separately. 
(2) Move the decimal point of the mantissa to the 

LEFT the number of . places specified by the 
exponent. If necessary, add zeros. 

EXAMPLE: 7.900000E -6 
(1) 7.900000 (2) .000007.900000 

6 places (we added 5 zeros) 
Therefore: 7.900000E -6 = .0000079 

Q33. Now you try: 1.234567E -8 
(1) (2)_ -- 

Therefore, 1.234567E -5 = 
A33. 1.234567 

.00001 .234567 
5 places (we added 4 zeros) 

.00001234567 

What You Have Learned 

1. On most computers using BASIC there are five standard 
print positions across a teletypewriter line. A comma in 
a PRINT statement moves the teletypewriter to the next 
available print position. 

2. When you use a semicolon instead of a comma in a 

PRINT statement, strings get printed closer together. 
Thus, you can vary the spacing in the RUN of a program. 

3. You can program a computer, in BASIC, by using the 

symbols +, -, * and / to mean, respectively, add, sub- 

tract, multiply and divide. The computer will do all 
*arithmetic in right to left order, with all multiplications 
and /or divisions performed before additions and /or sub- 

tractions. 
4. There is a fifth operation in BASIC called exponentia- 

tion. This function raises a number to a power and its 
symbol is: t. For instance. 5 3 means 5' or 5 X 5 X 5. 

5. Computers use a special form of notation to indicate 
extremely large numbers, or extremely small decimal 
fractions -this is called scientific notation. A number in 
such notation is represented by a mantissa and exponent 
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separated by the letter E. The number 1,000,000,000,000 
would be represented on our computer by 1.000000E +12 
in scientific notation. 

SELF -TEST 
If you can answer these questions, based on this and last 
month's installment, you are a budding computer user and 
are ready to go on to next month's installment. 

1. The device used to communicate programs to a computer 
is called a 

2. The individual lines of computer instructions in a pro- 
gram are called 

3. What is missing from this short program? _ 

PRINT 2 +2 
END 

4. Assume that you are at a computer terminal, typing a 
statement into the computer, and you notice that you 
have made a typing error. Describe a method of cor- 
recting your error (other than completely retyping the 
statement). 

5. Describe a method for replacing a new statement for an 
old statement in a program without erasing the entire 
program and starting over. 

rw 6. Assume that there is a program in the computer. Hew 
do you erase that program from the computer's memory? 

7. Assume that there is a program in the computer. How 
do you tell the computer to actually follow (or process) 
the program? 

8. How do you cause the computer to type out a program 
stored in its memory? 

9. Assume that this program is in the computer. 

10 PRINT 3,,5 

20 PRINT 8 3 

99 END 

Describe how to delete (remove) the second 
without erasing the entire program. 

10. Write the symbols used in BASIC for the 
arithmetic operations. 

addition 
subtraction 
multiplication 
division 
powers 

statement 

following 

Refer to this program to answer questions 11 through 18. 

10 PRINT "MY COMPUTER IS A WHIZ AT ARITHMETIC." 
20 PRINT 5 +2 %14 3 

30 PRINT 8 -16/32 
40 PRINT (5 +2)2'(8 -3) 
50 PRINT "THAT'S ALL, FOLKS!" 

11. Which statements contain strings? 
12. A string begins and ends with 
13. Describe the order in which the computer 

arithmetic in Line 20. 
14. Describe the order in which the computer 

arithmetic in Line 30. 
15. Describe the order in which the computer 

does the 

does the 

does the 
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arithmetic in Line 40. 
16. In Line 40, why does the computer do the addition 

before the subtraction? 
17. In general the computer does multiplication and division 

before addition and subtraction. Why is the order 
changed in Line 40? 

18. Show what the computer will print when the program 
is RUN. 

19. What symbol is used between several strings or expres- 
sions in a PRINT statement to cause the results to be 
printed close together when the program is RUN? 

20. Look at this program. 

10 PRINT 10,20,30,40,50,60,70 
99 END 

How many lines will the results of RUNing the program 
occupy? 

21. Convert the following numbers from scientific or "E" 
notation into standard notation. 

Scientific Notation Ordinary Notation 
1.123456E+6 
1.123456E+12 
7.777777E -2 
1.000000E -12 

22. Write a computer program to do the following arithmetic 
and produce the results shown in the RUN below. 

(a) 103 

(b) 1012 

(c) 18.56 -9.35 
2.12 + 3.33 

RUN 

TEN RAISED TO THE 3RD POWER = 1000 
TEN RAISED TO THE 12TH POWER = 1.000000E +12 
THE ANSWER TO PROBLEM (C) IS 1.689908 

Answers to Self -Test 
1. Computer terminal (e.g., teletypewriter). 
2. Statements 
3. Line numbers 
4. Type a black arrow (4--) to erase each character (right 

to left) that you wish deleted until the mistake is erased. 
Then finish typing the statement, beginning at the point 
where the error was made. 

5. Using the line number of the statement you wish re- 
placed, type in the new statement. 

6. Type SCR (for SCRatch), and press the RETURN key. 
7. Type RUN and press the RETURN key. 
8. Type LIST and press the RETURN key. 
9. Type the line number of the line to be deleted (20) and 

press the RETURN key. 
10. -f. addition - subtraction 

multiplication / division 
1 powers 

11. Lines 10 and 50. 
12. Quotation marks 
13.1, , +. First the computer computes 413, multiplies 

the result by 2, then adds 5. 
14. /, -. First the computer divides 16 by 32. then sub- 

tracts the result from 8. (Continued on page 87) 
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LITERATURE 
LIBRARY 

301. Get acquainted with the new EICO products. 

designed for the professional technician and elec- 

tronics hobbyist. Included in brochure are 7 IC 

project kits, EICO's "Foneaids," security products 
and many varied kits. 

302. International crystal has illustrated folders con- 

taining product information on radio communica- 
tions kits for experimenters (PC boards. crystals; 
transistor RF mixers d amplifiers; etc.). 

303. Regency has a new low cost, high performance 
UHF /FM repeater. Also in the low price is their 
10- channel monitoradio scanner that offers 5 -band 
performance. 

304. Dynascan's new B d K catalog features test 

eequipment for industrial labs, schools, and TV 

servicing. 

305. Before you build from scratch, check the Fair 
Radio Sales latest catalog for surplus gear. 

306. Get Antenna Specialists' catalog of latest mo- 

bile antennas, test equipment, wattmeters, acces- 
sories. 

307. Want a deluxe CB base station? Then get the 
specs on Tram's super CB rigs. 

308. Compact is the word for Xcelife's 9 different 
sets of midget screwdrivers and nutdrivers with 
"piggyback" handle to increase length and torque. 
A handy show case serves as a bench stand also. 

310. Turner has two booklets on their Signal Kicker 
antennas. They give specifications and prices on 

their variety of CB base and mobile line. Construc- 
tion details help in your choice. 

311. Midland Communications' line of base, mobile 
and hand -held CB equipment, marine transceivers. 
scanning monitors, plus a sampling of accessories 
are covered in a colorful 18 -page brochure. 

312. The EDI (Electronic Distributors, Inc ) catalog 
is updated 5 times a year. It has an index of manu- 
facturera literally from A to X (ADC to Xcelite). 
Whether you want to spend 29 cents for a pilot - 
light socket or 5699.95 for a stereo AM FM receiver, 
you'll find it here. 

313. Get all the facts on Progressive Edu -Kits Home 
Radio Course. Build 20 radios and electronic cir- 
cuits; parts, tools, and instructions included. 

316. Get the Hustler brochure illustrating their com- 
plete line of CB and monitor radio antennas. 

317. Teaberry's new brochure presents their com- 
plete lines of CB and marine transceivers and scan- 
ners for monitoring police, fire and other public 
service frequencies. 

318. GC Electronics offers an "Electronic Chemical 
Handbook" for engineers and technicians. It is a 

"problem solver" with detailed descriptions, uses 
and applications of 160 chemicals compiled for 
electronic production and packaging. They are used 
for all types of electronic equipment. 

319. Browning's mobiles and its famous Golden 
Eagle base station, are illustrated in detail in the 
new 1978 catalog. It has full -color photos and 

specification data on Golden Eagle, LTD and SST 
models, and on "Brownie," a dramatic new mini - 

mobile. 

320. Edmund Scientific's new catalog contains over 
4500 products that embrace many sciences and 
fields. 

321. Cornell Electronics' "Imperial Thrift Tag Sale" 
Catalog features TV and radio tubes. You can also 
find almost anything in electronics. 

322. Radio Shack's 1978 catalog colorfully illus- 
trates their complete range of kit and wired prod- 
ucts for electronics enthusiasts -CB, ham. SWL, 
hi -fi, experimenter kits, batteries, tools, tubes, wire, 
cable, etc. 

323. Get Lafayette Radio's "new look" 1978 catalog 
with 260 pages of complete electronics equipment. 
It has larger pictures and easy -to -read type. Over 
18.000 items cover hi -fi, CB, ham rigs, accessories, 
test equipment and tools. 

327. Avanti's new brochure compares the quality 
difference between an Avanti Racer 27 base loaded 
mobile antenna and a typical imported base loaded 
antenna. 

328. A new free catalog is available from McGee 
Radio. It contains electronic product bargains. 

329. Semiconductor Supermart is a new 1978 cata- 
log listing project builders' parts. popular CB gear. 
and test equipment. It features semiconductors - 
all from Circuit Specialists. 
330. There are nearly 400 electronics kits in Heath's 
new catalog. Virtually every do -it- yourself interest 
is included -TV, radios, stereo and 4- channel, hi -ti. 
etc. 

331. E. F. Johnson offers their CB 2 -way radio cata- 
log to help you when you make tha American vaca- 
tion scene. A selection guide to the features of the 
various messenger models will aid you as you go 
through the book. 

332- If you want courses in assembling your own 
TV kits, National Schools has 10 from which to 
choose. There is a plan for GIs. 

333. Get the new free catalog from Howard W. 
Sams. It describes 100's of books for hobbyists 
and technicians -books on projects, basic elec- 
tronics and related subjects. 
334. Sprague Products has L.E D. readouts for those 
who want to build electronic clocks, calculators, 
etc. Parts lists and helpful schematics are included. 
335. The latest edition of the TAB BOOKS catalog 
describes over 450 books on CB, electronics. broad- 
casting, do- it- yourself, hobby, radio, TV, hi -fi, and 
CB and TV servicing. 

337. Pace communications equipment covers 2 -way 
radios for business. industrial and CB operations. 
Marine radiotelephones and scanning receivers are 
also in this 18 -p. book. 

338. "Break Break," a booklet which came into 
existence at the request of hundreds of CBers, con- 
tains real life stories of incidents taking place on 
America's highways and byways. Compiled by the 
Shakespeare Company, it is available on a first 
come, first serve basis. 

342. Royce Electronics has a new 1978 full line 
product catalog. The 40 -page, full -color catalog 
contains their entire new line of 40- channel AM and 
SSB CB transceivers. hand -helds, marine communi- 
cations equipment, and antennas and accessories. 
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344. For a packetful of material, send for SBE's 
material on UHF and VHF scanners. CB mobile 
transceivers. walkie- talkies, slow -scan TV systems, 
marine- radios, two -way radios, and accessories. 

345. For CBers from Hy -Gain Electronics Corp. there 
is a 50 -page, 4 -color catalog (base, mobile and 
marine transceivers, antennas, and accessories). 
Colorful literature illustrating two models of moni- 
tor- scanners is also available. 

250. Send for the free NRI McGraw Hill 100 -page 
color catalog detailing over 15 electronics courses. 
Courses cover TV -audio servicing, industrial and 
digital computer electronics, CB communications 
servicing, among others G.I. Bill approved, courses 
are sold by mail. 

352. Send for the free descriptive bulletin from 
Finney Co. It tells all about their new auto FM radio 
signal booster (eliminates signal fading). 

353. MFJ offers a free catalog of amateur radio 
equipment -CW and SSB audio filters, electronic 
components, etc. Other lit. is free. 

354. A government FCC License can help you 
qualify for a career in electronics. Send for Infor- 
mation from Cleveland Institute of Electronics. 

355. New for CBers from Anixter -Mark is a colorful 
4 -page brochure detailing their line of base station 
and mobile antennas. including 6 models of the 
famous Mark Heliwhip. 

356. Send for Continental Specialties new bread- 
boarding prototest devices. They vary in prices 
from a mini -budget kit at $19.95. Featured is the 
new logic monitor, giving information on what it 
does, how it works, and how to use it. 

358. PixTronics announces its new Model 200 Super 
Sensitive Electronic Darkroom Exposure Meter, 
used to determine the correct exposures of all 
black- and -white and color negatives. Useable with 
any enlarger. 

359. Electronics Book Club has literature on how to 
get up to 3 electronics books (retailing at $58.70) 
for only 99 cents each . plus a sample Club News 
package. 

360. Cornell -Dubilier has a 4- color, 4 -page. bro- 
chure on its Ham II, CD -44, and Big Talk rotor 
communication systems. Exploded hall tones detail 
interior rotor construction, and tables list specs. 

361. "Solving CB Noise Problems" is published by 
Gold Line and tells you how to reduce the noise 
and get a clearer signal. In discussion and dia- 
gram you can find out about the kinds of noise. 
their sources, and the remedies. 
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Basic Course- Programming with BASIC 
(Continued front page 85) 

15. +, - *. First the computer add 5 and 2, next it 
subtracts 3 from 8, and then it multiplies the two results. 

16. The computer does the operations contained in paren- 
theses in left to right order. 

17. The computer does arithmetic contained in parentheses 
first. 

18. 

RUN 

MY COMPUTER IS A WHIZ AT ARITHMETIC. 
133 
1.5 
35 

THAT'S ALL, FOLKS! 

19. Semicolon. 
20. Two lines, like this: 

10 20 30 
60 70 

40 50 

21. 

1.123456E +6 
1.123456E +12 
7.777777E -2 
1.000000E -12 

1123456. 
1123456000000. 
.07777777 
.000000000001 

22. 

10 PRINT "TEN RAISED TO THE 3RD POWER = ";10 3 

20 PRINT "TEN RAISED TO THE 12TH POWER . ;10 12 

30 PRINT "THE ANSWER TO PROBLEM (C) IS" ;(18.56- 9.35)/(2.12 +3.33) 
99 END 

SHOOTING AHEAD IN BASIC LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING 

If you want to go further in your exploration of programming 
with Basic, you can order the book from which this article was 
excerpted, BASIC, by R. L. Albrecht, LeRoy Finkel and Jerald R. 

Brown. Write to Self- teaching Guides Department, John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., Publishers, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10016. 
The price is $6.45 postpaid. If you want more information 
about the popular John Wiley & Sons self- teaching guide 
series, just ask, and they'll send you some. Be sure to mention 
you saw it in ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS. 

DX Central 
(Continued front page 22) 

the easily heard Albanian station, Radio 
Tirana on 6,200 kHz for a start. 

To use your graph, first be sure to tune 
the band so your key reference station 
lines up precisely where it should accord- 
ing to your graph. Do this by setting the 
bandspread pointer to the proper log scale 
number and then adjusting the main tun- 
ing carefully and slowly until you find the 
key station's signal. Now you're set up to 
determine the frequency of any station in 
that band, by means of the chart. 

When you run across a station whose 
SW frequency you want to determine, note 
the logging scale reading on your receiver. 
Check the appropriate graph. Move up- 
ward from the corresponding logging scale 
reading until you intersect the graph's 
curve. then read laterally to the left to 
find the frequency. 

While not as exciting as reading those 
little red numerals, it works. it's cheap and 
you should. with care. be able to hit a fre- 
quency accuracy of about plus or minus 
five kilohertz. 

Barbary Coast Pirate. A few centuries 
ago, the U.S. went to war against the 
Barbary pirates, the scourge of the North 
African coast. These pirates plundered 
merchant shipping. killing or enslaving the 
hapless crews. 

About seven years ago, another sort of 
pirate popped up. but in different waters. 
It was a pirate broadcasting station called 
Radio Nordsee International. 

It was one of a number of pirate broad- 
casters in the North Sea, in international 
waters off northern Europe and England. 
By locating aboard ships anchored in inter- 
national waters. they skirted the licensing 
requirements of the various European gov- 
ernments, which held a tight rein on broad- 
casting. These stations featured pop music 
and commercials, two commodities rarely 
if ever heard on the staid, government- 

controlled stations of northern Europe. 
Most pirate broadcasters operated on the 
medum waves. Radio Nordsee Interna- 
tional (RNI) was different. It also used a 

10- kilowatt shortwave transmitter. As a 

result. its signals could be readily heard 
on this side of the Atlantic. 

RNI was owned by a company called 
Mebo Ltd., a name coined from the first 
letters in the surnames of its owners, Erwin 
Meister and Edwin Bollier. The company 
was headquartered in Zurich. Switzerland. 
A 20 year old. 570 -ton coastal vessel was 
purchased and was renamed the Mebo II. 
It was outfitted with American -made trans- 
mitting equipment. Shortly the shipboard 
radio station was anchored off Holland in 
the North Sea, broadcasting commercial 
rock music programs. mostly to German - 
speaking audiences. 

The story of RNI's activities is tangled 
and not without its drama. But suffice it 
to note here that eventually it, like most 
of the other unlicensed offshore radio 
pirates, was silenced. The ship. Mebo II 
lay for years, its radio gear unused, in a 

Dutch harbor. 
Then, some months ago, there were 

rumbles that the Mebo Il would sail. The 
word was that the radio pirate would head 
for the Mediterranean and the northern 
coast of Africa. 

A new Barbary pirate? Not this time. 
The Mebo It's station was not to broad- 
cast in defiance of the government off 
whose shores it was anchored. The station 
had been chartered by the government of 
Libya to augment that country's shore - 
based shortwave facilities. 

Stateside DXers began hearing the sta- 
tion on its old frequency of 6,205 kHz, 
during the afternoon hours. But program- 
ming was odd. to say the least! There were 
reports of station announcements, in heav- 
ily accented English, for "the Socialist 
Libya Arab Broadcasting Corporation," 
with disco music and anti- Zionist propa- 
ganda coming back to back! 

What's coming next? Who knows! Listen 
in and find out. 
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Bandsweep. (Times in GMT, frequen- 
cies in kHz): 3,285 -Radio Belize broad- 
casts English programs from the Central 
American territory of the same name, for- 
merly called British Honduras. Look for 
this one here around 0400 to 0430 or so. 
...6,035 -Nice signals have been reported 
lately from Radio Panamericana in La 
Paz, Bolivia. This is not a trip for the 
very beginner, but for the SWL with some 
listening under his belt who would like to 
try for some Spanish -speaking stations in 
South America, this could be a good 
target. Try around 1100....9,590 -The 
newest relay station of West Germany's 
Deutsche Welle is located on the Carib- 
bean island of Montserrat You can find it 
carrying the regular DW program in Eng- 
lish at 0130 on this frequency.... 15,105 - 
Another voice from the West Indies is 
Radio Grenada, on the island of Grenada, 
which can be heard with English program- 
ming during the afternoons, for instance, 
around 2030. (Credits: Josephine Bryan, 
CA; Kevin Lyons, CT; Kenneth Earhart, 
PA; Roger Legge, VA; American SWL 
Club, 16182 Ballad Lane, Huntington 
Beach, CA 92649) 

GLOSSARY OF DX TERMS 

DW- Deutsche Welle, the West German 
shortwave station. 

DXer -DX is a distant or otherwise hard 
to hear broadcast or other type of 
radio station. A DXer is one who 
listens for DX stations as a hobby. 

GMT -Greewich Mean Time, the uni - 
veral time standard used by broad- 
casting stations and DXers. GMT is 

equivalent to EDT +4 hours, EST /CDT 
+5 hours, CST /MDT +6 hours, MST/ 
PDT +7 hours or PST +8 hours. 

kHz -Kilohertz, a frequency measuring 
unit; 1000 cycles per second. 

SW- Shortwave 
SWL -A shortwave listener, one type of 

DXer. 
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Midget' Digit 
(Continued from page 52) 

wires connect to terminals 1 and 2 
(either way will do); the red wire with 
white tracer is the centertap for the 
red wires and connects to terminal 13; 
the green wire connects to terminal 15. 
Connect reset switch SI and hold 
switch S2 as shown in the schematic. 
That's the whole construction. 

Checkout Procedure. Apply power to 
Midget Digit (our model does not use 
a power switch). The display will he 
some random time that blinks on and 
off, incrementing seconds with each 
blink. If you don't get the incrementing 
effect you have made' a wiring error or 
the module is defective. 

Pressing the reset switch will stop the 
blink, the display will remain on and 
reset to zero, then start incrementing in 
one second intervals. Each time the 
reset switch is pressed the display should 
return to zero. If the hold switch is de- 

Here is the complete chip for Midget Digit. 
Note the compactness and ease of handling. 

JUMPER 

FACTORY -MADE 
INTERNAL 

CONNECTION 
TERMINAL 
STRIP ALONG 
BOTTOM OF 
MODULE 

SI 

TI 

nn120VAC 

Parts List For M dget Digit 

CM1- Twelve hour LED display digital elec- T -Special transformer for clock module 
tronic clock module (Radio Shack 273.1001 (Radio Shack 273.1520 or equiv.) 
or equiv.) Misc.- Cabinet (see text); thin, insulated 

Sl -DPDT spring -return or push -button switch hook-up wire (Allied 708 -348N or equiv.); 
(Allied 757 -0730 or equiv.) standard hook -up wire (Radio -Shack 278 - 

S2-SPST toggle switch (Radio Shack 275-603 1296 or equiv.) 
or equiv.) 

pressed (remaining depressed) the timer 
should hold. Releasing the switch 
should cause the timer count to resume 
without a reset to zero. 

If you don't get the proper reset and 
hold functions you most likely have a 
wiring error rather than a defective 
module. In particular, check the wiring 
on reset switch SI. The two wires 

should be shorted only when the switch 
is closed. When the switch is open the 
wires from module terminals 19 and 20 
should not be shorted. 

A timer is a must for every photog- 
rapher. Why pay five times as much for 
a commercial model when our Midget 
Digit is so easy to build and actually 
performs better in the bargain? 

Mighty Met 
(Continued from page 37) 

in a square pattern. Flea clips could be 
used to support the wiring, but it is just 
as easy and less expensive to run the 
component leads through the board 
and connect them on the underside with 
fine wire, like the type used for wire - 
wrapping. Double check the orientation 
of the IC's and transistors, and the 
polarity of the electrolytic capacitors 
and battery. The prototype was as- 
sembled in a 2 x 6 x 4 -inch cabinet, but 
another size or type could be used. The 
circuit board was mounted to the bot- 
tom of the cabinet with four 1/4-inch 
spacers. The speaker was mounted by 
means of two ground lugs soldered to 
its frame. For the sake of appearance, 
the two bolts holding the speaker and 
grille were epoxied to the inside of the 
cabinet. 

Performance and Revision. After all 
wiring is complete, plug in the IC's, 
then connect the battery and adjust 
trimpot R7 to midrange. Turn the 
Mighty Met on and it should produce 
a continuous series of clicks whose rate 
can be varied by the tempo control. 
Adjust trimpot R7 for the desired dif- 
ference in loudness between the initial 

beat and the other beats, and check the 
function of the meter switch. Finally, 
calibrate the tempo control, using a 
watch or clock that indicates seconds. 
For the faster tempos, set meter to 5 or 
10 and count the initial beats. If there 
are problems, try to determine which 
part of the circuit is faulty: If there are 
no clicks, first check that there is about 
+9 volts between the +V supply line 
and ground. If not, check for a wiring 
error or short. Next check for pulses at 
pin 3 of IC1; an oscilloscope is prefer- 
able, but an audio amplifier can also be 
used. If there are no pulses, the problem 
is in the multivibrator circuit. If every- 
thing is operating up to this point, check 
pin 4 of IC3 for pulses to see if the 
divider is working, then check pins 10 
and 11 of IC4, and finally the output 
circuit. 

Marking Time. Use of Mighty Met is 
straightforward. A word of caution is 
in order, however. When a metronome 
of this type is used for practicing on an 
instrument, there may be a tendency 
for the player to accent the first note of 
each measure, even when it is not ap- 
propriate for the particular piece of 
music being played. This tendency is 
more likely if the initial metronome 
beat is louder than the others. The 
Metered Metronome was designed to 

allow the initial beat to be made softer 
than the others, by suitably adjusting 
trimpot R7, as a means of counteracting 
this tendency. 

For darkroom use or other timing 
applications a natural concern is how 
much the timing changes as the battery 
voltage drops with use. Specifications 
for the 555 timer IC used in the circuit 
indicate only a fraction of a percent 
timing variation per volt; variation with 
temperature is also only a fraction of 
a percent over an ordinary range of 
temperatures. Tests of the prototype 
showed no significant change (less than 
one second in 5 minutes) for a battery 
voltage variation from 10 volts down to 
7 volts. 
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Computer Readout 
(Continued from page 80) 

tions for random access, user -controlled 
memory, and 13K of read only memory 
which contains the programs necessary 
to let the user enter all his programs in 
BASIC. There was no doubt at the 
Atlantic City shindig that a lot of hob- 
byists are enthusiastic about the PET. 

Southwest Technical Products was at 
the fair with a large and growing line 
of computer- oriented devices. Their 
Motorola 6800 microprocessor -based 
system is as strong and flexible as ever 
with its teletype, disc and tape, and 
video capabilities. The $395 kit gives 
the user a starting point for a complete 
minicomputer system should he care to 
go that far. And the PR -40 printer is 
one of the smallest and best little chat- 
ter -boxes on the market. It sells for 
$250 as a kit. The new calculator inter- 
face ($46) for the Southwest Technical 
Products computer is a printed circuit 
board with ICs that do arithmetic cal- 
culations through hardware rather than 
software thereby saving memory and 
time. 

The new Heathkit computers were 
introduced to e/e readers in our Sep- 
tember /October 1977 issue, and the 
full line was on display at the Personal 
Computing Fair. The H8 computer at 
$375 is a popular machine that allows 
a lot of expansion. It differs from the 
H11 ($1295) in having a key -pad input, 
LED display output, and 8 bit words 
instead of the more sophisticated input / 
output capabilities of the H11 and 16 
bit words. The H8 comes with BASIC 
to allow easy programming, a built -in 
power supply, and expansion capability 
for memory and I/O devices, such as 
a cassette interface. Heathkit also dis- 
played the H9 video terminal and HIO 
paper tape reader /punch for use with 
either the H8 or HI1. For those inter- 
ested in reading up on the Heathkit 
line before diving into a major pur- 
chase, there are several books the com- 
pany offers and a users group that 
publishes a newsletter. All this is nicely 
explained in the flyer called Introducing 
IHeathkit Computers. Write to the corn - 
pany for a copy (address given sepa- 
rately in this article). 

There were far too many computers 
ón display at the Fair to mention them 
all, but I was impressed by the progress 
DATAC has made with their Tutorial 
Boards. The 1000E ($345) board now 
has interface capability for cassette, 
teletype, and video. It can handle 64K 
of memory and allows expansion to a 
full system. A user's group has been 
started which you may like to join for 

$5 (covers six newsletters). And MITS 
had a real crowd -pleaser with its new 
Timeshare BASIC. Four video consoles 
were operating from Altair computers 
under the Timeshare BASIC system 
allowing real -time interaction with the 
computer programs almost as if a large 
IBM 360 were at the other end of the 
video control. 

Speak to Me. But have you ever 
heard a computer talk? Well, a com- 
pany called Computalker makes it hap- 
pen for microcomputer buffs for $395. 
A cassette tape demonstrating the 
sounds and the applications is available 
for $2.95 and a users manual for the 
CT -1 Speech Synthesizer is available 
for $10. How does it work? The sounds 
from a computer -controlled speaker are 
made in real -time under computer con- 
trol. Nine sounds, called "acoustic - 
phonetic parameters," are selected by 
you on the keyboard of your computer. 
Your computer addresses the CT -1 

Speech Synthesizer, which is a plug -in 
module, and the CT -1 in turn generates 
the sound corresponding to the letter 
you pushed on the keyboard. About 
900 bytes of storage are needed for the 
computer to talk one second, so a fair 
amount of memory is required. But it 
is really fun to listen to the words. 
Computalker comes out as "KA AMP- 
YUWTAOLKER" with a stress on the 
"TAO" part because the user specified 
that stress in the input. 

Finally, this Fair, like most, had 
dozens of new computer and calculator 
books on display and for sale. Camelot 
Publishing Company has some new 
books out by Donald Spencer who has 
written over thirty books on computers 
for hobbyists and the layman. Hayden 
Book Company is jumping on the 
BASIC bandwagon with books on game 
playing and on advanced computing 
using BASIC. Software -oriented books 
are a great aid to computer hobbyists 
because they show them how to use the 
systems they have bought and built. 
BITS Publications had some exciting, 
interestingly illustrated books that no 
curious person could put down. One 
was What Do You Do After You Hit 
Return ($8.00), a large -size paperback 
with zany drawings and lots of corn - 
puter games. 

I will keep you informed of upcom- 
ing computer fairs as I learn of them. 
If you live in the West, or will head that 
way, mark March 3 -5 and October 27- 
28, 1978 on your calendar. The first 
date is for a San Jose exhibit, and the 
second is for one in Los Angeles. Write 
to Computer Faire, Box 1579, Palo 
Alto, Cal. 93402. Keep those letters 
coming. Ideas, problems, stories -I love 
'em. 

AUDIO PROGRAM CONTROL CENTER 
$19.95 PPD. USA 

10 inputs, 4 out- 
puts. Switch TV, 
Short -Wave, Ham, 
FM to Stereo Ampli. 
fier & Recorder. 

POWERCOM CORPORATION Listen & Record. 

Box 454 Dept 36 Troy, N. Y. USA 12111 

FANTASTIC ELECTRONIC PLANS & KITS 

BRAIN WAVE MONITORS. RADAR DETECTORS, PHONE 
RECORDERS, SEE IN DARK, RADAR. SCRAMBLERS. SUR 
VEILLANCE, ULTRASONIC ALARMS, AUTO ELECTRONICS. 
TREASURE FINDERS. LASER BEAMS. COLLISION AVOID 
ANCE, CB EQUIPMENT. HOME ELECTRONIC FACTORY. 
MANY, MANY MORE. SEND $1.00 FOR PLANS AND KITS 
CATALOG, PLUS 6 MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION ON LATEST 
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS TO 

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT LABS 
DEPT. E BOX 1535 

PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA 33565 

MICRO MINI MIKE' 
WIRELESS MICROPHONE 

World's smallest, solid state. sett -contain 
- ed. Picks up and transmits most sounds NO 

without wires up to 300 ft. through FM Ra. . 
dio. Use as mike, ampf., alarm S alert sys., m 
hot line, baby sitter, etc. Money back guar 
6 /A, V/C cds, COD ok. WAS plus $1.00 MI 
post. & hdlg. Calif. res. add tax. Mail orders 

SIZE only. City. Disc. Avail. AMC SALES, INC. 
21/4" I W' It W DepLn -la, Box RO Downey, Calif. 10241 uumum=====owmuorr 

KIT Catalog 
2708 - 200° 
1 omp variable pow, supply $19.95 
Clocks Counters ' 
Micro Computer 
Function G.nerotoh 
Fairchild Tech. Kits TM 

ETRONIX ISSAOUAH, WA 98207 

PARTS! 
t;1,`,,' Send For As, 

CORNELL'S 
New Color 

Catalog 
4e Pgs. New Items 

ORDER FREE 
IF NOT SHIPPED 

IN 24 HOURS' 

4219 E UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 9210 

Christmas 
Seals 

Fight 
Lung Disease 
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HYBRID 
AUDIO 

PONSR 
AMPLIFIERS 

D Multipurpose linear amplifiers for commercial and industrial 
applications 

0 Less than 0 5% harmonic distortion at full power level 

0 1/2 dB response from 20 to 100.000 HZ 

0 Single or split (dual) power supply 
0 Rugged, compact and lightweight packages. 
o Built-in current limiting for SI -1050G and efficient heat 

radiating construction 

TYPICAL CONNECTIONS 
SI -1050G WITH 

un iof 

SPLIT SUPPLY 
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SANKEN Series SI -1000G amplifiers are self -contained power 
hybrid amplifiers designed for HI -Fi, Stereo. musical 
instruments. public address systems and other audio 
applications The amplifiers have quasi -complementary class 
B output The circuit employs flip -chip transistors with high 
reliability and passivated chip power transistors with excellent 
secondary breakdown strength Built -in current limiting Is 

provided for SI -1050G and all devices can be operated from a 

single or split supply 

ei.10100 (tow output) 9 4.99 91 -10100 (30W oulpul; 1,900 
51.10200 120W output) 913.91 11 -15500 150W output) sal 60 

A -sl -a (socket tut .60111 3 95 A -91 -10 (Sockel ror stone) S 95 

Intersil 31/2 DIGIT 
PANEL METER 

LCD =,,,° 

or ,stir 

LED 
e. 

KITS O 
a: 

BUILD A WORKING DPM IN 1/2 HOUR WITH 
THESE COMPLETE EVALUATION KITS 

Test these new parts Tor yowself with Intersil s low cos, 
prototyping kits. complete with AID convener and LCD display 
(for the 7106) or LED display (for the 7107) Kits provide all 
materials. including PC board. for a functioning panel meter 

ICL7106EV (LCD) $29.95 ICL7107 (LED) 824.95 

® ANNA 
Money Oa to P.D. 90. na. COITE city. 

c_ .23o. C.nr resKlefIts WO MI out t.. Minimum Ora., 
51000 ADD S1 00 10 Cu.., poiiays and handling 1.1a0wr 

Cn.g. and B mks mom ra +alcorned 111C,c10 run, CVO 
.n0.p d.rl 

TELEPHONE ORDERS C.4 (213) 141.406\ 

VISIT ONE OF OUR STORES CANADA,B.C. 

TODAY ANCRONA 
5656 Fraser St 

ANCRONA STORES DO vancouver. B C 

NOT ACC PT MAIL OR V5W 2V4 

TELEPHONE ORDERS (604(324 -0707 

CALIFORNIA CALIFORNIA ARIZONA 
ANCRONA ANCRONA ANCRONA 

i 1340 Jefferson Blvd 1300 E Edinger Ave 4518 E Broardway 
Culver City. CA 90230 Santa Ana. CA 92705 Tucson. AZ 85711 

12t31 390.3595 17141 547 -8424 (80211381-2348 

OREGON GEORGIA TEXAS 
ANCRONA ANCRONA ANCRONA 

112f., N E 82nd AM 3330 Piedmont Rd NE 2649 Richmond 
Portland. OR 97220 Atients. GA 30305 Houston, TX 77098 

(503) 254 -5541 (7t3) 529 -3489 

CIRCLE 35 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

lementer 
c 

obb 

P.O. Box 4430A Santa Clara, CA 95054 
(408) 988-1640 

Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory 
tested Guaranteed money back Quality IC's and 
It her components at factory prices. 
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Digital Thermometer $48.50 
Batt open general purpose or medical 

32 --230 F Disposable probe cover - 2° 
accuracy. Comp assy in compact case. 

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95 
Includes everything except case 2 -PC 

boards 6 -.50" LED Displays 5314 clock 

chip. transformer. all components and 

full instruchons. Same cock kit with .SO' 

displays. $21.95 

Digital Temperature Meter Kit 
Indoor and outdoor Automatically 
switches back and forth Beautiful 50' 
LED readouts Nothing like it available. 
Needs no additional parts for complete, 
full operation Will measure 100` to 

200-F. air or liquid Very accurate 
Complete instructions $39.95 

Clock Calendar Kit $19.95 
CT7015 direct drive chip displays date 
and time on 6 LEDS with AM -PM indi- 
cator Alarm,doze feature includes buz- 
zar Complete with all parts. power supply 
and instructions. less case. 

1977 IC Update Master 
Manual Complete integrated circuit 
data selector from all manufacturers. 
1.234 page master reference guide to 

the latest IC s including microprocessors 
and consumer circuits 17.000 cross 
references for easier sourcing of hard to 

get parts Special pricing: $24.95, with 
free update service ihru 1977 Domestic 
postage $2 00 Foreign $6 00. 
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60 Hz Crystal Time Base 
Kit $4.75 Converts digital clocks 
from AC line frequency to crystal time 
base Outstanding accuracy Kit includes 
PC board, MM5369, crystal. resistors 
capacitors and trimmer. 

New Cosmac Super "ELF" 
RCA CMOS expandable microcomputer 
wHEX keypad input and video output for 
graphics. Just turn on and start loading 
your program using the resident monitor 
on ROM Pushbutton selection of all four 

CPU modes LED indicators of current 
CPU mode and tour CPU states Single 

step op for program debug Built in pwr. 

supply. 256 Bytes of RAM. audio amp 8. 

spkr Detailed assy man. w PC board A. 

all parts Comp KIt $106.95 Custom 
hardwood cab . drilled front panel 19.75 
Nlcad Battery Backup KIt wall parts 4.95 
Fully wired and tested in cabinet 151.70 
1802 software xchng. club, write for info. 

RCA Cosmac VIP Kit 275.00 
Video computer with games and graphics. 

Original Cosmac "ELF" kit 
with PC board monitor, power supply 
plus all parts and instructs $09.50 
Board only 14.95 

41/2 Digit OMM kit $85.00 
Volts- ohms- milliameter accuracy -1 
count. Ranges Vohs -2. 20. 200 Ohms 

-2K, 2meg. 20 meg Ma -200. 2000. 
.4- display Variable update rate Comp 

w /parts, PC boards. Instructs . less case. 

Home Alarm Kit S18.75 
Designed for use with electronic siren 
module. AC power, battery backup. entry/ 
exit delay. Instant alarm for night use. 

NOINC circuits Test and arm indicators. 
2 amp switching capability All parts with 
complete instructions minus power sup- 
ply. Electronic siren module kit. 52.75 

topwatch it $26.95 
Full six digit battery operated 2 -5 volts. 
3 2768 MHz crystal accuracy Times to 
59 min . 59 sec . 991 100 sec Times std., 
split and Taylor 7205 chip. all compo- 
nents minus case. Full instruc. White or 

black plexiglass case $5.00 

2.5 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
As low as 10 Hz 50 digits expandable 

wPC board. parts & full instruc Ç37.50 
Fully wired and tested $57.50 
Power supply kit und) PC boardi $8.50 

30 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
Same basic CMOS counter as above plus 

level controls and dual FET inputs Pre - 

scalable to 200 MHz with PC board and 

full instructions $47.75 
Fully wired and tested. $57.75 
Power supply kit (incl. PC board) $5.50 

Auto Clock Kit $15.95 
DC clock with 4- 50" displays. Uses 
National MA -1012 module with alarm 

option Includes light dimmer crystal 

timebase PC boards. Fully regulated, 

comp instructs Add $3 95 for beautiful 

dark gray case. Best value anywhere. 

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U S Funds. Calif residents add 6% tax. FREE: Send for your copy of our 1977 
BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. 

OUEST CATALOG. Include 13e stamp. 
Shipping charges will he added. 
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PAK'S IS THE "BARREL KIT KING" OF THE WORLD' 

YOUR 
CHOICE 
OF 
ANY 
KIT 

ARREL KIT 7253 
LINE CORDS 
8 for 
S1.98 4- 
100' of AC porter uses' 
Heavy-duty, 6 -fl. long. le 
sage. White vinyl Insula- 
tion A molded Plug. WI- R 

an 113843 

BARREL MIT }27O 
BRIDGES! BRIDGES! 

0 fors1.981 : a 
We Mn t o ns d 2. I. 110 

n,l 13 amp lull 
redgr.. Hew frond. we dnn''t 

P n te.l nd Lobb. 
1N4022 

100'S OF BARRELS PURCHASED! 
For the first time anywhere, Poly Pak 
merchandisers introduce a new way 
in buying the economical way. Raw 
stock from the "barrel ". Remember 
the "good ole days"? They're back 
again. The same way merchandisers 

EL RIT $239 
SHI CABLE 

40 eft. Si. 
F., mikes, stereos; 1-cond. 
plus shield, 22 g., vinyl 
jacket. Wt. 1 lb. 
Cat. No. 1113377 

EL KIT :205 
MINI BLOCK 
CAPACITORS 
SO for 51.98 
Unbelievable! Worth 130. 
High precision .ubmin, 
caps for all applications. 
Wt. 3 acs. No. 133529 

BARREL KIT :15 
'4-WATT METAL FILM 
150 for$1.98 
Popular, 100. prorate. hi- 
n , etc. Factory dumps Into 
barrel' Excellent ant. of l00': metal film 1.- ,,. I.,,nn leads 133413 

throughout the United States buy 
from various factories ... their over- 
runs in barrels. Poly Pak has done 
the same. Therefore you are getting 
the same type of material as the 
RE- TESTERS DO! 

POLY PAKS CHIPS AWAY 
IC & XTAL PRICES 

Order Cat. No. 1144046 and Type No 
Tyro Sale 

01CM7206 5toew.tch 314,95 0 AY3 -3001 Slx TV Games 9.95 0 MM3330 4' r Malt DVM 4.95 0 í36e volt Control Ost 4.99 0 K52376 Encoder ROM BCD 6.95 
0 9514900C 350 MHz P,..c.l.r B. 88 0 MC14410 Touch Tone Encoder 9.95 
011112002P Char. Con. 12513 .noel l 3.95 0 72076/7208 Frequency Counter. Pair 29.95 
0 ICM7107 3' r Digit OPM .... 12 50 0 MMS31e Alarm Clock .. 2.95 0 B080Á Microprocessor 14.95 017024 [n.a hie PROM ........ 4.95 02705 86 EPROM 22.88 
02102 -1 1K RAM 1,39 

11C900C 850 MN. Pr..ular 11.95 
0 K52376.139 BCD Encoder ROM 6.95 0 KR2378ST ASCII Encoder ROM 14.95 
O 11115369 609 Time Base 1.95 0 3.579M11c Time Base X41 1.95 
0 1.00MN8 Touch Ton. 541 ... - . - 5.95 

BARREL KIT :140 
HOBBY VOLTAGE tr 
REGULATORS 
10 for $1.98 
LSI -:(09X TO -3 barreled, 
h ot 

by the mound. but who 
wen. to heck 'e T Your 
gain. Cat. Ne. 1 

KIT :159 
MODULAR SWITCHES 
25 for y ti 

$198 Central "nu.h OV 
lche TV- maker. ta- 

es. 1Ndt. .Ids etc. Brand 
new. Cat. Ne. 133150 

BARREL KIT :249 
UTILITY AC 
OUTLET 
12 for $1.98 
tireat !or Al nnnhuñT-e 

nlFor x 15/15. 
mg hole. with , 

re 
lead.! Wt. 12 n r, 

. No. 114271 _ 'y, Cat 
B ARREL KIT _225 BARREL KIT .221 .'alto'' BARREL KIT :219 
SOUND TRIGGERS {- ,LIC SOCKETS All: -' MIXED READOUTS 
3 for 8 for j 15 for 

$1.98 geh.r 
51.98 Barrel, or untested 17., 

A., .1., 7 -seas. Like 
367, 600, 503, MAN -3'a. 
Wu( a buy! No. 1 

S1.98a 
p.' ',self 1.s cos- 

tal mike amplifier, triggers 
OCR. V. for alarme, te! 
Wt. n ose. 1143925 

BARREL KIT 

1702A 
33ROMS 
Hobby sil ., 

of Othe fa- in.. 
ROM. 204a 

program- 
mable oit. Cf. Ne. 133729 

Mlr onto,.,,! t.,nr lo -pal, 
hour Ig -pin. Solder tall. 
In. prof Ie. Ne. 13 3421 

KIT :210 
OLOWIN' 

3 for $1.98' 
I. s 1' panel. that glow 
blue-green wall 110VAC. 

for ,te lite, - indict- 
ors, etr.C.t. Ne. 11135 

KIT #203 
CALCULATOR 

10 for 51.98 
It's true! 20 -key, 4 fu 
lion keyboards t 

r 
idicu 

lout give -away Wt l2 oat. 
Cat. No 1 

KIT :201 
{V INDICATORS 
w /leads 
15 for $198 
Tnt Laura manufacturer 
dumps ant ento0! Worth 
69e ea. Like ,rain- owheat. 
Cat. N. 113526 

{ DIGIT 
r READOUT 

MODULES '"li i Li --- 
S for $1.95 
Barrel. d barrels all no 
time to test. Calculator all 
driver chips benekth epoxy 
on bark. Wt. 6 or 1 

KIT :200 Loixt. B ARREL KIT 1185 
PC BOARDS {a 
400 PARTS rs. .tail r OR'O'I8 

loaded 
ó 

1Uthn IC,. ,. hoards 
IC'r, re.100r+, diodes, 

rrt. Ibn. ^r 33rd. 
Wt. 2lhs. Ne. 11 33 

L KIT :152 
J UMBO RED LEDS 
15 for $1.98 
too,: ri material. Liner can- 

ntion from factory 
dumps. :IS, 10 miee. For 

IA 100'. projects, red lens. 
C4í. Ns. 1 

KIT '155 
MAGNIFIED MAN -3'9 
20 for $1.98 
!'among SIAN -: ..v eg- 
ment readout. built on n,.,g- 

. 

' 
. n racler. d,sronlued 

lin. l'ntr.let guaranteed 
n0 . vtel1., 133335 

RIT :149 
ROCKER SWITCHES. 

12 for $1.98 

Barrels 'n barrel., so any, 
our stomers should get 
O,r deal. Ne. 1/13302 

KIT :101 
MICRO 
100 for $1.98 
1-Watt. ling, 100!1 mate- 
rial. from 2v to .10V. Axial 
Inds. So short., no opens. 
ItO.7 A micro epoxy unit.. 
Cat. Na. 1 

KIT #177 
LED DRIVER ICS 
30 for $1.98. 
ITr v of ::.' 

' 
loi and 

for dr,.,no multiple 
LEIM. Clock,., calculator.. 

14-pin d,p., untested, 
excellent li,Id. 11331 

KIT :1 {3 
MIMI TRIM POTS 
30 for $1.98 
Brand new pots, tut pc use. 

values 100 to 1 

t upprox I because 
melt 

discontinued line A barreled 
'am. What buy. Single 
tun. I/ W.....,. 1113345 

l'x 

KIT #144 
RCA PHONO PLUG 
40 for $1.98, 
I.000.000 RCS phono no a a 

lut Otis 
n 

You hi - ers 
u a , know u n 

l material. Look al 
thie price. Ms. 1147291 

KIT :138 
SWITCH,'. 

for 30 fo $ 1.0e 
Did you hear of t Ali: tn. 
other edit. maker barrelled 
all í11w. of redone, eler- 
tree. slide.. etc 1 

IT :533 
MICRO MINI LAMPS 
20 for - 
$1.98 $1.98 ' " VtW. 
"Skinny 

photo,. 
infra red led, 

'.Lino Notuni, 325 
r.,n e tor. Ne. íM1363 

KIT Sí2 
MINIDIP IC'S # 

loo for 91.98 
7 11'r, LM:to0, 70:1 567, 
531. who knows. ranter, 
raised, yell tent. Untested 
and hobby. Wt. 1 Ih. 
Cat. No 1 

BARREL KIT :121 
UPRIGHT ELECTRO! 
40 for $1.98 
Wale ave.t. et value. from 
1mí to :100mí fa mixture 
of vvolt..e.. 100's marked 

Csend. 
Why barreled! at No 133226 1 osa. 

KIT 8115 
MOLEX SOCKETS,-, 
1S0 for 

", $1.98 
Calculator maker dump! We 
gut a zillion of 'em. Used 
for IC sockets. 133144 

BARREL KIT :112 
MICRO MINI LEDS 
40 for I 

All the tiny Zeds, a fe, p- 
'ght of Momenlo. Litronia. 

Yield 50N fir better. 
C,. No 1 

KIT 8109 
TERMINAL STR 

for for 
51.98 ' f\,d .rat. oft ,,nul strip 

" n, frnl contact Strir 
manufacturers 

barrel dump 1113135 

BARREL KIT :10 
SLIDE VOLUME 
CONTROLS 
15 for 51.98 

en tn hen, ,w,.,e r . 

vroil maker unloads, Asst 
alues, what hay. Worth 

Si ea. 133967 

L KIT a 
HOBBY LEDS 
40 for $1.138 .r 1S for 51.98 611* WOW' Top U.S.A. maker garter, reject, hobby. re,. 
dumps discret.. in barrel.. reyeel. Nov include 
!tubby and untested. t'.- 5 n, 12. 15, 'I. or 21 
able Yield Sol or better! ., ell., 70 -220 nover tab 
Wt . 4 or 

. No. 1N251 Wt. 4 fir.. 1N26111 

IT :101 
RESISTOR SPECIAI 
200 for 
$1.98 

Include.: I s. 1/4. I 
, 1, .- 

Iten, carbon. 6 
100: good. íN3054 

B ARREL KIT 95 
P HOTO 
CELLS LL510 for 

$1.98 
Asst. GE types. CDS type.., 
Mla.d by luetory. Rig job 
for us to .,.urate Inn's 
good. Cat. Na. 1143052 

B ARREL KIT #93 
HALF WATTERS 
200 for 
$1.98 4" 133045 

Hc.e.tor factory tried tu 
il no.,nu lank. 

color-coded miel'', in 
barrel. But .lue there. 

BARREL KIT :53 
LM -340T V 

BARREL KIT :62 
MIXED IC'S 

UU ter 
$1.98 
UI ..per. 7400'.:- .0n0',, 
UTs, RAMS, ROMS, HTL, 

"1.. Unenr. of all kind.. 
W hat n mix. Hobby and un- 

,.A Wt 12 vr. 1112730 

KIT :SI 
CAPS 

100 for 
$1.98 rme.t row made. At a gam- 

ble v.e bought 10 barrels 
from factory. raised value.: 
tel good. 1112729 

KIT :51 
SUBMINI RESISTORS 
200 for 
51.98 
Y'C, 

upright I r t ,d- 
.1, ,. . S 

rame b, u barrel 
Cat. R. 132744 

KIT :S5 
SLIDE SWITCHES 
2S for e 

51.98 1112726 

All home., vrcs, %p,e, 'lpol. 
montentaries. r Tren,en- 

.i1prospects 100'. of 
w itching' 

KIT 07$ 
1 -WATT ç 
100 for 
$1.98 

Boll 25 % OFF 

81-0Y 15% OFF 
We know we 

aue 033. by Cot. Ne- 13111 
the lowest prices Tyro N. 

Tyro 
0 5117400 

5117401 
5N7403 
137404 

pp 

117705 O 
1117416 
5M7410 
5117411 
517413 
537414 
9147417 
3117420 
637423 
3J17427 
6017430 
SN7432 
537437 
11174341 
517440 
5147441 

0 5$7442 
0 1147445 

5117450 
B9147451 

5147454 
0 $017455 

711147444 
Sal. 0 7017470 

30.14 ? 
117473 

14 " 
.14 ï9174711 
.I7."'9$7476 
.18 

. 

$N7478 

.14 
0 1117453 

.15I0 
3$7458 

0 

311Q 117488 
.61 5M7490 
.24101147491 
.1410 537492 
.26 0 5147493 
.26 01/17494 
.14 3 1147495 
.24 01117496 
.24 0 1117498 
.24 n S1474107 
.14 ä 5374112 
.75 0 5374121 
-49 0 8374123 .1 0 5371125 
.14 0 5374126 
14 0 
.14 ] 51474140 
.14 1 537411 .14.1537414. 

.14 0 1147414111 1.25 

.29'0 51174153 .13 

.26p 5/374154 .99 

.31 O see 114 
.45 sN741/7 .64 
.33 S 3374154 .59 
,7 8374161 .57 

.87 S I 
.SB 0 10174154 .95 
.29 Q 511161 .53 

2.95 1117415! 1.15 
LLii 11174173 1.19 
.6s 5374171 .93 
.41 5374178 .56 
.6810 537177 .77 .1 0 81174179 1.49 
-69 0 51174154 .95 
.69 0111741/1 1.95 
.69 011174112 :55 
.Z /1471190 1.15 
.15 5N74191 .99 
.711 8/174192 .3 
.49' 197193 .3 
.39 51474194 .53 
.39 0 5147195 .75 
.03 11474197 .75 

1.00 0 5N74199 1.55 
.92 011474200 5.60' 
.54 0 /N74241 1.39 

B ARREL KIT :7 KIT :71 
TRANSISTOR \7 CAPACITOR SPECIA 
ELECTROS 1OO pas. 
SO for $1.98 $1.98 
I I,., ,.lo ,he far 100..1 good ero I am to barrel, imp" ,I k 
\1., I e.h I ,. h:,rrel, of 1 ' M I. In. l':, I :.V under tel I..,0 :,lu.. mica, m ld d., Mantic. ¢I.,.. liouhle plat 114274310 .100 nil 132747 ...rami e+. dior.- 132735 

MINI 
KIT 214$ 

MER IL7B8 
1S for $1.98 IDE 
Miniature trnn. former bort 
ng.,,n. A..t ,t n,,,. ,ntr 
taro. und melt., uni. 1" B 

WI 2 Ih. 1/43254 

KIT :137 
AXIAL ELECTRO? 
40 for $1.98 
T,,5,5a 'c 

in 
l hdtrels 

nostrum 'ear do 
11 oil ups :. favor. WU? A 

BUY! oila .. capacities and 
- IlaRer. Ile íN3227 

B ARREL KIT :187 
SQUARE OHMS 
60 for $1.9 
Facttory people are some. 

'milt prim esquare n o. 
,1, b , rel Asa l. 

.. .toss 1 

EL KIT -511 
POWERST POWER I 

100 fon 
$1.98 

1 arge .1 holen 
Ileum Barrels . lame. 

R 
ra 3 to 7 

CI Ne. 132724 

BARREL KIT :511 
A DIGIT 

10 for 
N r ! lifetime. We 
Ent a barrel of m, hut no 
tone tent. Untested' and 
hobby"Multiplexed. bh.dur 
1, Pe. W . r 132722 

BARREL KIT :4019 pan POP 
15 f^oe 

ISTORS $ 95 
Popular germ anium d sili- 
con TO -lI's, factors -off- 
spec" 

and 
fallout.. 100!F 

no ones, no ports! 
Mt 15 Ne. 1142619 

KIT :7 
NATIONAL IC 
B ONANZA! 
100 for $1.98 1112111 

d In borrel tl'n factor, 
, 

'#400'x, ROMS, OTL'O. reg- 
rlomk and calculator 'hit. "cd ore. Wt. 12..rn. 

EL KIT:59 
2 W 
100 for 
$1.98 

Se 
' 
,,. ny suppler. ^I. n I 

but throw em throw 
barrel. Ira í1'I gold m, 
All narked. 1327 

POWER 

KIT 139 
NPN 

ISTORS 
15 fo 
Factory fallosu8l. and "off 
spec' TO-3 powers. I00 ê 
hohhv, opens. no horts. 
Wt 1 lb. No. íN2617 

Send for your FREE 
POLY PAKS CATALOG 
FEATURING THE WORLD'S 

BEST BARGAINS 
IN ELECTRONICS 

KIT :36 
GERMANIUM DIODES 
200 for$1.98un,,,,.0 
r mann popular 

Neve grow. Id. But 
h,- the way the NE- 

Ty.0Ty.ItS bun 'e from the 
lut tone.. 1142614 

KIT :35 
NEON LAMPS 
30 for $1.90 
Famous 55 -2'. ill Prime, 
but factory made million. 
and bnrrered 'em. Your ad- 
sarongs 1142613 

KIT #21 
M IC 
RESISTORS 
100 for $1.98 
Made mostly D 1 rCer inn, 

the..ti,n' l 
made 

5': tot. Au'cr barrel 01 
.alun. 1112109 

BARREL KIT :20 
PREFORMED ,.al q? ISTORS 1 

200 for $1.98 
Ne got barrel. ..1 I .nd 

natters for pa 
You II get r 

' 
mount. 

IOU: I 1001 watt,'.. 
Cal N.. 112408 

KIT :27 
PREFORMED DISCS 

1S0 for $1.98 
II, 1'f mfes belt lateo .n, 
but he dumped 'tint in bar. 
eels. Preformed. for PC use 
Meted values loo 13260 

KIT 02$ 
PLASTIC 
TRANSISTORS 
100 for $1.98 
L n hobby Ir.Mf.- 
torn , TO -02 TO.1 g1, asst. 
25 numbers, a... manufac- 
turers. Mt. 0101. 
Cat. No. 132604 

BARREL KIT :ZS 
METAL 
TRANSISTORS 
100 for $1.98 1112503 
Factory unloads barrels t f 

hobby and untested Warne. 
O -5. TO -1. and fit -Ig 

tn,n.i. ton Marked and un- 
marked. Wt. 20 or.., 

KIT :11 
POWER TAB 

ISTORS 
40 for 
51.98 

NPN, plastic TO220 type 
Assorted 25 numbers. 
No. 132425 Untested. 

KIT :10 
ROMSREGISTERS 

75 for 4154, 
51.98 

ut ., hut! 
WL 1 . No. 2N2424 

KIT .19 
DIPPED MYLARS 

60 for 
$1.98 

Cot Mo. 1325117 

KIT :7 
VOLUME CONTROL 
BONANZA! 
30 for 
$1.98 . 

lout., et, of 
valluue,, .Isle., big one 

. II no 132421 , 

BARREL KIT :17 
LINEARS AND 
7400.5 DIPS 
100 fer $1.9 l'ntnted and hobby, from 
factory tit you. Marked arad 

a ked. m. with inter- 
nal Is 3 r s. 
Cat. Ne. 132431 

EL KIT :14 
PRECISION RESISTOR 

200 for 
51.98 

íl.0 led s 

1112428 

BARREL KIT OS 
SCRS, TRIACS. 
QUADRACS 
40 for $1.98 
/ill the fmnoa plu0f pow- 
er tab t,I.. Naw lecture 
stock' All the 10 amp types. 
Cat. No. 11424191'ntntrd 

KIT #4 1000 RECTIFIER 
100 for S198 
noes, arc the liman, 

1 

cro 
1 e tl.er. 31 the 

151000 tier., May in. 
chide 21. rm. 100, 200. 
400. 600 ROO and 1000 

llers. Cat. No. 1112417 
KIT : 3 4.rt IN149 /91 0 .e 

SWITCHING DIODE 
100 for $1.98 
IU ne. 

, 
saw the, before. 

Imagine famous 
rchine a 

t 

.lee.r fir e.' 
Untested No. 132415 f 

BARREL :2 
LINEAR OP 

KIT AMPS 
DIPS 75 for 
Uri, 61.98 ., t,1 re,.l.l.. 
.ít,1 include :00'., :41'1, 
703'., rIlO eries. 555 in 

KIT :1 
IP IC 

78 for $1 98 
Marked I1 and 15 pin dipp, 
Omas include gates', 1111,- 1 

,rater.. unter., 
who know.! Guaranteed 

hoot,, mir ktd 
x 
nl + r s 

1 

- . ,.fuen I- nte.,ed, Loh. 
,.,.,,.,.1 Cat. No. 112416 h, W, I I -, IN 2415 

©Poly Pakt InCP,' Wakefield, Mass., V.S . 1977 CIRCLE 23 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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r B &K 1827 Counter 
(Continued from page 60) 

needed functions to the front panel 
have been moved to the rear apron, 
joining the Z -axis CRT input, the direct 
plate connections, the switch that selects 
direct CRT plate connection. and a 
somewhat unusual CRT tilt adjustment. 

The focus and intensity adjustments 
are short -shaft controls also slotted for 
screwdriver adjustment. To prevent their 
being accidentally disturbed, or dam- 

aged if the 'scope is pushed against a 
wall, the controls are protected on both 
sides by a "crash bar," very similar in 
function to the "crash handles" used to 
protect the front panel controls of 
laboratory equipments. 

The Z -axis (intensity) and direct 
vertical inputs, and a common ground 
connection are on a screw- terminal 
strip. A slide switch selects normal or 
direct vertical plate connection. A small 
bracket secured by a single screw keeps 
the switch "locked" for normal connec- 
tion until deliberately changed by the 

POEMS 

NEW LSI TECHNOLOGY 

FREQUENCY COUNTER 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS NEW STATE -OF- THE -ART 

COUNTER FEATURING THE MANY BENEFITS OF 

CUSTOM LSI CIRCUITRY. 

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS: 
D SPLAY I OED LED MGM .r CHARACTER ONIONY 
GATE TNN H: 1 SECOND ENO 1 ma SECOND 
MIESCALEO WILL FIT NUN COUNTER CABINET 
RESOLUTION I MS AT I SECOND. 10 HZ AT 1IIE SECOND. 
FREQUENCY HANOI II HZ TO MMHZ IN MNZ TYPICALI 
SENPTMTY IC WV RNS TO MSZ. IN NV RUN TO N EMT TYP. 
N NW IMPEDANCE I NEODOM AND M PF 

MODE PROTECTED INPUT POO ONE VOLTAGE MOTECTION.I 
ACCURACT 1 HMI_ MORI I.APTM CATENATION TYPICAL 
STAMM Wj 

M 
iIN I NMI MR NOUN AFTER NAM" UP I.MIS MALI 

PACKAGE COUNT. E ALL SOCKETED! 
POWER SUPPLY S V CC RE 

INPUT POWER 01010100 NI VDC OR TM VAC AT MIM NZ. 
POWER CONSUMPTION U WATTE 

KIT FEC. MGM COMPLETE WITH PIIEDIIIUD CHASES ALL HANDIRANE AND MER.IYaTEP INMEUCTIOHS. 
WIRED S UNITS ARE CALMRATED AND DumwrrtiN. 

KIT$FC -50C 60 MHZ COUNTER WITH CABINET 6 P .S.. 1199 COMPLETE! 
KITMPSL -650 650 MHZ PRESCALER NOT SHOWN] 29.95 

MODELBFC -5OWT 60 MHZ COUNTER WIRED. TESTED 6 CAL. 165.95 
MODEL 11FC- 50 /600WT.. 600 MHZ COUNTER WIRED. TESTED & CAL. 199.95 

AUTO BURGLAR 
ALARM KIT 
KNEES, TOUSSE YOLE AND E AST TOI 
ALNM P00010ING MANE INA TUNES NOT 
NORMALLY FOUND %ETLESS ALARM HAS 
NOVISION FOR POS S GROUNDING 

SWITCHES ON DANSONS WILL PULSE HOME 
N euf T INZ RATE ON DEWS SININ KIT 
MONDES NOG LE TIME DEI AIS 
ION ENT ENTRY S ALAMM MINOD UNIT 
MOUNTS UNDER DEW - REMOTE SWITCH 

AN RE NNINTEO WHERE WNW) CMOs 
RL4ALLIT RESISTS FALSE ALARMS S 

PNOVIQOS FOR ULTRA OEMUDAILF ALARM 
00 NOT SE FOOTED SI LOW PEKES, THIS i5 
'OP QUALITT COMPLETE KIT WITH ALL PARTS 
NCLUOING DONNED DEIWINGS AND IM 

5TI1UCT0N1 OR AVAILABLE WIRED AND 
,[SIED 

SEE THE WORKS Clock RH 

Clear Plexiglas Stand 

6BI6 4" dlplts 
02 or 24 hr time 
3 sel sW liches 
Plug transformer 

apartsincluded 
PIeHIglasIS 
Pre -cul 6 Grilled 

Kit 4850d CP 

Sloe 6- H,41h'W,3 "D 

/VA Cd 
I.r,1 

VARIABLE REGULATED 
1 AMP 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
VARIARLE FROM A ID HIV 
SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF 

. 723 IC REGULATOR 
2103055 PASS TRANSISTOR 

. CURRENT LIMITING AT 1 Am 
RIT IS COMPLETE INCLUDING 
DRILLED I SOLDER PLATED 
FIBERGLASS PC BOARD AND 
ALL PARTS ILess TRANS - 
FORMERI KITEPS -01 SA 95 
TRANSFORMER 24V CT will 
P100430 300MA AT I2V anO 
I Amps? 5V. $3 S0 

Fairchild Super Digit 
F11D -359 

92 

A- Chor Nt 
7 MPMO LED 
RED CNIR Eat. 

Drolt 51 IEEILt fir 
EMHIEr FNO.70 

95? n, 104950 

SET OF6 FND -3S9 
WITH MULTIPLEX 
PC BOARD $6.95 

XTAL TIME BASE 
Wdl enable 
Dlgltal Clock Kits 
or Clock -Calendar 
Kits lo operate 
Irom 12V DC 
1"102 "PC Board 

Power Red 5.15V 
(2 5MA TYP.) 

*Easy 3 Wire hookup 
Accuracy. ± 2PPM 

#TB-1 (Adlustable) 

PLEXIGLAS CABINETS 
Great for Clocks or any LED 
Dlgltal protect Clear -Red 
Chassis serves as Bezel to 
Increase contrast of dtgdal 

ABINET I dIsOlays 

3 "H,614-W5W'D Black, White or 

CABINET II Clear Cover 

2Y2 "H,5 "W,4M0 $6.50 ea 

RED OR GREY PLEXIGLAS FOR DIGITAL BEZELS 

3 "16'0118" 950 ea 4/$ 

ÌllO:11-(;J= 

1-:="1 C 1_1 

12126 
HR.7 Y/LTI15' ~ 

MODEL 12 VOLT AC or 

52001 DC POWERED 
VYO eal D L FOS NINTH, ENTER L I NS WIT. CHROME AIM 

SET TIME FROM FRONT V MOOCH SWITCHES 4nA N, TIME FORMAT 
STYLISH CHARCOAL USE OF MOLDED MOH TEMP PLASTIC 
[RIDGE POWER INPUT CIRCUITR - TWO WIRE MO POLAEIT, HOOK OP 
OPTIONAL LOTMECTwO TO MLA. DISPLAY IliseWlma .Kw OR Cm FIT 
TOP GUKITY PC ROUNDS A COMPO INSTRUCTIONS 

OUHTINO WEACKEY INCLUDED 
VAC wuLl HS T9 COMPLETE KIT 5 :.g:, '25" NP- -.2!? 

ORDER 
SSEAMLED 

ATS 
WIRED TESTED 

T UESS w IATTTR mx. Iw 12.0I OE II nH 0WEIWIM ALMMIME 
371! to.53595 E AB. 

OPTOELECTRONICS, INC. 
BOX 219 HOLLYWOOD, FLA. 33022 
PHONE [305] 921 -2056 / 921 -4425 

ORDERS TO USA 6 CANADA ADD 5% FOR SHIPPING, 
HANDLING S INSURANCE. ALL OTHERS ADD 10°'P. 

ADDITIONAL 51.00 CHARGE FOR ORDERS UNDER 

$15.00 - COD FEE $1.00. FLA. RES. ADD 4% TAX. 

CIRCLE 13 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

user. As long as the bracket is in place 
the 'scope cannot be inadvertently 
changed to direct vertical plate connec- 
tion. 

CRT tilt is adjusted by simply loosen - 
ign two screws and rotating the cover 
located behind the CRT on the rear. 
Normally, the CRT baseline (sweep) is 

exactly parallel to the graticulé s verti- 
cal calibrations, but we all know that 
low priced 'scopes often are factor:- 
assembled with some degree of tilt - 
when the baseline is aligned with the 
graticule on the left it's high or low on 
the right. Even if the adjustment is ini- 
tially correct servicing the 'scope can 
cause tilt. On the 1403A you don't have 
to disassemble the cabinet and a half 
dozen interlocking adjustments to elimi- 
nate the tilt. You do it from the outside 
just by rotating the CRT cover. (The 
whole thing doesn't sound like much 
but it does eliminate an irritation com- 
mon to many budget priced 'scopes.) 

Summing up. Overall, the 1403A is 
an excellent value for its price. It works 
just the way it should: it's not spectacu- 
lar, it just does what any other general 
purpose scope with a 5 MHz bandwidth 
will do. The direct vertical CRT plate 
input is a decided convenience when 
working on, or testing transmitters such 
as those found in CB transceivers and, 
of course, the instruction manual is 

excellent. B &K has come to be known 
for rather thorough manuals with many 
illustrations showing precisely what their 
instruments can do. The 1403A is no 
different; the manual is an excellent 
introduction to 'scope servicing for be- 
ginners and hobbyists. It also has a good 
section on using the 'scope for adjusting 
the keying characteristics of amateur 
CW transmitters. 

Most important, for most hobbyists 
the 1403A has all the performance and 
features you'll need at a really rock - 
bottom price. 

For additional information circle 
Number 73 on the Readers Service 
Coupon. 

r 

Bookmark 
(Continued from page 28) 

complete home audio system, and it covers 
just about every phase of the subject: 
wiring new and rewiring old homes, offices, 
workshops, recreational facilities, adding 
auxiliary heating systems, appliances, elec- 
trical codes, troubleshooting systems, light- 
ning protection, finishing off basements 
and attics, rules and regulations, farm- 
steads, how to do any wiring job one can 
possibly think of! Anyone can easily learn 
all there is to know about electrical wiring, 
step by step, with the help of this huge 
handbook. Published by Tab Books, Blue 
Ridge Summit. PA 17214. 
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BILLET ELEC1IICØ D 

IPS61A IP ®wC:Ir q py 
V1i111jj ry\Ry I:C b 4J/lwfjol/ll7 1 l 

Triple vonay output oyes You what you need 

to run 
the latest 11.pV MOSO r Moro cocoas 

.mil dolled A pow ' PC board. Ail 
transformer 

o< nary 
romponents provided 

v0C.1`150 ma 
-bop[, 1 AMP 14O 
Order PS 01A 

OVERVOLTAPGE PROTECTOR 

Cheap "wre,lc 'or rnr, svr eq,l,u,nerit. 
Protects Your egwInnPol Irum overvotage con 
d,tions. Circuit fires an SCR that clamps the 
output 

tato ground when the VDC 
point 

or use on 
reached 

fused 
power supplies Complete with PC board & all 
necessary components No power supply re 
q ed 
ORDER OVP 1 6.95 

WPRBLE ALARM KIT 
A lure EASt r. , a Ir.l,,. r...,t ;, .,, ,,, 
piercing 10 watt dual tone scream Resembles 
European siren sound. Great for alarms or toys. 

from 5- I2VDC at up to 1 amp losing 
speakerl Over five thousand 

have been sold. All parts including PC board, 
less speaker ORDER WB -02 

2.50 

'Audible Continuity 
Tester Kit 

Hearing is believing' test tor ow,nS or sl ,'' 
without having to look at a meter. Keep one m 

the tool box. Runs off a 9 volt battery Easy 
to assemble. Also tests transistors, diodes and 
LED's. Less case and speaker 

1.95 
Tr}p Id vóc a or "15 o.et. r^ !)u \_ ® f.3 

PS-0113 
LS Odd" 14.95 

2N3904's UNMARKED NPN 
Plastic Transistors 

'' 12/1.00 
2N3906 
UNMARKED PNP TRANSISTORS 
Guaranteed Good! 10/1.00 

2N6283 NPN Darlington Power 

Transistors. 20A @ 80V. 
Soper high gain House no. 1,00 each 

CDI KIT 
Abu probably know that a CDI is a CAPAC- 

I TOR DISCHARGE IGNITION and that they 

Hill help you gel hotter suns, better mileage 

.1nd more time between tune-ups, but did you 

know you could bus one for 69.95? 

Don't ask how we can sell you all demonic% 

necessary, drilled 6 plated PC hoard and C om. 

plate instructions for such a low ñe. kit pi 

Is sold less the ux and heatsink (tire and is pr 
not critical), but for 59.95 and d wuh of 

slant, .... < 

ORDER ( DI 

The Doomsday 
Alarm Kit 

It you have trouble Peen..'.r 
the rest of the neighborhw,i m .i..,.. , 'sirs 

ery then this little lit will be for you. There 

is no way to accurately describe the unearthly 
howls, screams and tones htr come out of dos 

kit Four selsarate tone oscillators are mixed. 

Cancelled and stepped at a varying rate. 10 Watts 

of crazy sounds y vends. A great tun kit or a practical 
burglar alarm. Complete with PC board and all 

necessary components less sneaker For 6- 12 

Vf7C 
Pt 

II ORDER DA -01 
, ! 8.50 

MK -05 MINI MOBILE CLOCK 
Now r. COIN 

n.,e.ri R 
e.ir,nn o...«..,, w... i n. n.. , ,,.,,, .m vi n ". n .,.a aii n.e.....v tom 

o 

51I) f 5 

aiwu <.ruw u...e.. tee .ItT,n.a.nlr.,. 
ra..f .e ts- Sett LEO 

E «¡<a"<h.rrmmr 
0 vtzrao It wm. 

e., Ica « eon= 
.7ibr " "m, i.m 

' i' ̂^'^c'w 76 7 

R 

aaoor .a 7 3.6... 75' 

BULLET 
HAS: 

Ouk Service 
Quality Products 
Money Back 
Guarantee on all dons 
Low cost repair ser- 
vice on all our kits. 
Warranty on parts 

O 
TRY US - YOU WILL 
LIKE THE WAY WE 

DO BUSINESS! 

O 
We pay shippng um 
less Igtid otMrwifa. 

CAUTION. PC pads are small and require a small tipped low wattage 
Iron & small diameter solder. Do not attempt this kit unless you can 
solder In small places 

2MM% 1 LTIt.f,tiO'Iu (il)Iiz 'l'iiul<I)d!(' hit 555 Timer Chips 
The most versatile timer chip 
a a ;lob'e' Hundreds of uses 

DIG T IIIS! 

50C 
WITH SPECS WITH 

Quantity! 

565 
PHASE LOCKED LOOPS 

Special! 
While they last! Y 

- SOC 
14 PIN DIP 

Limited Quantity 

TItvsi)t ( 'I: '.. 
Build motion detectors 
mho angers and much 

,,, 
" 

o D Ramie 5 25 

--- 
Tiny Electrolytics Tin Eleetr 

ap 
Values. .1 @35V ;.47 @35V 

and 2 2 @ 35 V 
Mrs or Match an Value! 

10/1.60 

ore. Circuit diagrams & 
suggestions for experiments 
included Sold in matched 
pairs 

Wit 47 M( 1' 2/4.50 / 
s 50HZ Tim @bas(. Kit 

Some clock chips require 50HZ for 24 noci 
format operation same as the 60HZ onirbeu 
kit ORDER TB- 03 50 

5.25 
MM5375AB 
CLOCK CHIPS 2.951 

,Cots jiore! 
E... 

` ii psti..nd of l ilP: 1 1alU., 5i r,r I Ca, I' Si .y ,,. R..rd.' 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
- So..r N.. COO. 

N.m.n mum aan CALL IN YOUR ORDER iii, . 
y,rir r«<t o. kg ' ,'. '.r.w...'. 10 aunt on MER 10AM to GPM CST 
n.nn..n mil o. d.. 15 fuMonn, CNANDiiF ORD4 RS Y 

,,e- _.n.II tie dw, ,ton «,21" 
x M..i.. .da ,.i sw .n.i ..... MTERCNAR0 

ixia3 an vao 

Power Supply Kits C!PV 

Me r 
1. C.B. POWER SUPPLY KIT 
A complete kit which puts out 10 to 24 
VDC at 2 amps, regulated, 115 VAC in 
Can be wired for content 13.8VDC, ideal 
& compact for C.B. Kit includes PC card, 
components and instructions ... just add 
your own case. Super as a bench supply) 
Sh. Wt. 6 Lbs.... 6C60498.... $14.88 
2- 5A, 10 to 24VDC Reg. P.S. KIT 
A simple, adjustable regulated power sup- 
ply. Kit includes all components, vector 
board and complete schematics. All you 
add is the case. A powerful supply' 
Sh. Wt. 15 Lbs...6M160301...$14.88 
3. 0 to 30V AC /DC P.S. KIT 
This high amp adjustable supply is an 
easy kit to build. It includes a 0 to 40 
volt autotranand IVariacel, 24V 5A 

and all other components. 
Useful as a battery charger, bench supply 
or any use requiring high current 
Sh. Wt. 9 Lbs....6C60462.... $14.50 

5V, lA LOGIC POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Includes all parts needed to build a reg 

ulated 5 volt, 1 amp power supply. Case 
not supplied. A real B &F bargain' 3 Lbs. 
7C70267 ..56.00 ea . 3 for S16.88 

\ 1/O Terminal 
¡- 

I - _ 

a_,. 
+ .. - - 

,. 

At one time these data terminals were 
used by *stock brokers for keeping track 
of stock quotations. They tied in to a 

central system which has now been uD. 

dated, leaving these surplus units behind. 
Use this unit as a basis for building your 

own computer input /output station or to 
build a compact scope .. or simply take 
it apart for the components within. 
Sold complete or in P parts, prices and 

descriptions listed below: 
t 3" CRT, with Hi -volt. supply (+3315 
vdc; -1 730 odd, and low -volt. supply 
+440V: a225V, +125V. +28V, +1.2V; 
+0.6V; 6.3VDC, 6.3VAC. Also - ramp 
9erterator card &some drive circuits 
(15 Lbs l $17.50 

T 50 key Block keyboard, with diode 
matrix on 2 cards 15 Lbs .I $12.50 

t Handsome desktop, slope front case, 
suitable lire up to an 11" CRT, overall 
10' w xlód x9h,(10 Lbs l 57.50 

t Plus: 3 wire line cord, brown, 7Ig for 
$1.00; 14 wire connector cable for 
$2.50. 

t COMPLETE UNIT Sh. WI. 35 Lbs. 
6NB60336 $29.95 

1 Also available is a complete tech. man- 
ual covering operating procedure,theory I 
disassembly 1& reassembly), trouble 
shooting techniques and schematics 
With complete unit - $1.00 or sold sep 
irately for $3.50 each Sh Wt 8 oz. 

WHEN ORDERING: 
Specify part, use stir no. 6NB60336 

1 AM/FM stereo 
'TUNER/AMP CHASSIS 

only 518.88! 

s ^^ 
Ready to be built into the cabinet of 
your design. Super-slim unit measures 
2'/." H x 12' "L x 8 "D. Controls include 
bal., tone, vol -on /off, AM /FM /FM star./ 
Aux., and tuning. Dial is black with red 
needle. Simple wiring diagram included, 
all you'll need is an antenna, speakers, 
cabinet and line cord. Oty. Ltd. 6 Lbs. 
Order No. 7HU70397 $18.88 each 

Speaker Kits 
BUILD YOUR OWN AND SAVE! These 
kits contain quality components intended 
for use by a big name mfr. Over $2million 
in inventories were closed.out! Perfect 
project for hobbyists at all skill levels. 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
KIT No. 1 

Super cabinets, size is 
21x12x8 ". Includes 8" 

'woofers w /whizzers; 4" 
dome tweeters, cross- 
overs; damping; hard 
ware and instructions. 
System sells for $198 if 
bought ready ' to - go, 
B &F kit price only 

' 

TV Chassis 
These are the TS-951 and TS -953 color 

TV chassis that we have been selling, 
except Pt that these are damaged: cracked 
PC board, bent frame, etc. They are 
worth 5X as much in parts alone' 

13" and 15" chassis' include tuners and 
controls. All chassis' sold "AS IS ", all 
sales are final, no returns please. 
13" Chassis .. 7D270059 ..$22.50 ea. 
Sh. Wt. 12 Lbs. ea. 10 for $198.00 
15" Chassis .. 7DZ70060 . .$22.50 ea. 
Sh, Wt. 12 Lbs. ea. 10 for $198.00 
17" ... 7DZ70061 ....$14.88 
Sh. Wt. 10 Lbs. ea. 10 for $128.88 
19" Chauis .. 7DZ70061 ...514.88 
Sh. Wt. 10 Lbs. ea. 10 for $128.50 

569.95 /pair! 45 Lbs. 
Order No. 7ZU70283 S69.95,palr 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS KIT No. 2 _ -- 
"- 
Fantastic 

of 
hIghfs designed for -direct 

;dispersion of high frog. and wide disper 
.Sion of low freq. Size: 17x10ex97," 
Sold with 8" woofers, 4" dome tweeters, 
crossovers and instructions. 35 Lbs. 
Ordor 

y8rris__LW 

flmes ` 1l 

1. HOCKEY & SOCCER game, 2 skill 
levels, LED scoring, joystick controls. 
Unique game features 2dimensional play. 
New and guaranteed. Sh. Wt. 8 Lbs. 
7HU70284... $19.50 ea .. 5 for $90.00 
2. TV TENNIS, kit form, sold AS IS 
Sh. Wt. 5 Lbs . . 7HÚ70250 . . 58.88 ea. 

.air 
ffeienE ataae TAGE: 

allmn.rAendix, F.O.B. Pea7aady, 01960 
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME! 

Use your Bank Amricd, Master Charge 
or American Express Credit Card! 

FREE JUMBO CATALOG: Over 3,000 
different surplus items for the hobbyist 
and engineer, lowest prices anywhere? 
Circle the Reader Service Card, or get on 
our mailing list by sending in an order! 

B& F ENTERPRISES 
Dept. "E" 

119 FOSTER STREET 
. EABODY, MA. 01960 

this ad 
(617) 531 -5774 / 532 -2323 

on %)` 

Mass. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax 

NOW 10% OFF ALL ITEMS! 
Electronics Reader Discount! 

Elementary 
All Orden from EE readers for items m 

may receive a 10% discount, $10.00 minimum 

all orders. Discount ood'bl! April 1, 197& 
9 P 
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Line of Sight 
( Continued from page 48) 

Extra ht = 
Distance 

(Transmitter to Receiver) 
Distance 

(Transmitter to Obstacle) 

X Ht of Obstacle 

If the obstacle is beyond the LOS of 
the transmitter, calculate the required 
height of a hypothetical antenna lo- 
cated at the obstacle. If this hypothetical 

antenna is heigher than the obstacle, 
then the obstacle is completely below 
the line -of -sight between the transmit- 
ter and receiver, and can be ignored. 

If the obstacle is higher than the 
hypothetical antenna, subtract the height 
of the hypothetical antenna from the 
obstacle (since this portion of the ob- 
stacle is not a factor) and proceed 
using the previous formula. 

The DX'er must still depend on 
Tropospheric bending or E -skip for 
those now and again catches, but 
knowledge of how to use these tables 
will help to improve his day to day 
reception. 
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Two Meter Methods 
(Continued from page 56) 

ransceivers range in price from abou 
$150 to close to $1000. Most are either 
portable units with built -in batteries or 
mobile style units (which require an 
optional power supply for home use). 

The lowest priced transceivers are 
crystal controlled, most requiring two 
crystals per channel (one receive and 
one transmit). Except for portable units 
using a small number of channels, crys- 
tal- controlled transceivers may actually 
be no bargain. Synthesized transceivers 
which do not require optional crystals 
generally start at about $300. The pur- 
chase of twenty -two sets of crystals for 
a lower cost transceiver may cost over 
$190. Add this to the cost of the basic 
transceiver and it's easy to see that the 
cost of a synthesized rig has been met 
or exceeded. 

From about $350 to $500 you'll find 
a wide selection of synthesized trans- 
ceivers. Many offer full -band (144 -148 
MHz) coverage, though the vast ma- 
jority of FM operation takes place be- 
tween 146 and 148 MHz. 

The Wilson WE -800 is the only port- 
able synthesized rig now on the market. 
At $399, this transceiver combines all 
of the advantages of a mobile style 
synthesized unit with the size and con- 
venience of a portable. The twelve -watt 
position of the WE -800 is useful when 
external power is available, while the 
one -watt position allows a full day of 
operation on external batteries. 

The Midland 13 -510 is another syn- 
thesized transceiver with full -band 
coverage. This mobile -style rig features 
a one -watt position for local repeater 
operation and a twenty -five watt posi- 
tion for simplex operation. The 13 -510 
also provides another popular feature, 
plus or minus 600 kHz transmit offset. 
Though most repeaters have their input 
frequencies 600 kHz below their output, 
the situation is sometimes reversed. 

Two of the crystal -controlled portable 
transceivers available, the Drake TR- 
33C and the Heathkit (hand held) HW- 
2021, use only one crystal per channel. 
These units offer selectable transmitter 
offset or simplex operation, with the 
need to purchase only one crystal per 
channel. 

Our brief sampling of transceivers is 

just that. Many more are available. For 
more information on equipment, con- 
tact the companies listed. 

Once you have your Ham radio li- 
cense a whole new world of fun and 
excitement will open up to you. Like 
many others, you will probably find 
two -meter operation to be one of the 
most enjoyable forms of communica- 
tion. Hope to be seeing you soon -on 
your local repeater! 
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CB New Products 
(Continued from page 77) 
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less steel whip, tough molded white plastic 
base and a coil cover with the blue Mid- 
land insignia. The Model 18 -288 comes com- 
plete with 15 feet of white vinyl covered 
RG -58/U coaxial cable and standard PL -259 
connector. Priced to sell at $29.95. For all 
the facts, write to CB Accessories, Midland 
International Corporation, Communications 
Division, P.O. Box 1903, Kansas City, MO 

64141. 

Computer New Products 
( iurfinnr(1 from page 74) 

able group ID characters and additiona 
field -alterable group identification char 
acter. These terminals are said to have 
been designed with low power Shottky 
components burnt into Mil -Spec 883, and 
come with a full one -year warranty. 
Prices: D300, $1645; D400, $1895. Circle 
74 on Reader Service Coupon. 
Programmable Communications Interface 
-Signetics says this first programmable 
communications interface (PCI) features 
a MOS /LSI circuit that combines the 
functions of a Universal Synchronous/ 
Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter 
(USART) with those of a baud rate gen- 
erator in a single 28 -pin, dual -line pack- 
age. Model 2651 PCI is claimed to pro- 
vide extremely cost -effective solutions to 
many data communications problems in 
intelligent terminals, communications con- 
trollers, data concentrators, front -end 
processors. Capabilities include modem 

control, support of IBM's BISYNC proto- 
col, asynchronous echo mode, and local 
and remote self- testing. The chip is fully 
TTL compatible, operates from a single 
+5V supply, and does not require a sys- 
tem clock. It's compatible with most 8 -bit 
microprocessors, including the 2650, 
8080, Z80 and 6800. The PCI is pro- 
grammed to handle characters from 5- 
to 8 -bits in length. The internal baud rate 
generator provides 16 different program - 
selectable baud rates for the transmit and 
receive clocks: these range from 50 to 
19:2K bits per second. Price: $17.15. 
Circle 19 on Reader Service Coupon 
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The Affordable Programmable 
Never Before A Fully Programmable Calculator 

Available To The Scientific Community At Such A Low Cost! 
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by Mail Order 

$5995 
Credit Card Orders 
Call Toll Free: 800 -323 -2272 
Illinois Call: 312 -595 -0461 

SUMMARY OF 
SPECIFICATIONS 

12 DIGIT REO LE D. DISPLAY 
entrees or results in 3 modes. 
scientific. fixed point or 
engineering 

PROGRAMMABLE -72 
Keystroke program storage 

TRIG FUNCTIONS - Calculates 
in radians or degrees or grads 

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 

IA. log. e. 10 

POWERS Y'. Roots Y 

FUNCTIONS OF X 1 s. X 

LINEAR REGRESSION TREND 
ANALYSIS: SLOPE AND 
INTERCEPT 

STATISTICAL ` +, - 
averages. standard declaims. 
variance, permutations, 
combinations 

PERCENTAGE CALCULATION - 
add on. discount /yield 
percentage 

- AND CHANGE SIGN KEY 

10 MEMORIES -7 functions - 
M+, M -, MR, Mx. M - -. 

STORE. 9M 

DEGREES /DEGREE. MINUTE. 
SECONDS CONVERSION 

RADIAN /DEGREE CONVERSION 

POLAR,RECTANGULAR 
CONVERSION 

8 METRIC CONVERSIONS 

SPHERICAL 'CARTESIAN 
CONVERSIONS 

The Commodore PR (Personal 
Resource) 100 - Allows You To 
Personally Program According To 
Your Own Problem- Solving Needs! 

WHY A PROGRAMMABLE? 
Tie Commodore PR -100 Programmable Calculator 
introduces a new, innovative dimension in highly sophis- 
ticated mathematical and scientific problem -solving. It 
dacentralizes and personalizes the decision -making 
power of the computer, bringing to you what was 
never before available in a programmable calculator 
wth such features. yet at an amazingly affordable price 
Method of Entry: The Commodore PR -100 is designed 
fcr "Think and Touch'' operation utilizing an algebraic 
node of entry You can enter equations which have up 
tC 4 levels of parenthesis. Add to these features the 10 
memory registers, and you can work the most com- 
plcaled mathematical. scientific, engineering. business, 
statistical and combinational functions. Furthermore, 
ye u can also perform unit conversions: metric to English 
ar d English to metric. 

Keyboard: The keyboard consists of 40 keys and 2 
switches 35 keys are for number and function entry. 
1( of these keys are dual function (shifted keys). 
SPECIALIZED FUNCTIONS: 
!ADM of the important functions found on large scale 
computer systems are finally now available to you on 
tie ultimate hand -held programmable calculator 
iterai ve and recursive problem solving techniques. loop- 
ing: conditional and unconditional branching. 
ADVANTAGES OF THIS 
PROGRAMMABLE: 
Cc nsider for a moment the advantages of the Commodore 
PR -100 In terms of increased productivity you can now 
actueve the capability of. optimizing mathematical and 
scientific models, making trend and risk analyses: pro- 
jecting and forecasting more accurately. performing 
strtistcal reductions, automating time- consuming 
"r umber -crunching." 

The PR -100 is also a pre -programmed calculator 
Volt can achieve a multitude of functions Basic + - x 
ani -= functions, clear entry or the entire calculation. 
Hyperbolic functions include Binh, cosh. arc cosh and 
ar: tan: Trigonometric functions include sin x. cos x. 

ta.T x. arc sin x, arc cos x. and arc tan x. Calculates in 
radians, degrees or gradians Enter x 0- to 360` (0 to 
2r) or multiples of 360' 12 rr) Natural Log (Ln x). 
Ccmmon Log (log x), Exponential (e'). Antilog (10.): 
Algebraic Functions include: x, 02, 1/x Powers (Y 1. 

rr (pi). Change Sign ( +1 -); x--y exchange function 
Parenthesis ( ) enter equations that contain up to 4 levees 
of parenthesis without using temporary or intermediate 
storage 
Memory Functions: The PR -100 has 10 separate mem- 
ory registors For each memory there are 7 operations 
that can be performed memory storage and clear 
recall. addition. subtraction. multiplication. division and 
pe'forms the desired functions on each memory 
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NO LANGUAGE TO LEARN 
Truly this programmable calculator is a powerful per- 
sonal scientific and mathematical computing resource 
And you don't need to know programming to make it 
work for you. There is no special language to learn. The 
entry system is so easy and flexible to use that you car) 
apply it quickly to your own personal problem -solving 
techniques and style. 

Special Functions of the PR -100: To allow you greater 
flexibility in programming, there are 3 special functions 
1 HALT - The program will halt and allow the user to 
read or enter data 2 GOTO - Allows branching from 
one section of a program to another 3 SKIP - Allows 
conditional flow of a program on an intermediate result. 
that is- the program goes one way if an answer is 
negative and another way is positive 
Loading, Editing and Modifying Programs: You can 
single step through a program to check it out, backstep 
through a program, easily read entered steps and 
modify a single step of a program. 
Now personal programming is here. A step- function 
increase in capability over sophisticated slide-rule cal- 
culators. Capability you won't fully discover until you 
own a PR -100 yourself Fill out the coupon below or 
call our toll free number for your two week trial 
The Commodore PR -100 is powered by rechargeable 
NiCad batteries and is furnished with an AC adapter/ 
charger, leatherette carrying case and full instruction 
booklet One year manufacturer's warranty 
Dimensions- 3iú" x 6'h" x 1 ve" Weight 4 oz r - eae - - eellll m teall 

Compute With It For Two Weeks-No Obligation 
Please send . Commodore PR -100 Caeculatonsl at the 
introductory price of only $59 95 (plus i3 95 shipping and insur- 
ance) each II not completely satisfied I can return n within two 

Iweeks tor a prompt refund 

Instead. I /we would like to take advantage of your quantity 
price onenng o1 $54 95 Ipius á3 95 shipping and insurance) 

Ieach 
OFFER GOOD ONLY DN QUANTITY ORDERS OF 6 UNITS 

OR MORE' You can save S30 00' 
C Ma O Enclosed III 

Pieuse 
heck or 

charge my 
Enclo 

credit Card checked 
residents 

below 
add 5% sales tax) 

American Express BankAmencard Cane Blanche 
Diners Club ' Master Charge 

ICredit Card 

Master Charge Bank w_ Exp Date 

I Name 

Address 

ICity state Zip 

Signature 

Contemporary 800- 323 -2272 
Marketing Inc. Illinois Call 

wm.... R... I. 60106 312 -595 -0461 
eIM OEM NM Male M - -Vir 
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Classified 

M.......................r MARKET 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS -is published Bi- monthly. The rate per word for CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS is $1.30 

payable in advance -minimum ad $15.00. Capitalized words 40t per word additional. 

ADDITIONAL INCOME 

$300 weekly! Mailing circulars Free samples. 
Grahams. DPBX 99371, Tacoma, WA 98499. 

AEROSOL FIRE EXTINGUISHER. 12, 16, 20. 25 
Ounce. Sample each size $15.00 Postpaid. BERNZO- 
MATIC Sixty Second flat tire fixer. Sample and 
details $5.00. Postpaid. WARREN, 6922 Congress, 
Detroit 48207. 

$1000 monthly possible stuffing envelopes. Free de- 
tails. Jayco, 1076 E. 176th, Cleveland, OH 44119. 

AMAZING! $9$ possible mailing letters. Details free. 
Peck. Box 383, White Sulphur, WV 24986. 

TEXAS Real Estate, Invest in Income Producing 
Properties, Write: Real Estate Coop., 130 Appleton, San 
Antonio, TX 78227. 

GUARANTEED $9$ stuffing letters. Free details. 
Clarke. Box 198, New York, NY 10023. 

SLOW but sure independance, exclusive mini cos- 
metics. Part time distribution, samples, plan, $3.00. 
Securipanonif, Box 235, Royborg, Quebec H8Y 3E9. 

$200 weekly working evenings at home. Write: Foun- 
tain, 3208 -B Trent, Greensboro, NC 27405. 

HOW I WON $20.800.00 In a Sweepstakes. PLUS in- 
formation and addresses on State Lotteries, Oil Leases. 
Government Land and Government Surplus. Kit $5.00. 
Laray Enterprises. 3716 Bloomington Ave. South, Min- 
neapolis, MN 55407. 

EASY money! Stuffing envelopes. Details free. Phil's, 
2990 Neet Ave., #2, San Jose, CA 95128. 

BIG MAIL 

RECEIVE mail galore, National listing $100. 
Sullins. Box 1313-EE. Brunswick, GA 31520. 

RECEIVE MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES. 
Your name placed with 2,000- importers. wholesalers, 
manufacturera, etc. Year listing -$1.00 (SAVE $160.00 
Postage!) Advertising Agency. Box 123 -YNA, We- 
nonah, NJ 08090. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

MAKE Magnetic Signs. Big Profits. Details, 
Universal, Lenora, KS 67645. 

BECOME our Mall Order Distributor with $150 
investment. Free brochure. Audit Controls, Box D -35, 
Emerson, NJ 07630. 

BORROW ANY AMOUNT. Enjoy A -1 credit. Keep 
money In bank, get 80',"o more. Send Stamp. Vernon. 
Box 75010 -HH, Oklahoma City 73107. 

$30.00 HUNDRED Stuffing Our Circulars Into 
Stamped Addressed Enveinnes. Immediate Earnings, 
Beginners Kit $2.00 COLOSSI, 1433 -61 Street, DC -12, 
Brooklyn, NY 11219 

1000', PROFIT Bronzing Baby Shoes. Free Litera 
lure. NBC -DO, flower. MO 64454. 

$25 DAILY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes! Free de- 
tails. Service, Box 715D, Lynbrook, New York 11563. 

NEW ADDRESSING MAILING opportunity. Valuable 
information 10e. Llndbloom Services, 3636 Peterson. 
Chicago 60659. 

OWN Your Own Business! Correspondence Club 
Magazine, Information. Details 25e. Destiny. Box 
5637 -BC, Reno, Nevada 89503. 

$500.00 PROFIT Stuffing 1.000 envelopes. Details 
$1.00 (Refundable). Elamco, Waldo, BE 13337 D12. 
AR 71770. 

HOW TO RECRUIT Commission Salespeople' Fre 
details! Success Publications, 35 Interlachen Place. 
Excelsior, MN 55331. 

GUARANTEED $178.00 WEEKLY. Work one hour 
daily. Free Brochure. FAS, Box 13703. San Antonio. 
TX 78213. 

$3,000 00 MONTHLY. Immediate income. Stuff 
envelopes at home. Information. send self -addressed 
stamped envelope. Cottage, Box 730 -DFM, Baldwin 
Park. CA 91706. 

$350 weekly mailing lettera. Free details, Bronx - 
ville House, Box 311 D, Bronxville, NY 10708. 

FREE REPORT: Big Money in Mail. Transworld- 
5K. Box 6226. Toledo. OH 43614. 

MAILORDERS . $2,000- Monthly selling in- 
formation by mall. Free proof! Associates, Box 123 -L. 
Wenonah, NJ 08090. 

NEW Luxury Car Without Cost! Free details, 
CODEX -A, Box 6073, Toledo, OH 43614. 
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES- Conf'd 

BORROW $25,000 interest free! Indefinitely! Any- 
one! Free report: Executive I010, Box 368. Buford 
GA 30518. 

GUARANTEED secrets of stuffing envelopes. Free. 
O'Banion. Rt. 8 Box 319, St. Joseph, MO 64504. 

MAILORDER book business! Free details. New, 7247- 
1 Eccles, Dallas, TX 75227. 

1998'; Profit. Free details: O &M Enterprises, POB 
12583, Durham, NC 27709. 

MONEY! Lots of It mailing letters. Details free. 
Mel -Fran, 1623 E. Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, CA 
90011. 

C.B. RADIO LINGO CARD: send $1 00. with large 
self addressed stamped envelope: Howie Enterprises. 
Dept. 33. Box 9291, Rochester, NY 14625. 

AMAZING profits stuffing nvelopes. Free details, 
Daugherty, 3505 Jefferson. Napa, CA 94558. 

$12.000 year mailorder book business! Details. New, 
7247 -2 Eccles, Dallas, TX 75227. 

$180 Weekly Mailing Circulars. Guaranteed earnings. 
Green. 1137 Fourth Avenue, Ford City, PA 16226. 

NEW plan reveals secret of envelope stuffing $07 
write: Marshall, 5526 N. 68th Ave., Glendale, AZ 85303. 

TOP EARNINGS GUARANTEED. Proven mailing 
program. Free details. Cynco, 5607 Beattie Ave., Lock- 
port. NY 14094. 

$1000 month easy plan mailing letters. Details free. 
Crotts. Rt. 8 Box 438, Morgantown, NC 28655. 

MAILORDER- Nationally known millionaire will 
teach you personally. Write for informative book, gift 
catalog, and complete details. Everything free! No ob- 
ligation. Mail Order Associates, Dept. 779, Montvale. 
NJ 07645. 

EXTRA DOLLARS NEEDED!! New home business 
can be the answer. Free booklet! Rt. 1 -RE. Norwood, 
MO 65717. 

FREE retails stuffing envelopes for $$$. Write: Bax- 
ter, RD a1. Corsica. PA 15829. 

BUY IT WHOLESALE 

400,000 BARGAINS Below Wholesale! Many Free! 
Liquidations Closeouts . Job Lots 
Single Samples. Free Details. Worldwide Bargain - 
hunters. Box 730 -IO, Holland, MI 49423. 

SAVE MONEY! 5 wholesale catalogs on low cost 
Items. $3.00. Winchester Enterprises, Inc., 2807SS 
Hargrave St., Phila., PA 19136. 

BARGAIN PRICES Radio-TV Parts. FREE whole- 
sale catalog. K -D Sales, Dept. E. Box 3549, Akron. 
OH 44310. 

COLOR TV REPAIR 

REPAIR COLOR TV'S. Anyone can, New, Easy. 
method. Details free. Publications, 533 Magnolia, 
Brea, CA 92621. 

DETECTIVES 

INVESTIGATORS' MANUALS: Electronic surveil- 
lance, lock picking, etc. Write: Mentor. Dept. 5. 
1::5 -53 No. Blvd., Flushing, NY 11354. 

NEW! The Big Brother Game . 230 pages detec- 
tive techniques, FBI, CIA, KGB. OSS, wiretapping. 
tailing. electronic surveillance, surreptitous. entry, 
weapons, countermeasures, much much more 
postpaid $9.95. Quimtronix, Box 548 -DV, Seattle. 
Washington 98111. 

DO IT YOURSELF 

GIANT TV projector kit. Details free. Alert. 51 
East. 42nd, e 704 New York. NY 10017. 

EDUCATION 8 INSTRUCTION 

USED Courses! Books! Lists 25e SMITH'S, 124 
Marlborough. Salem, MA 01970. 

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors. 
Masters. Ph.D.s. Free revealing Beta:!: 
Counseling, Box 1425- EE -11, Tustin, CA 92689. 

BEAUTIFUL Body developed through attitudes. Re- 
port tells how and why. $2.95. SCS -21, Box 16842, 
Lubbock, TX 79490. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT S SUPPLIES 

FREE CATALOG: Electronic supplies -kits for the 
hobbyist. Low prices. Anklam Electronics, 4709 nth 
COI St., Wausau, WI 54401. 

BUILD YOUR OWN TV CAMERA. Great for home 
and business. Free illustrated catalog Phone or 
write' 402 -987 -3771. ATV Research, 13 E. Broadway 
Dakota City. NB 68731. 

GIANT Bargain Packed Canadian Surplus Catalogs 
$1.00. Etco Electronics. Dept. DG, 1830 Hymus Blvd., 
Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R IE9. 

BUILDING? Try our top quality parts on your 
PCB's. Free catalog. U.S., Canada ONLY. Brand X. 
Rt. 3, Box 223, Ontario. OR 97914. 

FREE SHIPPING. Bearcat 210'Regency Touch. 
$259.95, Others and C.B.'S. Visa 'Master. McDonald 
Electronics. Box 7492(El. Santa Rosa, CA 95401. Call 
(7071 544 -4388. 

PART TIME DEALERS, no investment required 
tree details. McElectronics, Box 1385(E). Rohnert 
Palk, CA 94928. 

REPAIR alternators! Motors! Generators, Rejuven- 
ate Batteries! Build testers! Modellee. Box 7266. 
Kansas City. MO 64113. 

FOR SALE -MISCELLANEOUS 

AUSTRALIAN opals. Direct from outback diggings. 
$4.00 dozen airmailed. Opalex, 591 Portrush Road, 
Glenunga. South Austrailia 5064. 

GIFTS THAT PLEASE 

GIFTS that please. House of David. 3 Manor Way. 
Galveston, TX 77550. Free Information. Catalogs 
$2.00. 

FREE! Illustrated catalog Mike's Mailmart. 24 
Darwaur Avenue. Takoma Park. MD 20012. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS - $59 30 - CARS - $33.50! 200.000 ITEMS - 
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS -MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
DIRECTORY AVAILABLE tells how, where to buy - 
YOUR AREA - $2 00 - MONEYBACK GUARANTEE. 
Government Information Services, Department E9. 
Box 99249. South San Francisco, CA 94109 (433 Cali - 
fornia). 

HYPNOTISM 

FREE Fascinating Hypnosis Information! Startling' 
DLMH. Box 487. Anaheim. California 92805. 

MAGNETS 

MAGNETS All types. Specials -20 disc, or 10 bar, 
or 2 stick. or 8 assorted magnets, $1.00. Magnets. 
Box 192 -E, Randallstown. MD 21133. 

MAIL -ORDER OPPORTUNITIES 

SUCCESSFUL business plans! Free. New. 7247 -3 
Eccles, Dallas. TX 75227. 

MAILORDER publications. Free! New, 7247 -4 
Eccles. Dallas, TX 75227. 

PROFITS in mailing commission circulars -Free 
Details, Incopp, Lebec, CA 93243. 

MAILORDER a Beginner's Report. A Complete 
Mini -Mailorder Course. $1.00. or free information on 
real mailorder profits. Phillips Co.. Dept. 126, 3916 
Savannah, Garland. TX 75041. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

OLDTIME Radio Programs on quality tapes. Free 
catalogue. Carl D. Froelich, Route One. New Free- 
dom, PA 17349. 

1930 -1950 Radio Programs. Comedy, Mystery, Big 
Bands, Counrty and Western music, Children's 
shows and more. Catalogue $1.00. Remember Radio. 
Dept. EE08, 951 West Pipeline, Hurst, TX 76053. 

NEW BRAND NAME WASHERS $9.95. FOR IN- 
FORMATION SEND $2 00- REFUNDABLE. ONE YEAR 
FULL WARRENTY. WASHERS LTD , BOX 239, 
FINDLAY. OH 45840. 

WIN Bingo, Lotteries. Horses. Other Games! Use 
your "Lucky Numbers." Details free! Harrison -751. 
Box 669, Burbank. CA 91503 

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES 

$30.00 HUNDRED STUFFING our circulars Into 
USED Courses. Buy -Sell. List free. TNT Courses, stamped addressed envelopes. Beginner's Kit $2.00 

Muslachi, P.O. Box 46D9, Brooklyn, NY 11219. 
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To be included in the next issue, please send order and remittance to R. S. Wayner, 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS, 229 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003 

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES-Con? 'd MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES- Cont'd 
MANUFACTURE your awn household chemisa: 

products. 6 formulas. $22200 and SASE. Morrow Mu :gat:. LC5 Beacon. Brooklyn. NY 11229 
3118 Greyling Drive. San Diego. CA 92123. 

.SU 'a' 'ek:y possible mailing letter: Free details. 

YOU can make SSS stuffing envelopes. Free details. 
$250.00 proflt.thousand possible-stuffing-mailing Walker, 72.305 19th. Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN GIRLS! Correspondence 

envelopes Offer: Rush stamped addressed envelope. - -- ' i ;as. details free! "Latins." Box 1716 -DE, Chula 
Universal -ADVS X16180 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33318 $1CC0 monthly working home aparetime, stuffing Vista. CA 92012. 

letters Write: Johnson. 1001 Tyler Creek, Ashland. 
$1000 MONTHLY POSSIBLE, mailing commission OR 97520. LONELY SINGLES CORRESPONDENCE CLUB! 

fetters. Information Free! OPPORTUITIES. Bor. Details: Box 33255 -S, Granada. CA 91344. 
721D, Lynbrook, NY 11563. EXCLUSIVE SSSmnkmq info milling letters. Free 

details. Ocean. 681 Ocean, Brooklyn. NT 11226 FREE adult catalog. New. 7247 Eccles. Dallas, TX 
$'.0000 WEEKLY, Mailing Circulars. Write: Mc- 75^2,. 

GCIRE, Box 14i. Tacoma. WA 98412. $1000 monthly working home sparetirne. stuffing 
'.alter, \rr:r C. T Sales Fv :: r.e IA s. -.55 LONELY Lovely ladies? 200 names. photos. ad- 

MAKE MONEY COLLECTING INSECTS. Details dresses. 16 -page magazine $3. Write: Merit. Box 
$1.00. King Labs, Box 69 -B. Limerick, PA 19468. MUSIC 8 MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 2C834-C. Los Angeles. CA 90006. 

$500.00 WEEKI Y! IMMEDIATE Home Income Stud- KEYBOARDS for synthesizers and organs Several BEAUTIFUL GIRLS from all continents want coi- fing Envelopes. FREE supplies! Guaranteed' Send 25e. types Send for free i eer Devrror::x Organs. Inc.. respondence. f nendship. marriage. Sample photos Stamp. ALCO, B19110 -DPN. Las Vegas, NV 89119. 5872 Amapola Dr.. San Jose CA 9512229. free Hermes -Verlag, Box 110660 D. 1000 Berlin 11. 
Germane. 

PERSONAL- Cont'd 
NEED hna ::c :ng' Credit' Investments? Send $3 00 

for booklet. F RECO. P.O. Box 5025, Alexandria, VA 
22305. 

EARN extra money. Proven program. Free details. 
Neubauer, Box 22002 -D, Denver, CO 80222. 

$500 per thousand stuffing envelopes-, free supplies. 
rush stamped envelope'. Moseley, 14 Rodney, Seaford, 
DE 19973. 

MAKE 100'7 profit by mall, free details. G & H 
Enterprises, 242E Thompson Ave., Mtn. View. CA 
94043. 

$500 thousand stuffing envelopes. Free details. Rush 
self stamped envelope R. Mognet Co , Box 449D, 
Warren, OH 44482. 

MAKE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD PAY Get "How to 
Write A Classified Ad That Pulls." Includes cer- 
tificate worth 32.00 towards a classified ad in this 
publication. Send $1.50 (includes postage' to R S 
Wayner, Davis Publications. Inc., Dept. .CL. 229 
Park Avenue South. New York, NY 10003. 

$1.000 month easy plan mailing letters. Details 
free. Stalco. Box 2778. Anaheim, CA 92804. 

NEW plan reseals secret of enveloping stuling. 
OSSS Write: JK, Dll, POB 3484, Green Way, WI 
54303. 

OVERWEIGHT! Need $17.000 month' Get thin and 
rich at the same time. Details free. Things, Dept. F. 
15015 Ventura. Sherman Oaks. CA 91403. 

$50.000 easily in short time addressing. ma +ling en- 
velopes. Free details. Darby & Sons. Box 1213 -D. 
Evanston. IL 60204. 

$1000 monthly possible stuffing envelopes. Free de- 
tails. Broker. 615 Olive. Texarkana. TX 7 5501. 

FANTASTIC MONEY PLAN pays spectacular profits 
Write: Wise, 140 N. Ashland. Michigan City. IN 46360 

$3 hourly stuffing envelopes. Easy work Free details. 
Henrcelka. Rt. 3. Box 396 -A, Hallettsville. TX 77964 

DIFFERENT' Moneymaking opportunity. Warb. 
home. Details free. G & S. 327 L St., Anchorage. AK 
99501. 

$180 WEEKLY MAILING circulars. Start Immedi- 
ately. D'Aioisio, 30 Gladys Ave. o7, Mt. View, CA 
94043. 

CANADA INVITES you to become a Millionaire. 
Enter our National Lottery and for $12 you buy 12 
chances to win $1.000 000 00. 850.000 winners. Draws 
every 3 months. All purchasers receive winning tits 
Send check to "Bridge," Box 35301, Vancouver V6M 
405. Canada. 

ENVELOPE stuffdig secrets guaranteed! Free' 
Wayne. Box 644Z Ottawa. KS 66067. 

BECOME millionaire. guaranteed. $10 00. name. ad- 
dress to: Dare Enterprises, 146 Elizabeth. Lyons. MI 
48851. 

$600 00 weekly possible at home stuffing envelopes' 
Send stamped self -addressed envelope. Continental. 
Box 2230D. Oceanside, CA 92054. 

CAMERA Owners! Earn Money. Reports reveals 
how and where to sell. Only 31.50. Elmhurst Gifts, 
350 Fifth Avenue. Suite 3308, Dept. DPI. NYC 10001 

$180 00 WEEKLY Mailing Circulars. Start Im- 
mediately. Everready. 422H Clermont Ave.. Brooklyn, 
NY 11238. 

$1,000 monthly possible stuffing envelopes. Free de- 
tails. Eli's. Box 187, Garden City. MI 48135. 

OF INTEREST TO ALL 

$LOGO 000. YOU can become millionaire overman, 
Easter n Sites Lo'er:es. Details free. Send ad- 
dressed. stamped er,ve:ope, Eastern. Box 262 -F. 
Salem. NJ 00079. 

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN 

NEW Stuff our c :i cul :a`a S,r o:' Free details 
A.1F 323 Franklin S . r304 rA -53. Chicago II. 60606 

NEW easy. homework plan. Stuff circulars. Bic 
SS", Write' Phelps. 6526 Carpenter. Marlette. MI 
404,53 

HOMEWORKERS' Stuff envelopes. make We money 
Free der to Asgard. 311 Cal.fornia .700, San Flan - 
risen. CA 94100 

OLD GOLD WANTED 

BUYING GOLD. il':er. platinum. any form' 
Jewelry. sterling. coin, industrial. Prompt appraisal 
a'td Payment Your approval guaranteed. American 
Metallurgy' Company. P.O. Bcx 33009 Charleston, 
Sc 29407. 

PERSONAL 

JAPANESE introductions' Girls' photneranhs de- 
scriptions brochure, details. SI On INTER- PACIFIC 
Box 304 -SC. Birmingham, MI 48012. 

SINGLE' Widowed, Divorced' Natlonw'de introduc- 
tions' Identity, Box 315 -DC. Royal Oak, MI 48068. 

"DATE WITH DIGNITY" Profess'onai Matching 
Drawer 6765 Fort Worth. 76115 (817, 921 -0281 Anytime 

BEAUTIFUL Mexrcnn- Oriental girls Needing Amer- 
ican Bos- Fe :e'ds. Free Details. 'actual" photos. 
World. Box 3876 -DC, San Diego. CA 92103. 

JAPANESE Girls Make Wonderful Wives We have 
',rye cumber of lisines. Manv Interested in mar- 
nage. Only 5100 brings application. photos. names. 
.es- r!n'ons questionnaire Etc Japan International, 
Pr.x 1101 AA. Newport Beach. CA 92663. 

NEW Luxury Car Without Ccst' Free Details. 
Codex -CC. Box 6073. Toledo, OH 43614. 

DATES GALORE' Meet singlesanywhere. Cal: 
DATELINE. toll -tree (8001 451 -3245. 

ADULT pleasure products -over 600 Items' Glint 
catalog $1.00. Clifton's. D -1068, Saugus. CA 91351. 

SWEDISH girls! Details. photos $1.. Sweden 
Internat Ional. Box 7425 -DC. Chicago 60680 USA. 

BLACKJACK! Expert help at Las Vegas. Details 
$5 00 P 0 Box 314, Azusa, CA 91702. 

LATIN AMERICAN GIRLS apreclate tiller men. 
Let us Introduce you to a dark -eyed, unspoiled 
beauty. Complete application package and photo 
selection only $2.00: Maria Garcia, Box 80801D, San 
Diego. CA 02138. 

1000 Ladies Photos 150 Men in world's largest 
m'itrimonial catalog $á 00. Box 12, Tcrontc. Canada 
M4A 2MB. 

HOLLIDAY FOR TWO. Your choice. Hollywood. 
12, no Dallas. Miami. only $39.95. Value Sales, St 
Albans. Nfld., Canada AOH 2E0. 

CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MEN -All leading brands 
featuring TEXTURE PLUS with "pleasure dots." C. BOLD 45 world's only color condom with texture. CIRCULAR mailers make $SS. So can you Write: Trojans, and Stimula. Three samples: $1. Economy Commincial, 230 Peachtree 01800, Atlanta, GA 30303. sampler. 22 condoms: $5. Free illustrated catalogue 

MAKE $60 HUNDRED ADDRESSING Envelopes. 
with each order. Plain 

guaranteed 
nteedge to protect your 

privacy. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money re- Guaranteed earn.ngs. Marks Enterprises. 5515 Ran- funded. POPLAN. P.O. Box 400. Dept CDG -9. 
chero. Dallas, TX 75236. Carrboro NC 27510. 
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PRINTING. MIMEOGRAPHING & 
MULTIGRAPHING 

WHOLESALE Pr :nt.ng Office Supplies. Equipment. 
Free Ca +a'.. :\'. , :a.r. DP -11 13,5 1678. Florence. 
SC 29503 

PROFITABLE OCCUPATIONS 

GET INTO BROADCASTING' Become a DJ, get 
free tapes - records, start your own station. Free de- 
taas. Broadcasting, Box 5516 -OK, Walnut Creek, 
CA 94596. 

FIRST Time Available -Book shows you how to 
.dart many ;notable home businesses. Plus. eet all 
the facts on Ma'lc'der. Send 53'O0: SECOND IN- 
COME OPPORTUNITIES. 5C State St., Leominster. 
MA 9'4"3 

RADIO 8. TELEVISION 

TV TUBES 36e each Send for Free 48 page color 
nralvg Cornell. 4217 -W University. San Diego, Cal - 
fornia 92195 

BUILD Didance Crystal Sets 10 plans -25e: 
Handbook "18 Different" -50e: "20 D :tferent" -50c. 
Catalog - 25° ret uridable. 

TUBES Oldies. latest. Supplies, components. sche- 
matics Catalog free. [Stamp appreciated i Steinmetz. 
7519 -FE. Maplewood. Hammond. IN 46324. 

BROADCAST STATION' Operate from 
school. church. Receive free tapes, records. 
drtn "s Brr adcastine. Box 5516 -GA, Walnut 
CA 94596 

home, 
Learn 

Creek, 

nr -T TNF.4R AMPI TFTER. 2 -30 MHz. 60 -150 watt. 
F'REOIIENCY COUNTER. 10 300 MHz. minioortable 
mth'ie memory. BASE ANTENNAS. CB. 6M. 2M no 
-witch'.ng Horizontal vertical (circular poarlrationl. 
Ccn.structioi plans: 03 00 each all three $7 50. Kits 
avai:nhle PAN.AXIS Productions, Box 5516 -GA. Wal- 
nut Creek. CA 94596. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER stamps made Three lines 33.75. Rubber 
Stamps. B1337 -F3 Wald-.. AR 71770. 

SCIENCE 8, CHEMISTRY 

FIREWORKS. Spectacular novelties. simplified 
manufacturers textbook, $5 00 Guaranteed. Tropic. 
Box 95M4, Palm Bay. FL 32905 

FIREWORKS instructions. Details FREE' MAKO. 
Box 223 -E. Jamestown. ND 58401. 

SONGWRITERS 

EXCITING Offer, Send poema, songs Crown Mu- 
sic 1270 -RX, Broadway, New York 10001. 

SONGWRITERS' Exciting offer -- poems, songs need- 
ed -Free evaluation -Creative Music Productions, Box 
1943 -All. Houston, TX 77001. 

TOYS, GAMES & ENTERTAINMENT 

CANADIANS' R'aigames. SiFi games, books. minia- 
tures. models. Special savings every month! Free 
catalogue. Write: CSL. Dept. 713, Unionville. On- 
tario L3R 2L8. 

WATCHES, WATCHMAKING & REPAIRING 

WATCH and clock repairing books, tools. materials. 
Free catalog. North American, Box 77. EE37, Fox 
River Grove. IL 60021. 
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projection 
television 

Convert 
color 

to 
Giant 
Screen 
with 
the 

f 1.85 
Projection TV Lens 

THE 
FINEST 

PROJECTION 
LENS THAT IS 

AVAILABLE TODAY 

FASTEST LENS SPEED FOR 

BRILLIANCE d BRIGHTNESS 
3 ELEMENTS; 6 OPTIC SURFACES 

FOCAL LENGTH: 12 -INCH (305mm) 
MEASURES: 6.5" DIA. x 6.5" LENGTH 

SPECIAL 1s° 
)A the For Quanrity Prices. 

lend SI For Building Projection TI'. 

PROJECTAPIX, LTD. 
300 WEST 53 STREET 

NEW YORK N.Y. 10019 

TELEPHONES: (212) 765 -7869 

CIRCLE 28 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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Mobile MD 
(Continued frone page 59) 

erated by the inner tube and tire is 

accomplished by injecting anti -static 
powder into each of the inner tubes 
through the tube valves. Kits for this 
contain the special tool and packets of 
powder necessary. 

Last, Not Least! One final noise sup- 
pression measure warrants mentioning, 
and that is bonding. Bonding is a pro- 
cedure whereby the interference gen- 
erated by the ignition and charging sys- 
tems are kept from traveling throughout 

the vehicle by assuring a common 
ground. This is accomplished by con- 
necting the metal parts of your vehicle 
together (usually by means of a braid- 
ed ground strap) to form a shield. 

All of the following are strategic 
bonding locations: Corners of the en- 
gine to the frame, air cleaner to the 
engine block, coil and distributor to 
the engine and firewall, exhaust pipe 
to the engine and frame, tail pipe to 
the frame, both bumpers to the frame, 
both sides of the trunk lid, both sides 
of the hood, battery ground to the 
frame, steering column and gauge and 
other lines where they pass through the 
firewall. 

Simply Basic 
(Continued from page 78) 

WHAT DC YCt' WANT TO SOLVE FOR? 
? F USIM, L 
ENTER X(L) AND L 
? 1000. .1 
F t'SIN3 L=1592.356 HZ 

ENTER X(L) AND L 
T 10. 3.0 
F t'SINT L=0.530 HZ 

FNTFP. X(L) AND L 

READY 
'RUN 

WHAT DC YOU './ANT TO SOLVE FOR? 
7 C 

ENTER F AND X(C ) 

? 100. 10000 
C =1 .592E -07 FARADS 

Programs are written in SWTP p ^ 8K basic, a id min' t require some modifica- 
tion for use with other BASIC ors. Prográ,ns Ti.. this column are checked 

and debugged using a SWTP 6800 computer with 12K memory, a Micro -Term 

ACT -1 CRT terminal, an ASR 33 TTY, and a National Multiplex CC8 recorder. Print- 

out will fit single line TTY or two lines on most CRT terminals. 

Computer Supermarkets 
(Continued from page 43 ) 

an advanced hobbyist(s) who guides 
you into your first purchase, and it will 
be experimenters like yourself and per- 
haps advanced hobbyists who will give 
you fresh ideas on expanding your com- 
puter installation. Unless the store cre- 
ates an atmosphere welcoming hobby- 
ists like yourself, providing a place to 
get together to try new equipments and 
talk it out, you'll be floundering all 
alone in a sea of computer equipment 
-and it can get very expensive that 
way. You can wind up with a lot of 
hardware you don't need or can't use. 

Summing Up. We have several com- 
puter systems in operation throughout 
the E/E staff and in all instances we 
were going nowhere until getting "pro- 
fessional" guidance: It's one thing to 
read that we must "initialize the com- 
puter". its quite a different thing to 
have someone tell us to simply "set the 
pointer to memory address 0100." 

To be frank (with the exception of 
the preliminary instructions supplied 
with the first run of the Radio Shack 
computer), for the electronic hobbyist 
newly introduced to personal comput- 
ing the quality of instruction manuals 

supplied with the equipments we have 
handled is abysmal. You're going to 
need a lot of free asistance, particularly 
in the way of concise operating instruc- 
tions, so be certain you pick a store 
capable of meeting your equipment 
needs while providing the atmosphere 
for meeting the hobbyists that can help 
you get your system up and running 
with the least amount of difficulty. 

In short, many of you will need a 
lot of assistance at the beginning, so 
better select a computer store willing 
and capable of meeting your personal 
requirements. 

Finally, and most important if you're 
a newcomer or beginner at personal 
computing, the store must want you. 
That might seem like a simple enough 
idea, but the truth of the matter is 

that many computer stores are gather- 
ing places for hobbyists, where stran- 
gers get together to swap ideas, pro- 
grams, or just to learn "a little bit 
more." Well, people hanging around 
aren't welcome everywhere. We've been 
in computer stores with just two chairs, 
one for the salesman and one for the 
customer. In a gathering place, such as 
the Computer Mart of New York, you 
can hang around, try different systems, 
ask questions, and no one keeps asking 
"Can 1 help ?" over and over until you 
get the idea it's either buy or leave. 
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Newscan 
(Continued from page 26) 

to make certain on -board vehicle elec 
ronics do not create harmful fields to 

the surrounding environment. The FCC 
is getting very interested in RF noise 
generated by cars. 

So you see, you'll soon need an EE 
degree to road test your family buggy. 

Fiber Optic Telephone Link 
The world's first high- capacity tele- 

phone link using laser beams over hair 
thin optical fibers was demonstrated in 
Harlow, England last year by four 
European companies of International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 
(ITT). 

Tho lightcarrying fibers run about 
six miles through normal underground 
cable ducts between telephone ex- 
changes in two towns, Hitchin and 
Stevenage, about 26 miles north of 
London. The fibers are contained in a 

cable seven millimeters (about a quart- 

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP 
Statement of ownership, management and circulation 
(Act of August 12, 1970: Section 3685. Title 39. 
United States Code) of Elementary Electronics pub- 
lished bi- monthly at 229 Park Avenue South, New 
York, NY 10003 for October 1, 1977. Annual sub- 
scription price: $6.50. Publication No. 172540. 
General business offices of the publisher are located 
at 229 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003. 
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aging editor: Publisher, Joel Davis, 229 Pork Avenue 
South, New York, NY 10003; Editor, Julian S. Martin, 
229 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003; Man- 
aging Editor, Julian S. Martin, 229 Park Avenue South, 
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other security holders owning or holding I per cent 
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through dealers and carriers, street vendors and 
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complimentary, and other free copies: 863; (E) Total 
distribution (sum of C and D): 209,822; (F) Copies 
not distributed; (I) Office use, left -over, unaccounted, 
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lar rates (Section 132.121, Postal Service Manual). 
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son who would have been entitled to mail matter under 
former section 4359 of this title shall mail such mat- 
ter at the rotes provided under this subsection unless 
he files annually with the Postal Service a written 
request for permission to mail matter at such rates." 
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hereby request permission to mail the publication 
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(signed) V. C. Stabile 
Vice President and Treasurer 

er inch) in diameter and can carry 
nearly 2,000 simultaneous conversa- 
tions. 

STC, the major British telecommuni- 
cations manufacturing company of 
ITT, supplied the special optical cable, 
electronics and the terminal PCM 
multiplex equipment for the system. 
BTM and FACE are supplying higher - 
speed multiplexing equipment for either 
end of the system. STL, the British re- 
search subsidiary of ITT, which orig- 
inated the idea of wideband optical - 
fiber waveguide, is providing the tech- 
nical backup to the project. 

Widespread use of the new optical 
fiber links can be forecast because of 
these cables' outstanding advantages: 
greatly reduced bulk and weight com- 
pared with copper, far greater capacity, 
freedom from electrical interference, 
and enhanced security. The fibers are 
so clear that a slab of the same ma- 
terial one kilometer (about half a 
mile) thick would be as easy to see 
through as an ordinary window glass. 

It was in 1966 that two scientists at 
STL proposed the ideas on which the 
whole new science of fiber -optic trans- 
mission is based. 

Another ITT invention, called pulse 
code modulation or PCM, is used to 
transmit the telephone conversations. 
With PCM, the telephone conversa- 
tions are coded into small electrical 
pulses, transmitted, and then reassem- 
bled at the other end into the original 
conversations. 

The Hitchin to Stevenage 140 mega- 
bits per second digital optical trans- 
mission system is the world's first high - 
capacity repeater link, to be installed 
in the field to demonstrate its suitabil- 
ity for use in public telephone networks. 

Its seven millimeter diameter optical 
cable runs through about six miles of 
normal telephone cable ducting be- 
tween the two towns where post office 
exchange buildings house the multiplex- 
ing and optical terminal equipment. 

One of the two repeaters that is used along 
six mile route to boost and reshape the 
infrared pulses that are transmitted along 
the optical fiber. An engineer is seen here 
making final adjustments to this repeater 
before installation in the optical link 
between Stevenage and Hitchin. 
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NEW EKO 700 
FREQUENCY 

COUNTER NH 
$6995 

At last! A digital counter every 
CB'er /Hobbyist can afford. Exclu- 
sive transmitter -Keyed "sniffer" 
circuit activates counter only on 
transmit, giving accurate readout of 
channel frequency. Standard coax 
connectors and mounting brackets 
make mobile installation a snap. IC 
Digital circuitry. Freq. range: 5 Hz- 
27 MHz (all 40 CB channels) Ac- 
curacy: ±1 PPM ±1 Digit. Read- 
out: Five 0.5" LED Displays; 10 
MHz crystal oscillator KHz /MHz 
Timebase switch; Compact design: 
23/8 "H x 61/8"W 53f6"D. Assembled 
$99.95 

FREE 78 EICO CATALOG 
Check reader service card or send 75¢ 
for first class mail. See your local EICO 
Dealer or call (516) 681 -9300, 9:00 
a.m. -5:00 p.m. EST. Major credit cards 
accepted. 
EICO -108 New South Rd. 
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 

CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

NOWIFOR Mc G E E'S 
BIG SPEAKER CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN 
SPEAKERS - PARTS -TUBES - HIGH FIDELITY 

COMPONENTS-RECORD CHANGERS 
Tape Recorders -Kits -Everything in Electronics 

1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108 

LOCK$MIIH 
Was never so en. 

thused and de. 
lighted with lessons 
in my entire life. I 

grossed over 83.000 
in one year just 
working weekends." 
Rocky Orsi 
A:uu. California 

You'll enjoy your work as a Locksmith 
because it Is more fascinating than a 
hobby -and highly paid besides!! You'll 
go on enjoying the fascinating work, 
year after year, in good times or bad 
because you'll be the man In demand 
in an evergrowing field offering big 
pay jobs. big profits as your own boss. 
Train at Home -Earn Eatre $15$ Right 
Away! Send for FREE beetles today! 

LOCKSMITHING INSTITUTE 
Div. Technical Honw Study Schools 
Dept un_otu Little falls. NJ. 07424 

roc 

Name 

Address 

City /State /Zia. 
Check here if Eligible for Veteran Training , 

(Please Print) 

: 

me, 
CIRCLE 24 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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CIE has 
aterrille idea 

forafew people 
who know what 

theywant. 
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If you want success in electronics ... if you want the ski 

are glad to pay for ... find out about CIE trainin 
It's a terrific idea that can get you on your way to suc 

in electronics troubleshooting. 

Let's face it. learning valuable new 
skills isn't something you just breeze 
through. Especially in a modern 
technological field like electronics 
troubleshooting. You've got to really 
want success if you're going to build 
your skills properly. 

But, oh boy. the rewards when you 
do! In today's world, the ones who 
really know electronics troubleshooting 
find that people ... even industries... 
look for their help. 

What about you? How much do you 
want the thrill of success ... of being in 
demand? Enough to roll up your 
sleeves and work for it? 

Why it pays to 
build troubleshooting skills . 

Suppose the automated production 
controls on an assembly line break 
down. Imagine how much money the 
manufacturer can lose when help 
doesn't come fast ! And it takes a 

skilled electronics troubleshooter to 
move in ... locate the problem ... solve 
it ... and get the lines moving again. 

Or take a TV station. Breakdowns 
are costly in broadcasting where time is 
money. Viewers won't sit forever 
waiting for sound or the picture to come 
hack. Before they change channels. the 
station needs to get hack on the air 
again -with the help of a skilled 
troubleshooter. 

No question about it. Building new 
skills in electronics troubleshooting is 
an investment in your future. It's well 
worth the effort. 

Why you should 
get CIE to help you do it . 

Troubleshooting starts with ideas ... 
principles. CIE's Auto -Programmed" 
Lessons help you get the idea - at your 
own most comfortable pace. Step by 
step at home. you explore each principle 
-each theory - until you understand it 
thoroughly and completely. Then you 
start to use it. 

How CIE helps 
you turn ideas into reality . 

If you're a beginner. you start with 
CIEs Experimental Electronics 
Laboratory. You actually perform over 
200 experiments to help you grasp the 
basics. Plus you use a 3-in -1 Precision 
Multimeter to get your first taste of the 
testing. checking. analyzing steps you 
take in troubleshooting! 

How 3 practical steps help you 
build troubleshooting skills . 

You'll take your first practical step in 
professional troubleshooting when you 
build your ow n 5 N1 H z triggered- sweep. 
solid -state oscilloscope. 

As a trained troubleshooter. you'll 
use your oscilloscope the way a doctor 
uses his X -ray machine. As a student, 
you learn how to "read" waveform 
patterns on a big. scm. x 10cm. screen 
... how to "lock them in" for closer 
study ... how to understand and 
interpret what they tell you. 

Your second practical, skill -building 
step begins when you get your Zenith 

I 9-inch diagonal, solid -state color TV - featuring nine removable modules! 
Now's your chance to apply the new 
skills you learned with your 
oscilloscope! 

With CIEs guidance. you perform 
actual service operations -the kind 
you'd handle on the job as a trained 
troubleshooter! Using the TV. you 
learn to trace signal flow ...detect and 
locate malfunctions ... restore perfect 
operating standards ... just as you 
would with any sophisticated 
electronics equipment. 

Finally, step three rounds out your 
experience as you work with a 
completely solid -state color bar 
generator - actually a TV signal 
transmitter that produces ten different 
display patterns on your TV screen! 

You study a gated color bar rainbow 
... crosshatch lines ...dot p erns. 

You explore digital logic circuits . . 

observe the action of a crystal - 
controlled oscillator! 

This practical, "hands on" trainin, 
takes concentration and effort. But it's 
enjoyable and rewarding. And it's a 
great way to prepare for a 
troubleshooting career! 

Why it's important 
to get your FCC License. 

For some troubleshooting jobs. you 
must have your FCC License. For 
others. employers often consider it a 
mark in your favor. It's government - 
certified proof of specific knowledge 
and skills! 

Almost 4 out of 5 CIE graduates who 
take the exam get their Licenses. More 
than half of CIE's courses can prepare 
you for it ... and the broadest range of 
career opportunities! 

Free catalog! 
Mail the card. If it's gone. cut out and 

mail the coupon. If you prefer to write, 
mention the name of this magazine. 
We'll send you a copy of CIE's FREE 
school catalog -plus a complete 
package of independent home study 
information! For your convenience, 
we'll try to have a representative call to 
help you with course selection. Mail 
the card or coupon ...or write: CIE, 
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland. 
Ohio 44114. rfiiit --- c i = Cleveland Institute 

of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street. C4eveiand. Dace 44114 

Acc.dn.d M.m*.r National Nom. Stud, Counctl I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

YES I want tu succeed in 
electronics. Send me my FREE CIE school 
catalog - including details about 
troubleshooting oubleshooting courses - plus my F R E F. 

package of home study information' 

`AME 

\DDRESS 

cITY 

s FATE 

(please print) 

APT. 

ZIP 

I\GE PHONE (area code) 

I 
, 

( heck box for G. I. Bill information: 
I Veteran Active Duty 

Mail today! 
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CHOOSE A 
REALISTIC® 
CASSETTE... 

m,... ... O 
O 

Ills 

Our new SCT-15 deck sets new standards for stereo cassette recording at 

a moderate price. Integrated- circuit Dolby reduces tape hiss, preserves 

treble response, and extends dynamic range. Separate bias and EQ 

selectors for use with the latest tape formulas, including Cr02. 
Convenient front -load design with large VU meters, digital tape counter, 
and dual mike inputs. Six function controls. 199.95. 

DOLBY*TIfflES TWO 

f,Y AI /ti/lt 

=MN 
cn+wws110111 

+.;v -: -- - --F 

RECTINIDE q P._ AVER TR ROT 

- SOTO ST. i 
STOP i 

I he new 1 R -802 gives you total record /play convenience plus Dolby 
sound - and the Dolby's switchable so you can still make standard tapes 
for your car's player. Large VU meters, Glide -Path" level controls, and a 

precise minutes- and -seconds timer for recording ease. Pushbutton 
pause, program- repeat, continuous -play, and Auto -Stop after each 

program (record only). Check out the TR -802 at your nearby Radio Shack 
-8-track never sounded so good! 179.95. 

Paces may vary at individual stores and dealers Dolby .s a trademark of Dolby Laboratories. Inc 

p-ices and products may vary in Canada 

FREE! New '78 Catalog 

Come in for your copy 
and see what's really 
new in electronics. 164 
pages- 100 in full color. 
2000 exclusive items. 

e 
OR 8 -TRACK 

DECK 
EACH WITH 

DOLBY! 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

adre IhaeK 
A TANDY COMPANY FT. WORTH, TX 78102 8000 LOCATIONS IN 9 COUNTRIES 


